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ABSTRACT 
Scott MacKay Yourstone: The Taxonomic and Functional Nature of Plant-Associated 
Microbiomes 
(Under the direction of Jeffery Dangl and Corbin Jones) 
 
Microbes live in close association with eukaryotes and have substantial impacts on fitness 
and well-being of their hosts. In plants, microbes can colonize soil adjacent to plant roots and can 
even survive inside of plant tissues. They can have either positive or negative effects on plant 
fitness and therefore show potential for use as an agricultural tool. However, our current 
understanding of how these microbial communities are formed and how they function is limited. 
The work described in this dissertation reports novel insights regarding plant-associated 
microbiomes along with new and improved methods for observing their associations with plants. 
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to plant associated microbiomes and the common methods 
used to study them. Chapter 2 outlines colonization patterns of Arabidopsis thaliana associated 
microbiomes. The taxa that colonize Arabidopsis roots endophytically are distinct from those 
colonizing the soil surrounding the roots (rhizosphere) and unplanted bulk soil. This suggests 
that plants modulate these communities and possibly select for microbes that provide specific 
fitness advantages. Endophytic communities of plants grown in different soils exemplify how 
soil type is the primary factor in determining the taxa found in these communities. However, 
there are core taxa that are consistently found in the endophyte compartment regardless of soil 
type and other factors. These core microbes are potential candidates that are actively selected by 
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plants. Communities associated with different Arabidopsis ecotypes and ages have only minor 
differences. 
Chapter 3 presents improved methods for profiling taxa in plant-associated microbiomes 
by utilizing two techniques. First, PCR amplification clamps designed from peptide nucleic acids 
are used to reduce plant chloroplast contamination. Removing unwanted chloroplast 
contamination reduces the cost of sequencing by increasing the yield of usable, bacterial 16S 
reads. Second, 16S amplicons are tagged with a unique DNA oligo (i.e. molecule tag) prior to 
PCR amplification. After PCR amplification and sequencing, reads having the same molecule tag 
likely originated from the same DNA template. Therefore, discrepancies between these reads are 
presumably sequencing errors and can be corrected bioinformatically. Identifying and correcting 
these sequencing errors can be performed using the MTToolbox software described in Chapter 4. 
Correcting sequencing errors using molecule tagged reads and MTToolbox substantially reduces 
the number of spurious singleton OTUs. 
Chapter 5 compares the functional profiles of Arabidopsis rhizospheres against those in 
the bulk soil and also describes novel methods for comparing across metagenomes. These 
methods can report functional differences between microbiomes at a global level or for specific 
taxa. For example, transcription-related functions were identified as frequently enriched in the 
rhizosphere across a broad diversity of taxa. Alternatively, synthesis of cyclic beta-1,2-glucans 
were identified as rhizosphere enriched in multiple taxa among a small group of 
betaproteobacteria despite other betaproteobacteria having different enrichment patterns. 
Additionally, rare functions in these metagenomes were more likely to be classified as 
rhizosphere enriched suggesting that microbes are constantly evolving new mechanisms for 
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rhizosphere colonization. Therefore, identifying taxa specific enrichments patterns is important 
for understanding mechanisms associated with rhizosphere colonization. 
Collectively, the methods and insights described in this document expand our 
understanding of plant microbiomes and generate important hypotheses for future examination. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
2.1 Impact and Significance of microorganisms 
Microorganisms colonize nearly every inhabitable environment and constitute the 
majority of biodiversity on the earth. The impacts of microorganisms are substantial; 
understanding the characteristics of these microbes and the communities in which they associate 
(i.e. microbiota) is thus of great importance.  
Microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, oomycetes, archaea, protozoa, algae, viruses, 
archaea, arthropods, and nematodes often live in close association with plants (Cardon and 
Whitbeck 2007; Bonkowski, Villenave, and Griffiths 2009; Wünche 1996; Raaijmakers et al. 
2009). They can colonize inner tissues (endosphere), surface layers (rhizoplane), and soil 
surrounding the roots (rhizosphere). Members of these microbial communities are known to have 
both positive and negative effects on plants. For example, rhizobia inhabiting root nodules of 
legumes can convert nitrogen from the soil to forms that are accessible to the plant resulting in 
increased plant growth (Richardson et al. 2009). Furthermore, some microbes help convert other 
essential nutrients for plant growth like phosphate and iron to forms that can be metabolized by 
plants (Rodríguez and Fraga 1999; Hiruma et al. 2016; Sharma et al. 2013; Scavino and Pedraza 
2013). As a consequence of this increased nutrient availability and uptake in the plants, these 
mutualistic interactions generally increase plant growth (Hiruma et al. 2016; Almario et al. 
2017). When a microbe contributes to such a phenotype it is classified as a plant growth 
promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR). 
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Microbes can also protect plants against pathogens. For example, some microbes such as 
Pseudomonas simiae WCS417 can prime the plant immune system causing induced systemic 
resistance (ISR) (Berendsen et al. 2015; Stringlis et al. 2017). During ISR the plant immune 
system is stimulated, providing increased resistance to pathogens without fully engaging the 
immune system. Because a fully engaged immune system requires a substantial amount of 
resources, the plant can divert those resource to other needs and still remain resistant to 
pathogens increasing overall fitness (Vos, Pieterse, and Van Wees n.d.). 
Because microbes can have an enormous impact on plant fitness, understanding how 
plants shape and interact with their associated microbes is vital. Furthermore, as we seek to feed 
a growing global population with limited resources, utilizing the power of microbes as an 
agricultural tool has enormous potential. 
2.2 Observing the microbiome using the 16S ribosomal gene 
Observing microbes in their natural environments (i.e. microbiome) has been a challenge. 
Microbiomes may contain millions of members drawn from a diverse part of the tree of life.  A 
few individual community members may be cultured in artificial conditions, but these culture-
based methods can only capture a fraction of a microbiota. Furthermore, observations made 
using culture-based methods may not accurately reflect the state of wild microbiomes because 
they have been removed from their natural habitat. New and rapid developments in DNA 
sequencing technology and computational resources have provided unique opportunities to 
explore these communities in their natural settings. Therefore, our knowledge and interest in 
microbiomes is increasing as these novel tools are invented and expanded 
The most commonly utilized method for querying microbiomes involves sequencing a 
fragment of the 16S ribosomal gene or its eukaryotic counterpart, the 18S gene. These ribosomal 
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genes were selected for measuring microbial communities for three main reasons. First, for 
eubacteria, the 16S gene encodes a crucial component of the ribosome, a complex structure 
required for the basic and universal process of translating messenger RNA into proteins, this 
ribosomal gene is highly conserved across the tree of life (Woese, Fox, and Zablen 1975; Woese 
and Fox 1977). Consequently, it can be used to detect all bacteria present in a microbiome. 
Second, despite being highly conserved, some regions of this gene are extremely variable. These 
variable regions provide the phylogenetic resolution required to differentiate between species. 
And third, the variable regions in the gene are flanked by highly conserved regions that make 
excellent targets for designing PCR primers to amplify the variable regions. Therefore, a single 
primer pair matching conserved regions in the gene can provide taxa specific sequences 
representing the diversity of microbes contained in a microbiome. 
The DNA amplicon generated by PCR amplification of one or more variable regions on 
the 16S gene can be sequenced using high-throughput sequencing technologies.  Making sense of 
these data requires assigning the surveyed 16S region to a taxonomic group, quantifying how 
often each taxon is represented, and assessing statistical confidence in those estimates. Several 
software packages and pipelines have been developed specifically for analyzing 16S sequences 
generated from microbiomes (Caporaso, Kuczynski, Stombaugh, Bittinger, Bushman, Costello, 
Fierer, Peña, Goodrich, Gordon, Huttley, Kelley, Knights, Koenig, Ley, Lozupone, Mcdonald, et 
al. 2010). A typical 16S analysis pipeline first removes low quality and chimeric sequences. The 
remaining sequences are clustered by their sequence similarity into operational taxonomic units 
(OTUs) (Sneath and Sokal 1973). The standard threshold defining cluster boundaries is 97% 
sequence similarity (Nguyen et al. 2016). Uclust is currently the most commonly utilized 
algorithm for generating OTUs (Edgar 2010). It uses a series of clustering and sorting operations 
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to efficiently cluster sequence reads into OTUs. First, identical reads are identified and collapsed 
into a single read. Reads that are represented multiple times likely originate from the most 
abundant microbes and are unlikely to contain sequencing errors. Consequently, in the 
subsequent clustering step they are used as starting points from which clusters can expand. 
Compared against previous OTU building algorithms, this heuristic algorithm decreases run time 
without substantially reducing accuracy of clusters (Edgar 2010). 
The resulting list of OTUs and their abundance, as measured by the number of reads 
contained in the OTU cluster, constitutes a 16S profile of a microbiome. A profile from a single 
microbiome can be described by its species diversity (alpha diversity; Whittaker 1972). 
Furthermore, profiles from different microbiomes can be compared (beta diversity) using 
distance/similarity metrics like Bray-Curtis and Unifrac (C. Lozupone and Knight 2005a; Bray 
and Curtis 1957). Various ordination methods such as principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) are a 
useful tool to visualize the pairwise similarities and differences between 16S profiles of 
microbiomes. Individual OTUs or their taxonomic groupings can be tested for differential 
abundance across microbiomes using linear models. Representative sequences from each OTU 
can be compared against extensive 16S gene databases such as greengenes and SILVA (DeSantis 
et al. 2006; Yilmaz et al. 2014; Quast et al. 2012) to describe the taxonomic attributes of a 
microbiome. 
There are several advantages to using 16S-based methods. For example, 16S sequencing 
captures a much larger diversity of microbes than culturing. While there is still some bias 
associated with which 16S genes can be amplified, that bias is substantially smaller than the bias 
imposed by culturing isolates from the microbiome. Additionally, 16S sequencing provides 
information about the relative abundance of the community members that cannot be obtained via 
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culturing. Lastly, 16S sequencing can capture a large fraction of the community even down to 
members that are rare. As sequencing throughput continues to increase, the ability to capture rare 
microbes will only increase. 
These 16S-based methods have been successfully used to describe multiple plant-
associated microbiomes. These studies have investigated which microbial taxa colonize a given 
environment and how those taxonomic profiles change across fractions, soils, plant physiology 
and environmental conditions. The taxa inhabiting the endosphere (inner parts of the roots) are 
different from those found in the rhizosphere or bulk soil (Lundberg et al. 2012; Bulgarelli et al. 
2012a). Furthermore, there are few taxa that differ between two developmental stages of adult 
plants and across multiple Arabidopsis ecotypes suggesting that some genotypic differences are 
not strongly associated with the assembly of the microbiome. However, in other plant species, 
such as potatoes, genotypic differences have a larger impact on the structure of the microbiome 
(Bulgarelli et al. 2013; Knief et al. 2010; Wagner et al. 2016). Additionally, common garden 
experiments demonstrated clear differences between the rhizosphere and endosphere 
microbiomes across plant species indicating that plants actively select their microbiome (Ofek et 
al. 2014). However, within more closely related plant species such as those in the Brassicaceae 
family, the differences between rhizosphere microbiota cannot be explained by host phylogenetic 
distance alone (Schlaeppi et al. 2014).  
There are, however, several limitations to 16S analyses. First, PCR can lead to chimeric 
sequences that can easily be mistaken for novel taxa. Algorithms such as UChime have helped 
minimize the effects of chimeric reads (Edgar et al. 2011). Second, sequencing errors can cause a 
read to fall just outside of its correct cluster. This leads to an overabundance of spurious 
singleton OTUs and can negatively impact alpha and beta diversity estimation. Third, PCR and 
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DNA extraction biases can preferentially amplify the 16S gene for certain taxa and some taxa 
have multiple 16S gene copies making it difficult to accurately measure the abundance of these 
taxa (Hong et al. 2009; Sharpton et al. 2011; Logares et al. 2014; Větrovský and Baldrian 2013). 
Fourth, 16S profiling is primarily focused on describing the taxa that inhabit a microbiome and is 
limited to the extent to which it can describe the functional attributes. Tools like PICRUSt and 
Tax4Fun map 16S reads to a reference database of genomes that are then used to infer the 
metagenome (Langille et al. 2013; Aßhauer et al. 2015). However, such tools are limited by the 
resolution of an OTU cluster. This dilemma is demonstrated by the observation that bacteria with 
identical 16S sequences can harbor different functional repertoires—for example, within 
Escherichia coli alone genome size and content can vary considerably (Lukjancenko, Wassenaar, 
and Ussery 2010; Bergthorsson and Ochman 1995). Additionally, inference of metagenomes 
from 16S profiles is also limited by how accurately the database reflects that taxa present in the 
microbiome. But because isolate genomes are being sequenced at an inspiring rate, this problem 
is diminishing. 
2.3 Observing the microbiome using shotgun sequencing 
To address the limitation of marker-based metagenomics like 16S profiling, the entire 
complement of DNA from a microbiome can be shotgun sequenced to measure the genomic 
properties of a microbiome. The resulting genomic sequences constitute the metagenome and are 
used to describe both the taxonomic and functional profiles of microbiomes (Handelsman 2004). 
Some biases imposed by targeted PCR amplification for 16S profiling are eliminated in shotgun 
metagenomics. Moreover, metagenomics allows the simultaneous study of bacteria, archaea, and 
eukaryotes, especially protists, as well as non-ribosomal viruses and virophages (Norman et al. 
2015; Norman, Handley, and Virgin 2014). 
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A variety of methods exist for analyzing metagenomic sequences. The majority of such 
methods rely on either de novo assembly of the reads or mapping reads to a reference database or 
a mixture of both (Oulas et al. 2015). De novo assembly of a metagenome attempts to reconstruct 
each genomic sequence from a set of short DNA sequences (i.e. reads). These short reads can be 
assembled into longer sequence fragments (i.e. contigs and scaffolds) using standard genome 
assembly algorithms (A Bankevich 2012; Zerbino and Birney 2008) or specialized algorithms 
designed specifically for assembling metagenomes (Namiki et al. 2012; Boisvert et al. 2012; 
Vollmers, Wiegand, and Kaster 2017; Peng et al. 2012, 2011). De novo assembly of 
metagenomes has successfully been applied to the reconstruction of complete genomes of 
microbes present in simple communities (Albertsen et al. 2013). 
However, de novo assembly of metagenomes in complex communities such as soil and 
rhizosphere has been a challenge (Howe et al. 2014) because the breadth and depth of organisms 
found in these complex environments. The resulting contigs are typically less than 500 base 
pairs—substantially shorter than the average microbial genome (5 megabases) (Bulgarelli et al. 
2015). Failure to assemble reads into long contigs is likely attributed to three problematic 
attributes of metagenomes: shared genomic sequences, extensive number of sampled species, 
and uneven coverage across genomes. Genomic regions shared by related microbes are difficult 
to assemble because algorithms are designed to break contigs at repetitive regions to avoid 
generating chimeric sequences. Microbial communities such as those found in soil harbor a vast 
diversity of related microbes increasing the fraction of shared genomic sequence. De novo 
assembly also requires substantial read coverage of the entire genome for accurate assembly. 
This coverage requirement may be met for the most abundant community members but quickly 
becomes problematic for the remaining metagenome. For example, when a growing contig 
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encounters a region with low coverage it breaks. Therefore, assemblies of low coverage genomes 
frequently contain many short contigs. To fully assemble low abundance community members, a 
substantial amount of sequencing is required. However, sequencing more reads can be wasteful 
because the majority of the new sequences are from the high abundance genomes that have 
already been assembled. Therefore, the species unevenness of microbiota are a substantial 
impediment to de novo assembly. Computational methods for evening out the abundance 
differences have improved de novo assembly of complex microbiota (Howe et al. 2014; Crusoe 
et al. 2015). However, such computational solutions will never resolve the overabundance of 
sequences wasted on high-abundance microbes.  
Despite poor assemblies, contigs and unassembled reads can still be useful for analyzing 
metagenomes. Contigs can be mined for genes or gene fragments (Qin et al. 2010) and resulting 
gene profiles can be compared across microbiomes. Genes that are present in a particular 
microbiome but absent in another may provide fitness advantages for microbes in that 
environment or are detrimental in other environments. Short contigs and unassembled reads can 
also be taxonomically classified for measuring the taxonomic profile of a microbiome (Keegan, 
Glass, and Meyer 2016). These taxonomic predictions are more accurate as contig lengths 
increase and are more accurate than taxonomic assignment of unassembled reads. Recent 
algorithms have successfully binned metagenomic contigs originating from a single genome by 
utilizing sequence features like GC content, tetranucleotide frequency, and abundance profiles 
(Albertsen et al. 2013; Sangwan, Xia, and Gilbert 2016; Imelfort et al. 2014; Finkel et al. 2016). 
Such methods have recently been utilized to assemble nearly 8,000 genomes, some of which 
represent novel taxa (Parks et al. 2017). 
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The second primary method for analyzing metagenome reads involves mapping reads to a 
database of reference sequences. These databases can be compiled from individual genomes of 
previously sequenced isolates, annotation databases (e.g. COG, KEGG, SEED), gene catalogs, or 
contigs assembled from metagenomes. Reads can be mapped using standard read mapping 
software (H. Li and Durbin 2009, 2010; Miyazawa 1995). The number of reads mapping to each 
genomic feature is an estimation of the abundance of that feature in the microbiome. These 
feature abundances can be compared across metagenomes using software such as STAMP and 
MG-RAST (Parks et al. 2014; Keegan, Glass, and Meyer 2016) to infer functions potentially 
important for survival and colonization of a microbiome. The primary limitation to mapping 
metagenome reads to a reference database is the bias imposed by the database. Features in the 
metagenome that are not represented in the database will not be measured.  
Metagenome sequencing has been successfully applied to several plant associated 
microbiomes including rice, barley, cucumber, wheat, grapevine, Lotus japonicas corn, 
switchgrass, Miscanthus, Tamarix, and soybeans (Sessitsch et al. 2012; Bulgarelli et al. 2015; 
Ofek-Lalzar et al. 2014; Zarraonaindia et al. 2015; Unno and Shinano 2013; Guo 2016; Finkel et 
al. 2016; L. W. Mendes et al. 2014). The rhizospheres across these different plant species are 
consistently different than matching bulk soils at both taxonomic and functional levels. In the 
barley rhizosphere 94% of annotatable reads are bacterial (Bulgarelli et al. 2015), and this pattern 
is consistent across many of the other plant-associated microbiomes. Interestingly, wheat and 
cucumber rhizoplane communities differed taxonomically, but were functionally similar (Ofek-
Lalzar et al. 2014). Conversely, rhizospheres of corn, switchgrass, and Miscanthus had 
measurable functional differences (Guo 2016). Many of the proteins enriched in the barley 
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rhizosphere, particularly those encoding for microbe-plant and microbe-microbe interactions, 
were under positive selection (Bulgarelli et al. 2015).  
Despite the recent progress in understanding the functional profiles of microbiomes, there 
are still substantial knowledge gaps. First, most comparative metagenomics studies only describe 
functional differences between microbiomes at a general level (Bulgarelli et al. 2015). Higher 
resolution comparisons to identify specific functions in specific taxa are important for generating 
actionable knowledge. As these specific traits are identified they can be experimentally validated 
and explored. Second, metagenome studies primarily focused on patterns of colonization. 
Experiments that identify functional mechanisms involved in growth promotion and other 
important traits should also be a point of focus. Third, observing plant endophytic metagenomes 
is nearly impossible because nearly all shotgun sequences from these samples are predominantly 
host plant DNA. Methods for separating bacterial and plant DNA prior to or during sequencing 
would be invaluable. Lastly, metagenomics has been useful in describing the functional potential 
of microbiomes, but it remains unclear how microbes modulate their gene expression across 
different environments. Therefore, coupling metagenomics and metatranscriptomics is important 
for accurately and completely describing the functional characteristics of microbiomes. 
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to reveal novel insights regarding plant-
associated microbiomes obtained using a combination of standard and novel methods for 
querying microbiomes. Chapter 2 presents a seminal 16S profiling study describing Arabidopsis 
thaliana associated microbiomes. Chapter 3 outlines novel methods developed to improve 16S 
profiling of plant-associated microbiomes. Chapter 4 describes the associated software 
developed in conjunction with the methods outlined in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 5 compares 
the functional profiles in Arabidopsis thaliana rhizospheres against those in bulk soil using 
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shotgun metagenomics. Collectively, the methods and insights described in this document 
expanded our understanding of plant microbiomes and generated important hypotheses for future 
examination.  
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CHAPTER 2: DEFINING THE CORE ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA ROOT 
MICROBIOME1 
2.1 Overview 
Land plants associate with a root microbiota distinct from the complex microbial 
community present in surrounding soil. The microbiota colonizing the rhizosphere (immediately 
surrounding the root) and the endophytic compartment (within the root) contribute to plant 
growth, productivity, carbon sequestration and phytoremediation (Rodriguez et al. 2008; De 
Deyn, Cornelissen, and Bardgett 2008; van der Lelie et al. 2009). Colonization of the root occurs 
despite a sophisticated plant immune system (Jones and Dangl 2006; Dodds and Rathjen 2010) 
suggesting finely tuned discrimination of mutualists and commensals from pathogens. Genetic 
principles governing the derivation of host-specific endophyte communities from soil 
communities are poorly understood. Here we report the pyrosequencing of the bacterial 16S 
ribosomal RNA gene of more than 600 Arabidopsis thaliana plants to test the hypotheses that the 
root rhizosphere and endophytic compartment microbiota of plants grown under controlled 
conditions in natural soils are sufficiently dependent on the host to remain consistent across 
different soil types and developmental stages, and sufficiently dependent on host genotype to 
vary between inbred Arabidopsis accessions. We describe different bacterial communities in two 
                                                
1 The content of this chapter has been published before as a peer-reviewed article (Lundberg et al., 2012). Figures 
were renumbered to match the formatting of this document. Section and subsection headers have been added for 
easier navigation. Numerous supplementary files were made available online at the time of publication, and are not 
included here; they will be referred to as Supplementary Table or Supplementary Dataset and can be obtained at 
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v488/n7409/full/nature11237.html#supplementary-information.  
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geochemically distinct bulk soils and in rhizosphere and endophytic compartments prepared 
from roots grown in these soils. The communities in each compartment are strongly influenced 
by soil type. Endophytic compartments from both soils feature overlapping, low-complexity 
communities that are markedly enriched in Actinobacteria and specific families from other 
phyla, notably Proteobacteria. Some bacteria vary quantitatively between plants of different 
developmental stage and genotype. Our rigorous definition of an endophytic compartment 
microbiome should facilitate controlled dissection of plant– microbe interactions derived from 
complex soil communities. 
2.2 Introduction 
Roots influence the rhizosphere by altering soil pH, soil structure, oxygen availability, 
antimicrobial concentration, and quorum-sensing mimicry, and by providing an energy source of 
dead root material and carbon-rich exudates (Marschner et al. 1986; Dennis, Miller, and Hirsch 
2010). The microbiota inhabiting this niche can both benefit and undermine plant health; shifting 
this balance is of agronomic interest. Mutualistic microbes may provide the plant with 
physiologically accessible nutrients and phytohormones that improve plant growth, may suppress 
phytopathogens or may help plants withstand heat, salt and drought (R. Mendes et al. 2011; 
Firáková, Šturdíková, and Múčková 2007). The rhizosphere community is a subset of soil 
microbes that are subsequently filtered via niche utilization attributes and interactions with the 
host to inhabit the endophytic compartment (EC) (Schulz et al. 2006). Although a variety of 
microbes may enter and become transient endophytes, those consistently found inside roots are 
candidate symbionts or stealthy pathogens (Schulz et al. 2006; Hallmann et al. 1997). Notably, 
Arabidopsis and other Brassicaceae are not well colonized by arbuscularmycorrhizal fungi, 
implying that other microorganisms may fill this niche. 
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Microbial community structure differs across plant species (Redford et al. 2010; 
Hardoim, van Overbeek, and Elsas 2008), and there are reports of host-genotype-dependent 
differences in patterns of microbial associations (Inceoğlu et al. 2010; İnceoğlu et al. 2011). 
However, the divergent methods used in those studies relied on small sample sizes and low-
resolution phylotyping techniques potentially confounded by off-target sequences and chimaeric 
amplicons. We developed a robust experimental system to sample repeatedly the root 
microbiome using high-throughput sequencing. Our results confirm many of the general 
conclusions from earlier studies and, because of controlled experimental design and the power of 
deep sequencing, provide a key step towards the definition of this microbiome’s functional 
capacity and the host genes that potentially contribute to microbial association phenotypes. Such 
plant genes would constitute major agronomic targets. 
2.3 Results 
We used 454 pyrosequencing to sequence 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene amplicons 
for DNA prepared from eight diverse, inbred A. thaliana accessions. Plants were grown from 
surface-sterile seeds in climate-controlled conditions in two diverse soils, respectively termed 
Mason Farm and Clayton (Supplementary Table 1; detailed in Supplementary Information). For 
each soil, we assayed multiple individuals from each A. thaliana accession grown from sterile 
seeds in both soils across independent full-factorial biological replicates, in which all genotypes 
and bulk soils (pots without a plant) for a given soil type were grown in parallel (Supplementary 
Table 2). We isolated separate rhizosphere and EC fractions from individual plant root systems 
(Figure 2.5 and Supplementary Table 2). We established 1114F and 1392R as our primer pair 
(Supplementary Information and Figure 2.6). Using an otupipe-based pipeline 
(http://drive5.com/otupipe/), we grouped sequences into 97%-identical operational taxonomic 
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units (OTUs), reduced noise and removed chimaeras. We determined technical reproducibility 
thresholds to conclude that OTUs defined by ≥ 25 reads in ≥ 5 samples (hereafter 253 5) are 
individually ‘measurable OTUs’ (Benson et al. 2010; Gottel et al. 2011) (Figures 2.6 and 2.14). 
All data reported here are from one run of our otupipe-based pipeline (Figures 2.7 and 
Supplementary Database 1). 
Excluding additional control samples, we ribotyped 1,248 samples comprising 111 bulk 
soil, 613 rhizosphere and 524 EC samples, generating 9,787,070 high-quality reads (Figures 2.7 
and 2.8a–c). After removing plant-sequence-derived OTUs, we obtained a table of usable OTU 
read counts per sample containing 6,387,407 reads distributed across 18,783 OTUs. We 
normalized this table of usable reads by rarefying to 1,000 reads per sample (Supplementary 
Database 2a) or, alternatively, by dividing the reads per OTU in a sample by the sum of usable 
reads in that sample, resulting in a table of relative abundances (frequencies) (Supplementary 
Database 2b). Using the 25 3 5 threshold, we defined 778 measurable OTUs representing 54% 
(3,463,632) of the usable reads (Figure 2.8c and Supplementary Table 3). The diversity of the 
778 measurable OTUs in soil, rhizosphere and EC fractions showed expected relative trends 
when compared with the diversity by fraction of all usable OTUs (Figure 2.8d). We display the 
rarefaction-normalized data; parallel analyses of frequency-normalized data are provided in 
Supplementary Figures. 
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Figure 2.1 Sample fraction and soil type drive the microbial composition of root-
associated endophyte communities. a) Principal Coordinate Analysis of pairwise, 
normalized, weighted UniFrac distances between samples based on rarefaction to 1,000 
reads in usable OTUs. CL, Clayton; MF, Mason Farm; R, rhizosphere; S, soil. b), 
Hierarchical clustering (group-avegage linkage) of the log2-transformed rarefied counts 
from the measurable OTUs. Based on the pairwise BrayCurtis dissimilarity.  
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We used principal coordinate analysis on pairwise, normalized, weighted UniFrac 
distances between all samples, considering all usable OTUs, to identify the main factors driving 
community composition (Fig. 1a and Figure 2.9a). The first principal coordinate (PCo1) revealed 
that the two bulk soils and their associated rhizospheres were differentiated from the respective 
EC fractions. Soil type was the main factor in the second component (PCo2). This pattern was 
recapitulated by hierarchical clustering of pairwise Bray–Curtis dissimilarities considering only 
measurable OTUs (Fig. 1b and Figure 2.9b). Samples harvested at different developmental 
stages clustered together, indicating that this variable does not have a major effect on overall 
community composition (Fig. 1 and Figure 2.9a, b; yng versus old, where yng refers to the time 
of appearance of an inflorescence meristem and old refers to fruiting plants with greater than 
50% senescent leaves). Additional control samples from the reference genotype Col-0 harvested 
from four independent digs of Mason Farm soil underscored the reproducibility of these bacterial 
community profiles (Figure 2.10). Together, these data demonstrate that the interaction of 
diverse soil communities with plants determines the assembly of the rhizosphere, leading to 
winnowed ECs, that the ECs from at least these two diverse soils are very different from the 
starting soil communities and that there is little difference in communities over host 
developmental time. 
We fitted a general linear mixed model (GLMM) to samples from each set of plant 
fractions (rhizosphere or EC), plus the bulk soil controls, to identify measurable OTUs whose 
abundances differ significantly between plant and bulk soil as a result of soil type, 
developmental stage, fraction and genotype (Supplementary Information and Supplementary 
Database 3). This approach allowed us to quantify the contribution from each variable to the 
community composition (Supplementary Table 4). Controlling for sequencing plate effects, plant 
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fraction is the most important factor; its effect is strongest for the EC, consistent with our 
UniFrac and Bray–Curtis analyses. Soil type is less important, followed by experiment, 
developmental stage and, finally, genotype, which had a small but consistent effect. 
Hierarchical clustering of sample groups considering 256 OTUs identified by the GLMM 
to differentiate rhizosphere and EC from soil recapitulated the separation of EC from soil and 
rhizosphere (Figure 2.2A and Figure 2.11a, left; compare with Fig. 1 and Figure 2.9). Of these, 
164 OTUs were enriched in EC samples (Figure 2.2B, a; dark and light red bars), defining an A. 
thaliana ‘EC microbiome’. Of these 164, 97 were enriched in EC samples from both soil types 
(Figure 2.2B, a; dark red bars), potentially representing a core EC microbiome. By contrast, 67 
of these 164 were enriched in EC to a greater extent in one soil than the other (Figure 2.2B, a; 
light red bars; Figure 2.2B, b)). Importantly, 32 OTUs were depleted in EC samples (Figure 
2.2B, a; blue bars). Some OTUs exhibited rhizosphere enrichment; these significantly overlapped 
the EC-enriched OTUs (P , 10216, one-sided hypergeometric test) and also sometimes had a soil-
type component (Figure 2.2B, c and d). Only a few rhizosphere-specific enrichments were not 
also enriched in the EC (Supplementary Table 3). Hence, the A. thaliana EC microbiome is 
enriched for both a shared set of OTUs commonly assembled across two replicates from two 
diverse soils, and a set of OTUs that are assembled from each soil. 
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Figure 2.2 OTUs that differentiate the EC and rhizosphere from soil. A. Heatmap 
showing OTU counts from the rarefied OTU table (Supplementary Database 2a; log2-
transformed) from each of the 256 rhizosphere- and EC- differentiating OTUs present 
across replicates. Samples and OTUs are clustered on their Bray– Curtis similarities 
(group-average linkage). The key relates colours to the untransformed read counts. 
Different hues of the same colour correspond to different replicates as in Fig. 1. B, The 
strength of GLMM predictions (best linear unbiased predictors) is represented by bar 
height. a, OTUs predicted as EC enriched (red, up) or EC depleted (blue, down). b, OTUs 
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higher in the EC in Mason Farm soil than Clayton (brown, up) or higher in Clayton soil 
than Mason Farm(gold, down).OTUs in a that are not differentially affected by soil type 
are shown there in darker hues. c, OTUs predicted as rhizosphere enriched (as in a). d, 
OTUs higher in rhizosphere in one soil type (as in b). C, Histograms showing the 
distributions of phyla present in the 778 measurable OTUs in soil, rhizosphere and ECs 
compared with phyla present in the subset of EC OTUs enriched (EC up) or depleted (EC 
down) relative to soil. Shannon diversity (considering phyla as individuals) is given 
above each bar. A differential number of asterisks above the diversity values represents a 
significant difference (P,0.05, weighted analysis of variance; Supplementary Methods 
and Supplementary Table 5). D, Distribution of families present among the OTUs from 
the phylum Actinobacteria. E, Distribution of families present among the OTUs from the 
phylum Proteobacteria. F, Distribution of families present among the OTUs of three 
classes of the phylum Proteobacteria: Alphaproteobacteria (a), Betaproteobacteria (b) and 
Gammaproteobacteria (c). Statistical evidence for presence, enrichment in or depletion 
from EC is in Supplementary Table 6 
 
We assessed taxonomic distributions, first those of the 778 measurable OTUs in soil, 
rhizosphere and EC fractions, and then those of the 256 EC-enriched and 32 EC-depleted OTUs 
(Figure 2.2A, Figure 2.11a and Supplementary Table 3). Measurable OTUs were distributed 
across seven dominant phyla (Figure 2.2C and Figure 2.11c) and contained 50–70% of the usable 
reads in all fractions (Figure 2.8c). Phyla distribution of the ECenriched OTUs reflected that of 
the entire EC. Conversely, the phyla distribution of the EC-depleted OTUs typically resembled 
that of the rhizosphere fraction (Figure 2.2C). The lower Shannon diversity of the EC fraction is 
consistent with enrichment for a subset of dominant phyla. Specifically, the EC microbiome was 
dominated by Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, and was depleted of Acidobacteria, 
Gemmatimonadetes and Verrucomicrobia, when soil types were considered either together or 
separately (Figure 2.2C, Figures 2.11c and 2.19 and Supplementary Table 5). Lower-order 
taxonomic analysis (Figure 2.2D and Figure 2.11d) demonstrated that enrichment of a low-
diversity Actinobacteria community in the EC was driven by a subset of families, predominantly 
Streptomycetaceae. 
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 Other phyla, such as Proteobacteria, were represented by both EC enrichments and EC 
depletions at the family level (Figure 2.2E and Figure 2.11e). Strikingly, two 
alphaproteobacterial families, Rhizobiaceae and Methylobacteriaceae, and two 
gammaproteobacterial families, Pseudomonadaceae and Moraxellaceae, dominated the EC 
population in their respective classes (Figure 2.2F, a and c, and Figure 2.11f, a and c). Equally 
striking was the EC redistribution of particular alpha- and gammaproteobacterial families that 
were common in soil and rhizosphere (Figure 2.2F and Figure 2.11f). 
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Figure 2.3 Dot plots of notable OTUs. Counts for each OTU(number at top keyed to 
Supplementary Table 3) from the rarefied table were log2- transformed and the counts for 
each sample plotted as an individual symbol. The y axis is labeled with the actual 
(untransformed) counts. a–h, Each position on the x axis is labeled with a symbol to 
represent the sample group, and samples from that group are plotted in the column 
directly above. Biological replicates in the same column have different hues. The median 
of each replicate is shown with a horizontal black bar; some are invisible because they 
are at 0. i, j, Each x-axis position is labeled by Arabidopsis accession; samples from that 
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accession are plotted above each label. Each OTU in the figure has model predictions in 
several categories (Supplementary Table 3). 
 
Specific OTUs, three from the family Streptomycetaceae and one from the order 
Sphingobacteriales, demonstrate the robustness of EC enrichments (Figure 2.3a–d and Figure 
2.15a–d). A few OTUs were either significantly enriched in rhizosphere but not in the EC 
(Figure 2.3e, f, Figure 2.15e, f and Supplementary Table 3), or were associated with one of the 
two developmental stages (Figure 2.3g, h, Figure 2.15g, h and Supplementary Table 3). Data in 
Figure 2.2, Figure 2.11, Figure 2.3, Figure 2.15 and Supplementary Table 3 demonstrate that 
entire taxa at various levels are enriched in or depleted from the EC microbiome. Additionally, 
rhizosphere taxa capable of colonizing the root vicinity are nonetheless prevented from 
colonizing the EC. 
Several OTUs differentiated inbred A. thaliana accessions. Genotype-dependent 
enrichments and depletions were significant but weak (Supplementary Tables 5 and 3). To 
identify accessiondependent effects specific to a soil type or a developmental stage, we fitted a 
partial GLMM that modelled each genotype against bulk soil for each experiment or 
developmental stage group, and tested the model’s predictions with a non-parametric Kruskal–
Wallis test corrected for multiple testing (Supplementary Information). We considered only those 
significant accession-dependent effects that were present in the same direction in both biological 
replicates. We further required that these OTUs have a consistent prediction in the full GLMM, 
which narrowed the field to 12 OTUs (or 27 with frequencynormalized data; Supplementary 
Table 3). In Figure 2.3, we display relative abundances of two such OTUs, one for each soil type, 
both Actinobacteria (Figure 2.3i, j and Figure 2.15i, j). That these enrichments were detected by 
the full GLMM (which accounts for plate effects due to 454 sequencing), and were sequenced 
over several plates (Figure 2.18) supports a true genotype effect. Thus, a small subset of the EC 
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microbiome is likely to be quantitatively influenced by host-genotype-dependent fine-tuning in 
specific soil environments. This could allow compensatory contributions of the EC microbiome 
and host genome variation to overall metagenome function. 
 
Figure 2.4 CARD–FISH confirmation of Actinobacteria on roots. A single set of 
Mason Farm yng Col-0 roots were fixed and stained using CARD–FISH. DAPI, 49,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole.DoubleCARD–FISH was applied using theEUB338 
eubacterial probe (green) and either theNON338 probe (a), which is the nonsense 
negative control of EUB338, or the HGC69a Actinobacteria probe (b). Inset, twofold 
enlargement of boxed region. Scale bars, 50mm. 
 
Because the rhizoplane is stripped during preparation of EC fractions, we confirmed the 
presence of live bacteria on roots using catalysed reporter deposition and fluorescence in situ 
hybridization (CARD–FISH) to whole Col-0 root segments (Eickhorst and Tippkötter 2008). 
Eubacteria were common on unsonicated roots (Figure 2.4a). Actinobacteria detected with probe 
HGC69a were visible on the surface of roots grown in Mason Farm soil, and co-localized with a 
subset of the eubacterial signals using double CARD–FISH (Figure 2.4b), suggesting that their 
enrichment in EC fractions either comes from, or egresses through, the rhizoplane. Similarly, we 
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confirmed the rare presence on the rhizoplane of Bradyrhizobiaceae (Figure 2.16c), a family with 
members defined by the GLMM as more abundant in Mason Farm rhizosphere than Mason Farm 
EC (Figure 2.3f and Figure 2.15f). We enumerated the relative number of CARD–FISH signals 
on a set of filters made from equal amounts of material harvested in the same way as were the 
samples processed for pyrotag sequencing (Figure 2.16a, b). We confirmed that Actinobacteria 
were found in higher abundance, and that Bradyrhizobiaceae were present in lower abundances, 
in EC samples than in the bulk soil and rhizosphere samples. We also noted that emerging lateral 
roots were typically heavily colonized by a variety of bacteria (Figure 2.16d) consistent with 
previous observations (Chi et al. 2005). These results are PCRindependent support for our 
sequencing methods. 
We present a reduced-complexity, robust experimental platform with which to study root 
microbiota. Our data, and similar conclusions presented in a companion publication (Bulgarelli 
et al. 2012b) using a similar platform, provide the deepest analysis available regarding the 
principles of root microbiome assembly for any plant species. Remarkably, our conclusions are 
very similar to those in (Bulgarelli et al. 2012b) and we identify phyla and family level 
enrichments in the EC fraction that largely overlap with those reported in (Bulgarelli et al. 
2012b). We note three main differences between our study and that of (Bulgarelli et al. 2012b): 
different soils from a different continent, a different primer pair and a different portion of root 
harvested (top 3 cm in (Bulgarelli et al. 2012b); whole root here). 
A subset of the soil bacterial population is typically enriched in rhizosphere samples 
(Dennis, Miller, and Hirsch 2010). Thus, a diverse bacterial community can surround the root 
surface and thrive there, recruited by biophysical and/ or host-derived metabolic cues. We 
demonstrate that the A. thaliana microbiome undergoes dramatic loss of diversity as the spatial 
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level of plant–microbe ‘intimacy’ further increases from the external rhizosphere to the 
intercellular EC. Both common and soil-typespecific OTUs are established inside roots grown in 
diverse soils. A small number of bacterial taxa, particularly the Actinobacteria family 
Streptomycetaceae, and several Proteobacteria families, are highly enriched in the EC. 
Actinobacteria are well known for production of antimicrobial secondary metabolites (Firáková, 
Šturdíková, and Múčková 2007), and many proteobacterial families contain plant-growth-
promoting members. Conversely, several taxa (Acidobacteria, Verrucomicrobia and 
Gemmatimonadetes, and various proteobacterial families) that are common in soil and 
rhizosphere are depleted from the EC. This depletion suggests that these taxa are either actively 
excluded by the host immune system, outcompeted by more-successful EC colonizers or 
metabolically unable to colonize the EC niche. Our identification of a limited-diversity EC 
facilitates detailed characterization of the isolates comprising the core A. thaliana microbiome, 
which could facilitate the design of community-based plant probiotics. 
Within the EC, we identified rare cases of quantitative variation in the enrichment of 
specific bacteria at two developmental stages or by different host genotypes, consistent with rare 
genotype-dependent associations noted in (Bulgarelli et al. 2012b). The former result suggests 
that the EC microbiome is robust to the source–sink differences across these two developmental 
stages, which may be related to the relatively high frequency of putative saprophytes defined in 
(Bulgarelli et al. 2012b). The latter result suggests that host genetic variation can drive either 
differential recruitment of beneficial microbes and/or differential exclusion. A limited diversity 
EC microbiome with common features suggests similar host needs across A. thaliana, potentially 
extending to other plant taxa. These are probably fulfilled by contributions from a limited 
number of bacterial taxa across diverse soils. The identification of genotypespecific endophyte 
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associations in particular soils may signal interactions that meet environment-specific host needs, 
balancing contributions of EC microbiome and host genome variation to overall metagenome 
function. These two generalities suggest that the A. thaliana root microbiome might assemble by 
core ecological principles similar to those shaping the mammalian microbiome, in which core 
phylum level enterotypes provide broad metabolic potential combined with modest levels of 
host-genotype-dependent associations that individualize the metagenome (Arumugam et al. 
2011; Spor, Koren, and Ley 2011). Isolation and characterization of the microbes that define 
host-genotype-dependent associations, and characterization beyond the 16S gene, should be 
particularly instructive in unravelling the molecular rules contributing to endophytic colonization 
and persistence. 
2.4 Methods 
2.4.1 General strategy 
Seed sterility was verified by plating and deep-sequencing of homogenates from sterile 
seedlings (Figure 2.17). We established seedling growth, harvesting and DNA preparation 
pipelines as detailed in the specific sections below. We defined the bacterial community within 
each soil, and the community associated with plant roots across a number of controlled 
experimental variables: soil type, plant sample fraction, plant age and plant genotype. For plant 
age, we harvested roots from two developmental stages: at the formation of an inflorescence 
meristem (yng) and during fruiting when ≥ 50% of the rosette leaves were senescent (old). The 
former represents plants at the peak of photosynthetic conversion to carbon, whereas the latter 
represents a stage well after the source–sink shift has occurred, marking the change in carbon 
allocation from vegetal to reproductive utilization (Masclaux et al. 2000). We prepared two 
microbial sample fractions from each individual plant: a rhizosphere (bacteria contained in the 
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layer of soil covering the outer surface of the root system that could be washed from roots in a 
buffer/detergent solution), and EC (bacteria from within the plant root system after sonication-
based removal of the rhizoplane; Figure 2.5). We also collected control soil samples (soil treated 
in parallel, but without a plant grown in it). 
2.4.2 Soil collection and analysis 
For each full-factorial experiment, the top 8 in of earth were collected with a shovel and 
transported to the lab in closed plastic containers at room temperature from two collection sites. 
The first collection site, Mason Farm, is managed by the North Carolina Botanical Garden and is 
free of pesticide use and heavy human traffic and is located in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA 
(+35° 53′ 30.40′′, −79° 1′ 5.37′′). The second collection site is the Central Crops Research 
Station in Clayton, North Carolina, USA (+35° 39′ 59.22′′, −78° 29′ 35.69′′) and is also free of 
pesticide use. Visible weeds, twigs, worms, insects and so on were removed with gloves, and the 
soil was then crushed with an aluminium mallet to a fine consistency and sifted through a sterile 
2-mm sieve. Because sieved soil from Mason Farm drained poorly and test plants grown in it 
suffered from hypoxia, we adopted the practice of mixing sterile (autoclaved) playground sand 
into both Mason Farm (MF) and Clayton (CL) soils at a soil:sand ratio of 2:1. Soil micronutrient 
analysis was performed on pure and 2:1 mixed soils by the University of Wisconsin soil testing 
labs. 
2.4.3 Seed sterilization and germination 
All seeds were surface-sterilized by a treatment of 1 min in 70% ethanol with 0.1% 
Triton-X100, followed by 12 min in 10% A-1 bleach with 0.1% Triton-X100, followed by three 
washes in sterile distilled water. Seeds were spread on 0.5% agar containing half-strength 
Murashige & Skoog (MS) vitamins and 1% sucrose. Seeds were stratified in the dark at 4 °C for 
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one week, then germinated at 24 °C under 18 h of light for one week. Seed coat sterility was 
confirmed by lack of visible contamination on MS plates during germination, and also by 
absence of visible contamination after plating some of the whole seeds on KB, 1/10-strength LB 
and 1/10-strength‘869’ bacterial growth media. 
To address whether there were seed-borne microbes that might survive surface 
sterilization, one-week-old seedlings were taken from sterile MS plates and homogenized by 
aseptic bead beating under non-bacteriolytic conditions (three 3-mm glass balls per 2-ml tube, 
with 300-µl PBS, using a FastPrep from MP Bio at speed 4.0 m s−1 for 10 s). The homogenate 
was streaked onto 1/10-strength LB, 1/10-strength ‘869’ and KB media. No colonies were 
observed. To detect potential unculturable microbes, we pyrosequenced 16S amplicons from the 
same homogenates using bacteriolytic DNA preps from the genotypes Col-0, Cvi-0, Sha-0 and 
Tsu-0 (Figure 2.17). Each accession was individually barcoded and sequenced with 1114F and 
1392R, yielding 21,935, 20,747, 23,141 and 20,272 reads, respectively. A matching number of 
total reads was sampled from each accession using pooled data from the full experimental data 
set for comparative analysis. Thus, 86,095 high-quality reads were obtained from both non-
sterile plants and sterile plants, the majority of which were chloroplast sequences. See Figure 
2.17 for results. 
2.4.4 Seedling growth 
One-week-old healthy seedlings were aseptically transplanted from MS plates to sterile 
(autoclaved) 2.5-inch-square pots filled with either MF or CL soil, with one seedling per pot. 
Seedlings were transferred by lifting from underneath the cotyledon leaves using open tweezers; 
no pressure was applied to the hypocotyl. Some pots were designated ‘bulk soil’ and were not 
given a plant. All pots, including bulk soil controls, were always watered from the top with a 
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shower of distilled water (non-sterile) as an accessible proxy for rain water that avoids chlorine 
and other tapwater additives. Pots were spatially randomized and placed in growth chambers 
providing short days of 8 h light (800–1,000 lx) at 21 °C and 16 h dark at 18 °C. The use of short 
days was to help synchronize flowering time between A. thaliana genotypes and to facilitate 
robust rosette and root growth. After harvesting the floral transition developmental stage, 
remaining plants and bulk soils were moved from the growth chamber to 16-h days in the 
greenhouse to promote a more synchronized flowering and senescence for the senescent 
developmental stage. 
2.4.5 Harvesting 
Each plant was killed and harvested at one of two developmental time points: (1) at the 
floral transition and (2) after fruiting when senescence is well underway. We considered the 
floral transition to have begun when the shoot apical meristem was first apparent in five or more 
plants. Cvi-0, Sha-0 and Ct-1 occasionally flowered one to two weeks earlier under our 
conditions than the other A. thaliana genotypes. The senescence harvest began when five or 
more plants showed 50% or more yellow and/or brown rosette leaves(LEVEY and WINGLER 
2005); this occurred approximately four to five weeks after transfer to the greenhouse. 
Senescence occurred in the same order as bolting (flowering). 
Our maximum harvesting and processing capacity was 30 plants per day, meaning that 
each harvesting period for each full-factorial biological replicate (90 pots) lasted between one 
and two weeks. On each harvest day, we strove to represent all genotypes and at least one bulk 
soil to avoid potential confounding harvesting artefacts with genotype effects. Because we 
harvested as many pots each day as time allowed, we did not always harvest in multiples of our 
genotype number and did not have equal representation of each genotype on each harvest day. 
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The aboveground plant organs were aseptically removed. Loose soil was manually 
removed from the roots by kneading and shaking with sterile gloves (sprayed with 70% EtOH) 
and by patting roots with a sterile (flamed) metal spatula—this ‘neighbouring soil’ fell to the 
sterile (flamed) work surface. We followed the established convention of defining rhizosphere 
soil as extending up to 1 mm from the root surface (Elsas, Trevors, and Starodub 1988) and we 
removed loose soil on all root surfaces until remaining aggregates were within this range. Roots 
were placed in a clean and sterile 50-ml tube containing 25 ml phosphate buffer (per litre: 6.33 g 
of NaH2PO4·H2O, 16.5g of Na2HPO4·7H2O, 200 µl Silwet L-77). Tubes were vortexed at 
maximum speed for 15 s, which released most of the rhizosphere soil from the roots and turned 
the water turbid. The turbid solution was then filtered through a 100-µm nylon mesh cell strainer 
into a new 50-ml tube to remove broken plant parts and large sediment. The roots were 
transferred from the empty tube to a new sterile 50-ml tube with 25-ml sterile phosphate buffer, 
and the turbid filtrate was centrifuged for 15 min at 3,200g to form a pellet containing fine 
sediment and microorganisms.  
Most of the supernatant was removed and the loose pellets were resuspended and 
transferred to 1.5-ml microfuge tubes, which were then spun at 10,000g for 5 min to form tight 
pellets, from which all supernatant was removed. These rhizosphere pellets, averaging 250 mg, 
were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until processing. The root systems, 
while in the 25 ml of new buffer, were cleaned of remaining debris with sterile tweezers and 
transferred to new sterile buffer tubes until the buffer was clear after vortexing (without major 
sediment on the tube bottom). The roots were then sonicated in a Diagenode Bioruptor at low 
frequency for 5 min (five 30-s bursts followed by five 30-s rests). The sonication further 
disrupted tiny soil aggregates and attached microbes, cleaning the root exterior. We opted for 
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physical removal of surface microbes by sonication instead of killing them with bleach because 
sequencing measures DNA; at lower concentrations, bleach kills microbes without necessarily 
destroying the DNA. Although an extended bleach treatment would also destroy unwanted DNA, 
it could also enter roots and destroy DNA of interest. 
After sonication, the roots were snap-frozen, freeze-dried to remove ice and then stored at 
−80 °C until processing. Our rhizosphere and EC fractions were collected using time-practical 
protocols designed to partition sequencing-quality DNA and may differ slightly from classic 
definitions of these fractions that rely on partitioning culturable bacteria. We note that sonication 
may leave some rhizoplane microbes behind, especially if they are in a microniche shielded from 
the ultrasound. Such artefacts may cause our collected fractions to differ from theoretical 
definitions. 
2.4.6 DNA extraction 
To extract DNA, the samples were resuspended in a lysis buffer and microbial cells were 
mechanically lysed through bead beating. For all bulk soil and rhizosphere data, bead beating 
and purification were performed with the MoBio PowerSoil kit (SDS/mechanical lysis) because 
of its unmatched ability to remove humics and other PCR inhibitors in our soil. EC DNA from 
Arabidopsis experiments was prepared with the MP Bio Fast DNA Spin Kit for soil (also a 
SDS/mechanical lysis) because the more intense bead-beating protocol and lysis matrix gave 
improved lysis of whole roots and higher DNA yield, and soil PCR inhibitors were less of a 
problem with these samples. Our procedure yielded around 1 µg of DNA per rhizosphere 
sample, and more total DNA for EC samples (although a significant portion of EC DNA 
sequenced was of host origin). Although MoBio Powersoil and MP Bio Fast DNA use highly 
similar bead-beating/mechanical lysis methods, we developed a custom method of sample pre-
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homogenization that allowed us to prepare some EC samples using the MoBio kit. A comparison 
of Col-0 fractions soil, rhizosphere and EC across four soil digs of MF, where EC was prepared 
using MoBio in two digs and MoBio in the other two digs, shows that although we cannot rule 
out a slight kit effect, both kits produce highly similar clustering separating EC from rhizosphere 
and soil fractions (Figure 2.9, replicates 3 and 4). DNA quantity was assessed with the Quant-iT 
PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit (Invitrogen) and a plate fluorospectrometer. 
2.4.7 PCR 
For each 1114F-barcoded 1392R primer set, PCR reactions with ~10 ng of template were 
performed in triplicate along with a negative control to reveal contamination. The PCR program 
used was 95 °C for 3 min followed by 30 cycles each of 95 °C for 30 s, 55 °C for 45 s and 72 °C 
for 1 min, followed by 72 °C for 10 min and then cooling to 16 °C. We first verified that the no-
template control did not contain DNA via gel electrophoresis, and then pooled the three replicate 
PCR products and quantified DNA from each pool with PicoGreen (Invitrogen). Pooled PCR 
products from 30–48 barcoded samples were then combined in equimolar ratios into a master 
DNA pool, which was cleaned with Mo-Bio UltraClean PCR Clean-Up kit before submission for 
standard JGI pyrosequencing using a half-plate of Roche 454-FLX with titanium reagents. 
2.4.8 454 pyrotag sequencing 
To identify organisms present in each sample, 454 sequencing of the SSU rRNA genes 
was performed. For 454 sequencing, the SSU rRNA genes present in each sample were amplified 
with the primers 1114F and 1392R containing the 454 adaptors (Engelbrektson et al. 2010). Each 
sample was assigned a reverse primer with a unique 5-bp barcode, allowing 30–48 samples to be 
pooled per half-plate. In preparation for sequencing, working aliquots of the master pool were 
immobilized on beads and amplified by emulsion PCR, the emulsion was broken with 
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isopropanol, DNA-carrying beads were enriched and the enriched beads were loaded on the 
instrument for sequencing. During the emPCR protocol, we reduced the amplification primer 
amount from 460 µl in the standard protocol to 58 µl per emulsion cup. This is the same amount 
of primer used for the paired-end emPCR protocol. One-and-three-quarter million beads were 
loaded in each plate region (reduced from 2,000,000 beads per region in the standard protocol). 
A detailed standard protocol is available on request. 
2.4.9 Primer test and technical reproducibility 
We first tested three sets of broad-specificity 16S rRNA 5′ primers (Jones and Dangl 
2006) (Figure 2.6a,b) and established technical reproducibility metrics. We used 13 samples 
chosen from each of the three sample fractions (soil, rhizosphere and EC) and both soil types 
(MF and CL) (Figure 2.6c). Each sample was amplified individually with each of the forward 
primers (804F, which broadly targets bacteria and archaea; 926F, a universal primer; and 1114F, 
which broadly targets bacteria), paired with the barcoded universal reverse primer (1392R) and 
sequenced twice to measure technical reproducibility. We identified bacteria by grouping highly 
similar (97% identity) sequences into OTUs (Supplementary Methods). We chose 1114F for our 
experiments, on the basis of its broad coverage of the bacterial domain (Lane 1991) and higher 
usable data yield (Figure 2.6f–i and Figure2.14). 
We identified bacteria present by grouping highly similar (97% identity) sequences into 
OTUs using a standard QIIME (quantitative insights into microbial ecology)-based pipeline6 
with default settings; thus, this stand-alone test consists of a different set of OTUs than those 
described in this work. The primer test samples are included in our submitted data and are found 
on 454 half-plates 26b and 27a. The progressive drop-out analysis, displaying the coefficient of 
determination (R2) of the least-squares regression between the two technical replicates as low-
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abundance OTUs are sequentially discarded, was calculated using the software R with a custom 
script. 
2.4.10 Primer specificity sequence 
804F prokaryote: 5′-agattagatacccdrgtagt-3′. 
926F universal: 5′-actcaaaggaattgacgg-3′. 
1114F bacteria: 5′-gcaacgagcgcaaccc-3′. 
1392R barcoded universal: 5′-XXXXXacgggcggtgtgtrc-3′. 
2.4.11 Sequence processing pipeline and assignment of OTUs 
As each 454 plate was sequenced, raw reads from individual plates were immediately run 
through PYROTAGGER (Kunin and Hugenholtz 2010) to diagnose plate quality so that plates 
could be re-queued if necessary. Plates with a reasonable number of long, high-quality raw reads 
with matching barcodes were used in the final analysis of OTU picking and taxonomy 
assignment. Using QIIME-1.4.0 (Caporaso, Kuczynski, Stombaugh, Bittinger, Bushman, 
Costello, Fierer, Peña, Goodrich, Gordon, Huttley, Kelley, Knights, Koenig, Ley, Lozupone, 
Mcdonald, et al. 2010), short reads were removed and the remaining reads were trimmed to 
220 bp, and low-quality reads were removed from the analysis using default quality settings 
(http://qiime.org/scripts/split_libraries.html). These high-quality sequences were clustered into 
OTUs using a custom script derived from otupipe (http://drive5.com/otupipe). The three main 
steps used from otupipe include (1) de-replicating sequences to reduce the size of the data set and 
the run time of clustering analysis, (2) de-noising sequences by forming clusters of 97% identity 
and representing these with the consensus sequence, and (3) forming OTUs by clustering de-
noised consensus sequences at 97% identity. 
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The consensus sequence of sequences in each OTU was used as a representative 
sequence. Each representative sequence was assigned a taxonomy by two methods: (1) using the 
RDP classifier (Sul et al. 2011) trained on the 4 February 2011 Greengenes reference sequences 
and (2) by assigning the Greengenes (DeSantis et al. 2006) taxonomy of the best BLAST hit 
within a combined database including the complete Greengenes 16S database and 18S A. 
thaliana sequences from NCBI. By the BLAST-based method, sequences without a hit below the 
E-value threshold of 0.001 are considered unclassified. 
Once OTUs were assigned a taxonomy, all OTUs annotated as chloroplasts, Viridiplantae 
or Archaea on any of the taxonomies were removed from the OTU table, resulting in the set of 
usable OTUs. 
We pooled usable reads from each bulk soil and rarefied to 200,000 reads per soil; this 
was permuted 100 times. We observed a median of 9,709 OTUs in MF soil and 9,897 OTUs in 
CL soil. Rarefaction curves to 200,000 reads in each bulk soil (not shown) indicated that, even at 
200,000 reads, we were not capturing the entire community in either soil. Consequently, the total 
number of OTUs we report for our bulk soils may be lower than that found in some reports 
aimed at finding the true microbial diversity in soils. 
A handful of samples had been sequenced more than once, over more than one 454 half-
plate (for example to increase the read depth from problematic samples). These duplicated 
samples were pooled into a single sample by adding the unnormalized counts in the OTU table, 
and the resulting column was renamed to reflect the pooling that took place. Next any sample 
that had fewer than 50 usable reads was discarded, resulting in the unnormalized usable OTU 
table. At this point, both a frequency table and a rarefied table (1,000 usable reads per sample) 
were created as alternative normalization techniques. 
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The frequency table was made from the unnormalized usable OTU table by dividing the 
number of reads for each OTU in a given sample by the total number of reads in that sample and 
multiplying by 100, and repeating this across all samples. 
We also created a rarefied table; because some samples, particularly samples from the 
EC, had fewer than 1,000 usable reads in the unnormalized usable OTU table, counts from 
independent samples sharing the same soil type, genotype, fraction, age and experiment were 
pooled to make groups of at least 1,000 reads, and the sample names were changed to reflect the 
pooling that had taken place (Rarefaction_MappingFile… in Supplementary Database 1). Then 
all samples were rarefied to 1,000 counts using the rrarefy() function in the vegan package of R 
(Oksanen et al. 2010). 
We present both methods because each has advantages and limitations. The advantage of 
the frequency table is that it keeps each individual plant separate, contains more individual 
samples and uses all of the data, but this comes at the cost of increased granularity in the 
normalized relative abundance percentages for some of the samples with fewer reads, causing 
problems with direct comparability. The major advantage of the rarefied table is that 
comparisons are not biased by sampling depth and all read counts have equal weight, but this 
comes at the cost of reduced sample number and samples that mix information from several 
replicated individuals because we needed to pool some of our samples to meet our rarefaction 
threshold, and also at the cost of higher overall granularity because we discarded many reads 
from more deeply sequenced samples. 
Because the majority of OTUs were represented by a very small number of reads and 
these OTUs were not technically reproducible (Figure 2.6d, e), both the rarefaction-normalized 
and the frequency-normalized OTU tables were thresholded to generate measurable OTUs for 
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the majority of analyses (the major exception being the UniFrac analysis in Fig. 1: weighted 
UniFrac distance is robust to rare OTUs). An OTU was deemed measurable if and only if there 
were ≥ 25 reads in ≥ 5 samples in the unnormalized usable OTU table. As described in the text 
and Figure 2.6, this threshold was derived from the fact that the correlation between abundance 
in the same OTU in technical replicates improved greatly as OTUs approached an abundance of 
25 reads, and from the fact that although contamination might create an OTU at this abundance 
once, the probability of an OTU being spurious decreases greatly if it occurs at a measurable 
level in several (we chose ≥ 5) independent samples. 
2.4.12 Detection of differentially enriched OTUs by the GLMM 
The OTU abundances were analysed with a GLMM to estimate the effect of the different 
variables on each measurable OTU. The lme4 R package (Bates, Maechler, and Bolker 2011) 
was used to fit the model. The abundance of each OTU on each sample (yij) was log2-
transformed and modelled as a function of the abundance of the same OTU in bulk soil samples 
(std_check) as a fixed effect, and plant genotype (b1), sample type (plant or bulk soil, b2), plant 
developmental stage (b3), soil type (b4), sequencing half-plate (b5) and biological replicate (b6) 
were modelled as random effects. The full model is specified by 
1 2 3 4 5 6cstd_ heckij ij ij ij ij ij ij ijb b b b b b ey β= × + + + + + + +  
where eij is the residual error and std_check was calculated as the mean abundance of each OTU 
in all the bulk soil samples from each combination of experiment and developmental stage. 
There were not enough paired samples of rhizosphere and EC from the same individual 
plant to model the effect of both fractions directly. Instead, the abundance table was split into EC 
and rhizosphere samples, and the effect of each fraction with respect to bulk soil controls was 
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estimated. The same model specification was used independently on both fractions, and for both 
the frequency and the rarefied tables (see Supplementary Methods on sequence processing 
pipeline). The percentage of total variance explained by each random variable on the OTU 
abundances is reported in Supplementary Table 5. 
For each level of the random effects, the conditional mode and 95% prediction interval 
were estimated by Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling from the fitted model. A specific level is 
considered to have an effect on an OTU if the prediction interval of its conditional mode does 
not include zero. OTUs detected this way are reported in Supplementary Database 3. 
2.4.13 Partial GLMM 
There were not enough samples to estimate all the interaction effect between all variables 
without drastically reducing the size of the data set and our statistical power (Supplementary 
Table 2). To assess specific interactions of the genotype effect with other variables, a constrained 
version of the previously defined GLMM was used that employed only the fixed effect 
(std_check) and the random effects for plant genotype (b1) and sample type (b2). Samples were 
split into groups of the same experiment, developmental stage and fraction (thus, all the other 
variables from the full model are constant for each group), and the model was fitted and analysed 
in the same way as the full GLMM. A non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test was used to test the 
predictions of the partial GLMM for significance, where P values were corrected to Q values 
using the Benjimani–Hochberg FDR method; predictions from each partial GLMM with a Q 
value >0.05 were discarded as insignificant. The intersection of the significant genotype 
predictions between both biological replicates of each condition was calculated. The intersection 
analysis from the partial GLMM is displayed in Supplementary Table 3. 
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2.4.14 Scanning electron microscopy sample preparation 
Arabidopsis roots were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde, 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 0.15 M 
sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The samples were dehydrated using a gradual ethanol series 
(30%, 50%, 75%, 100%, 100%) and dried in a Samdri-795 supercritical dryer using carbon 
dioxide as the transitional solvent (Tousimis Research Corporation). Roots were mounted on 
aluminium planchets with double-sided carbon adhesive and coated with 10 nm of gold–
palladium alloy (60:40 Au:Pd, Hummer X Sputter Coater, Anatech USA). Images were made 
using a Zeiss Supra 25 FESEM operating at 5 kV and a working distance of 5 mm, and with a 
10-µm aperture (Carl Zeiss SMT Inc.), at the Microscopy Services Laboratory, Pathology and 
Laboratory Medicine, UNC at Chapel Hill. 
2.4.15 Heat maps 
Heat maps were constructed using custom scripts and the function heatmap.2 from the R 
package gplots (Warnes 2011). For better visualization, all data was log2-transformed (per mille: 
log2(1,000x + 1)). Hierarchical clustering of rows and columns in the heat maps is based on 
Bray–Curtis similarities and uses group-average linkage. 
2.4.16 Diversity 
The Shannon diversity index and the non-parametric Chao1 diversity were calculated 
with the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al. 2010). The exponential function was applied to the 
Shannon diversity index to calculate the true Shannon diversity (effective number of species). 
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2.4.17 Rarefaction curves 
Rarefaction curves were made with custom scripts that sampled each sample fraction 
only once at each read depth. To reveal the variance in sampling, no attempt was made to smooth 
the curves by taking the average of repeated samplings. 
2.4.18 Taxonomy histograms and statistics 
Taxonomy histograms were created using custom scripts and visualized in GraphPad 
PRISM version 5.0 for Windows (Motulsky 2003) (GraphPad Software, Inc.; 
http://www.graphpad.com). The ‘low-abundance’ category was created to help remove visual 
clutter, and contained any taxonomic group that did not reach at least 5% in any one fraction. 
The Shannon diversity index was calculated as described above. Differences in distribution at 
varying taxonomic levels, and differences in Shannon diversity between soil, rhizosphere and EC 
fractions, were tested by weighted analysis of variance (to account for differing numbers of soil, 
rhizosphere and EC samples), invoking the central limit theorem (>60 samples in each group in 
all tests for both frequency-normalized and rarefaction-normalized tests). For more details about 
tests, see additional notation in Supplementary Table 5. 
2.4.19 Sample clustering using UniFrac 
A phylogenetic tree was built with the representative sequence for each OTU and the 
pairwise, normalized, weighted UniFrac distance (C. Lozupone and Knight 2005b). For UniFrac, 
representative sequences from all non-plant OTUs, including those that did not meet the 25 × 5 
sample threshold, were considered. UniFrac distances between samples are based on the fraction 
of branch length that is unique to each sample in a shared phylogenetic tree composed of OTU 
representative sequences from all samples. Thus, samples containing OTUs of highly divergent 
sequences will be more distant from each other, because the OTUs comprising each sample will 
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occupy different major branches on the shared phylogenetic tree of OTUs, whereas samples 
containing highly similar OTUs will share these major branches. In weighted UniFrac, the 
branch length unique to each sample is multiplied by the frequency at which that OTU occurs in 
the sample. Thus, weighted UniFrac can detect differences between two samples that have the 
same set of OTUs that differ quantitatively between the samples. 
Principal coordinate analysis was performed using pairwise, normalized, weighted 
UniFrac distances between all samples on the unthresholded but normalized OTU tables, and the 
first two principal coordinates of UniFrac were visualized with GraphPad PRISM version 5.0 for 
Windows. 
2.4.20 CARD–FISH application to roots 
We applied a modified protocol described previously (Eickhorst and Tippkötter 2008). 
Briefly, several root systems from a bolting Col-0 grown in MF were fixed using 4% 
formaldehyde in PBS at 4 °C for 3 h, washed twice in PBS and stored in 1:1 PBS:molecular-
grade ethanol at −20 °C. Treatments with lysozyme solution (1 h at 37 °C, 10 mg ml−1; Fluka) 
and achromopeptidase (30 min at 37 °C, 60 U ml−1; Sigma) were sequentially used for 
prokaryotic cell-wall permeabilization. Endogenous peroxidases were inactivated with methanol 
treatment amended by 0.15% H2O2 at room temperature for 30 min and washed again. Probes 
targeting either the 16S or the 23S rRNA (EUB338 (5′-GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT-3′, 35% 
formamide), NON338 (5′-ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGC-3′, 30% formamide),  HGC69a (5′-
TATAGTTACCACCGCCGT-3′, 25%) and Brady4 (5′-CGTCATTATCTTCCCGCACA-3′, 
30% formamide)) were defined using probeBase (Loy et al. 2007) (http://www.microbial-
ecology.net/default.asp), labelled with enzyme horseradish peroxidase on the 5′ end (Invitrogen), 
diluted in hybridization buffer (final concentration of 0.19 ng ml−1) with each probe’s optimum 
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formamide concentration, and hybridized at 35 °C for 2 h. Unbound probes were washed away 
from samples in wash buffer (NaCl content adjusted according to the formamide concentration in 
the hybridization buffer) at 37 °C for 30 min. Fluorescently labelled tyramide was used for signal 
amplification, and samples were washed before mounting on glass slides.  
For double CARD–FISH, a subset of samples went through a second round of the 
protocol, starting at the peroxidase inhibition with a second variety of fluorescently labelled 
tyramide used to be able to distinguish the signals from each probe. Roots were mounted on 
glass slides using Vectashield with DAPI (Vector Laboratories, catalogue no. H-1200) for 
mounting solution, and sealed with nail polish for storage. All microscopy images were made on 
a confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM 710 META) located in the Biology 
Department at UNC. The Brady4 probe, which has not been used for this application previously, 
was tested on filters of cultured Bradyrhizobiaceae and three negative control cultured strains to 
determine the most specific formamide concentration in the hybridization buffer. 
For application of samples onto filters, bulk MF soil, rhizosphere and EC samples from 
four sets of Col-0 roots were pooled and harvested in the way described above before DNA 
extraction. Samples were then fixed as described above and passed through a 10-µm filter. The 
concentrations of plant material were made equal and samples were sonicated in a water bath for 
5 min. The sample suspension was further diluted to 1:500 in water and applied to a 25-mm 
polycarbonate filter with a pore size of 0.2 µm (Millipore) using a vacuum microfiltration 
assembly. Filters were embedded in 0.2%, low-melting-point agarose and dried, and CARD–
FISH was applied as described above. For quantification of bacteria, filters were visualized on a 
Nikon Eclipse E800 epifluorescence microscope. Positive EUB338 probe signals that co-
localized with a DAPI signal were counted as Eubacteria. Positive Actinobacteria or 
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Bradyrhizobiaceae signals were counted as positive when the HGC69a or Brady4 probe co-
localized with both EUB338 and the DAPI signal. 
2.4.21 Sample naming in OTU tables 
All sample names in OTU tables are in the following form: [soil type].[genotype].[sample 
number][fraction].[age].[experiment]_[plate]. For example, M21.Col.6E.old.M1_2b should be 
interpreted as [soil type] = M21 = Mason Farm 2:1, [genotype] = Col = Col-0, [sample 
number] = 6, [fraction] = E = endophyte compartment, [age] = old, [experiment] = M1 = Mason 
Farm replicate 1, [plate] = 2b.  
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2.5 Supplemental Figures 
 
Figure 2.5 Harvesting scheme. a) Using gloves and a flame-sterilized work surface, 
plants are overturned, pots are removed, and soil is crumbled/brushed away leaving ≤1 
mm rhizosphere soil on roots. b) The above-ground parts are cut away and rhizosphere 
soil is harvested from roots by shaking them in sterile phosphate buffer with Silwet L-77; 
the rinse is pelleted and becomes the rhizosphere R fraction. c) Roots are placed in a new 
tube with sterile phosphate buffer and sonicated for five 30 second bursts at low intensity 
(see Supplementary Methods). The surface-cleaned roots are then snap frozen and 
lyophilized to become the EC fraction. d) SEM showing intact root surface after 
rhizosphere soil has been removed, but prior to sonication. Scale = 100 microns. e) SEM 
showing a root-surface bacterium on root shown in d. Scale = 1 micron. f) SEM showing 
the disruptive clearing of nearly the entire root surface after sonication. Scale = 100 
microns. 
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Figure 2.6 Primer test and technical reproducibility. a) Position on the 16S gene of each 
of the primers tested. b) Sequence of each primer used. c) Composition of the 13 samples 
tested. d) Log10 transformation of raw reads per OTU for one independent replicate (x-
axis) vs. the other (y-axis), where both replicates were PCR-amplified and sequenced 
from the same sample (axes labels are transformed and cover a range of 0-10,000 reads). 
The intersection of the red lines shows where an OTU with 25 reads in both replicates 
would lie. e) Progressive drop-out analysis displaying the R2 correlation of the data in d 
as OTUs with low read numbers are discarded. When only OTUs with ≥25 reads are 
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considered (red line) the R2 is acceptable at 0.87, a balance between reproducibility and 
data loss for low-abundance OTUs. In f-i, green circles are EC samples, blue triangles are 
R samples, and black squares are bulk soil samples. f) Total reads obtained from 
amplicons made with 804F, 926F, or 1114F paired with bar-coded 1392R. g) Percent of 
the ‘usable’ reads from f which are not identified as plant or chimeric OTUs. h) Shannon-
Weiner species diversity of 1000 usable reads (for each sample with ≥1000 reads). i) 
Chao1 diversity of 1000 usable reads from each sample (for each sample with ≥1000). 
 
 
Figure 2.7 Informatics pipeline. Order of events. Broken-line black-line boxes represent 
files. Blue double-line boxes describe events that occur locally using custom scripts. Red 
boxes describe events that are implemented through QIIME/OTUpipe.  
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Figure 2.8 Sequencing statistics and quality. a) Sequencing depth per sample in reads for 
the three sample fractions S, R, and EC. Each dot represents a single plant or soil sample. 
Within each fraction, the total (t), usable (u), and measurable (m) read counts are shown 
for all samples. The box plots contain the 1st and 3rd quartiles, split by the median; 
whiskers extend to include the farthest outliers. b) Rarefaction curves to 10,000 
sequences for cumulative reads from S, R, and EC fractions considering all usable OTUs 
(top) and only measurable OTUs (bottom) c) Table, split by sample fraction, 
summarizing: cumulative numbers of total high quality reads, ‘usable’ (non-plant & non-
chimera) reads, number of OTUs after the technical reproducibility ‘25x5’ threshold is 
applied, ‘measurable’ reads (reads contained in OTUs that pass the 25x5 threshold). d) 
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Shannon diversity of individual samples from each fraction, calculated from the 
rarefaction-normalized table, before (left) and after (right) applying the 25x5 measurable 
OTU threshold.   
 
Figure 2.9 Sample fraction and soil type drive the microbial composition of root-
associated endophyte communities. a) Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) of pairwise 
normalized weighted Unifrac distances between the samples considering relative 
abundance of all (unthresholded) OTUs. b) The median RAs for the 25x5 thresholded 
‘measurable’ OTUs from each of 24 soil/stage/fraction groups were log2 transformed 
(see methods) to make 24 representative samples (branch labels) and the pairwise Bray 
Curtis Similarity was used to hierarchically cluster these representatives (group average 
linkage).   
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Figure 2.10 OTUs identified from four independent biological replicates are 
reproducible. Heat map displaying the reproducibility between four independent 
replicates at the yng developmental stage of bulk soil (squares), Col-0 R samples 
(triangles), and Col-0 EC samples (circles). Each symbol represents the median of six or 
more samples. All data were log2 transformed for visualization, but for ease of 
interpretation the quantities shown in the color key represent the original (untransformed) 
counts (in panel a) and frequencies (in panel b) for each color. Although all 778 
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measurable OTUs were included, some OTUs had a median of 0 in all Col-0 and soil 
groups shown and were removed from the display. 
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Figure 2.11 OTUs that differentiate the endophyte compartment and rhizosphere from 
soil. A, Heat map displaying the median RA (log2 transformed) of each of 108 ‘R and 
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EC-differentiating OTUs’ present across experimental replicates, where samples and 
OTUs are clustered on their Bray Curtis Similarity (group average linkage). The color 
key relates the colors to the untransformed RAs. B, The strength of the GLMM 
predictions (Best Linear Unbiased Predictors or BLUPs) is represented by the height of 
the bars. a, shows OTUs predicted as EC–enriched (red, up) or EC depleted (blue, down). 
b, shows OTUs found higher in the EC in MF soil than CL (brown, up) or higher in CL 
than MF (gold, down). OTUs in a that are not differentially affected by soil type as are 
shown in darker hues in a. c, OTUs predicted as R-enriched (as in a above). d OTUs 
higher in R in one soil type (as in b). C) Histogram displaying the distribution of the 
phyla present in the 778 measurable OTUs in soil (S), rhizosphere (R) and endophytic 
compartments (EC) compared to phyla present in the subset of EC OTUs enriched (EC-
Up), or depleted (EC-Down) compared to soil. Shannon Diversity (considering phyla as 
individuals) is shown above. A differential number of asterisks above the Shannon 
Diversity values represents a significant difference (p<0.05, weighted ANOVA, 
Supplementary Methods, Supplementary Table ST5) D) Distribution of families present 
among the OTUs of the phylum Actinobacteria. E) Distribution of families present 
among the OTUs of the phylum Proteobacteria. F) Distribution of families present among 
the OTUs of three classes of the phylum Proteobacteria – Alpha (left), Beta (center), 
Gamma (right). Statistical evidence for presence, enrichment in, or depletion from EC is 
detailed in Supplementary Table S6. Data in (D-F) are from both soil types, pooled (see 
Figure 2.19 for each soil separately). 
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Figure 2.12 Overlap of GLMM predictions between rarefaction-normalized and 
frequency-normalized OTU tables. The number of OTUs predicted by the full GLMM in 
each category that are unique to the frequency table is shown in orange. The number of 
OTUs predicted by the full GLMM in each category that are unique to the rarefied table 
are shown in green. The number of OTUs that were shared predictions in the two tables is 
shown in black. 
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Figure 2.13 16S taxonomy classification at the family level is robust to method. For 
taxonomy-supervised classification, reads that passed default QIIME quality thresholds 
(but that were not clustered into OTUs) were trimmed to 220bp and were classified via 
RDP against Greengenes (Feb. 4 2011 version) training set to get family-level taxonomy. 
The abundance of each family was compared to the abundance of that family when the 
family assignments were assigned after the taxonomy-unsupervised grouping of reads 
into OTUs. In a) The total reads from non-chloroplast families from both taxonomy-
supervised and taxonomy-unsupervised methods were rarefied to 10,000,000 reads, and 
the reads per family are shown as the log2 transformed relative abundance of the total 
reads, whereas b) shows the relative abundance of each family using all non-chloroplast 
reads, omitting the rarefaction step. The scatterplots thus show the high correlation at the 
family level for supervised and unsupervised taxonomy assignment. The dataset used for 
this figure included extra samples not described here, and was clustered as a single .fasta 
using the default QIIME implementation of Uclust 28. 
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           Figure 2.14 
Test for PCR 
bias in 
pyrotagging. a) 
Relative 
abundance of 
16S 
metagenomics 
and pyrotag 
reads. To assess 
possible bias 
introduced by 
amplification 
for pyrotagging, 
we compared 
the taxonomic 
distribution of a 
metagenome 
library created 
without 
amplification 
with a 
corresponding 
pyrotag dataset. 
Both datasets 
are from Col-0 
Mason Farm 
young samples. 
16S rDNA 
reads from this 
metagenome 
library (One 
HiSeq lane; 
more than 400 
million 150 bp 
paired-end 
reads) were 
extracted by 
alignment 
against the 16S 
Silva database 
(release 106). 
Aligned reads 
were then 
assigned a 
taxonomy using 
reads across the 
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an RDP training set built with the Greengenes reference database (version: May 9th 
2011). This allowed classification of 57,663 16S reads from the metagenome sample 
using a bootstrap threshold >=0.50. There is an excellent overall correlation between the 
relative abundance of pyrotags and metagenome 16S rDNA reads across the major phyla 
represented in the datasets. Only two major classes, Thaumarchaeota and Planctomycea, 
were not amplified by the 1114F-1392R primers. Slightly higher abundance of 
Actinobacteria and Betaproteobacteria was observed in pyrotag data than in metagenome 
16S reads. This was investigated further. b) For those classes in which 
underrepresentation in the pyrotag data are observed (red class names in Supplemental 
Figure S10a), we used in silico PCR analyses using the Greengenes database as template 
and our pyrotags primer pair, allowing a maximum of 2 mismatches, to investigate at 
which taxonomic level the under-representation would be discerned (Figure 2.14b). We 
show that Thaumarchaeota (class) and Planctomycea (class) may be misrepresented in 
our pyrotag data. Since the Greengenes database contains many sequences amplified with 
the 1392R primer and therefore lacks this primer’s sequence, we removed all sequences 
shorter than 6449 (in absolute position) in our reference database to minimize false 
negative rate (i.e. sequences not amplifying because they are not long enough to match 
the 1392R primer sequence). 
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Figure 2.15 Dot plots of notable OTUs. Relative abundance for each OTU (number at 
top of each panel; keyed to Supplementary Table ST3) from the frequency-normalized 
table was log2 transformed and the abundance for each sample (y-axis) plotted as an 
individual symbol. The y-axis is labeled with the actual (untransformed) relative 
abundance values. In a-h, each position on the x-axis is labeled with a symbol to 
represent the sample group (legend, lower right), and samples from that group are plotted 
column-wise directly above. Biological replicates are shown in the same column with 
different hues. The median of each biological replicate is shown with a horizontal black 
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bar; some may not be visible because they are at 0. In i and j, sample color is according 
to the legend, and each position on the x-axis is labeled by Arabidopsis accession, with 
samples from that accession plotted above each label. Each OTU in the figure has model 
predictions in several categories (Supplemental table ST3). 
 
 
Figure 2.16 Quantification of microbes in the three sample fractions using CARD-FISH. 
Four sets of Col-0 roots were pooled, processed, diluted, and put onto filters. (a) CARD-
FISH using the EUB338, eubacterial probe, was applied and counterstained with DAPI. 
The number of EUB positive signals co-localizing with a DAPI signal was counted and 
the number of EUB positive signals per sample was calculated. This is an estimate for the 
number of bacteria present in each of our samples that DNA was extracted from with 
bulk soil (n=40), rhizosphere (n=39), and endophytic compartment (n=40). * indicates 
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statistical significance at p<1x1016 (ANOVA with post-hoc TukeyHSD) between each of 
the sample groups (b) Using double CARD-FISH on filters made from equal 
concentration of the 3 sample fractions, we determined the % of DAPI positive eubacteria 
that are also co-localize with either the HGC69a (Actinobacteria) or Brady4 
(Bradyrhizobiaceae) probes on filters made from bulk soil (n=10), rhizosphere (n=10), 
and endophytic compartment (n=10) samples. Actinobacteria was in higher abundance in 
EC samples and Bradyrhizobiaceae was in lower abundance in EC samples compared to 
soil and R samples as expected from our pyrotag sequencing data. (c) Double CARD-
FISH was applied using the EUB338, eubacterial probe (green) and the Brady4, 
Bradyrhizobiaceae probe (red), counterstained with DAPI (the asterisks indicate signals 
that are positive in all 3 channels). (d) Newly forming lateral roots and root tips were 
found commonly to be heavily colonized. Scale bars represent 50 microns 
. 
 
Figure 2.17 Pyrosequencing of sterile seedlings as compared to vs. non-sterile EC 
samples. DNA was extracted from homogenates from gnotobiotic seedlings of the 
genotypes Col-0, Cvi-0, Sha-0, and Tsu-0 (from which no culturable microbes were 
found), using bacteriolytic DNA preps, and these were pyrosequenced and clustered into 
OTUs as part of our full dataset. 21935, 20747, 23141, and 20272 high quality reads were 
obtained from each gnotobiotic genotype, respectively (triangles). The same total number 
of total reads was sampled from using pooled EC data from the full dataset for these 
accessions (circles). Each position on the X axis represents an OTU in the full dataset 
(measurable OTUs on top, rare OTUs on bottom) and the position on the Y axis represents 
the number of sequence reads found in that OTU. Both axes are shown in log scale. Of the 
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86095 HQ reads obtained from both sterile plants and non-sterile plants, the majority were 
from chloroplast OTUs (not shown). Far more non-plant reads were obtained from the 
non-sterile plants (19093 of 86095, or 22%) vs. sterile plants (34 of 86095, or 0.04%), a 
difference approaching three orders of magnitude. The 34 reads from non-sterile plants 
were members of 31 OTUs (triangles – some overlap on the log-scale axis). No OTU in a 
sterile plant sample was represented by more than one read, and only two OTUs were 
shared by more than one of the accessions - both of these shared OTUs were not in the 
measurable set, and had poor taxonomic classification. 11 of these 31 OTUs were not 
represented in the non-sterile samples. Furthermore, by including extra unused barcodes in 
our mapping files, or by sequencing sterile water in excess, we have been able to 
occasionally 'detect' single representatives of OTUs in our dataset, demonstrating that 
technical noise can cause singletons (data not shown). While we cannot rule out that 
unculturable microbes survive surface sterilization and exist at extremely low abundance, 
we have no evidence that such microbes exist in A. thaliana roots. 
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Figure 2.18 Genotype-variable OTUs colored by sequence plate. Displays the data from 
Figure 2.3i (MF old EC, left) and Figure 2.3j (CL old EC right), colored by sequence 
plate (instead of biological replicate as in Figure 2.3) according to the legend within each 
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plot. The top panel is based on rarefied data, as in Figure 2.3, and the bottom panel is 
based on the relative abundance, as in Figure 2.15. (Note: ‘a’ and ‘b’ in our plate naming 
scheme do not represent different regions of the same plate. All 454 regions were 
modeled independently in the Full GLMM). 
 
 
Figure 2.19 Phyla in each sample fraction by soil type. Histogram displaying the 
distribution of the phyla present in the 778 measurable OTUs in soil (S), rhizosphere (R) 
and endophytic compartments (EC) with each soil type, MF and CL, considered 
independently. Rarefaction-normalized on top; frequency-normalized on bottom. 
Accompanying statistics on the distributions are in Supplementary Table ST5. 
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CHAPTER 3: PRACTICAL INOVATIONS FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT AMPLICON 
SEQUENCING2 
3.1 Overview 
We describe improvements for sequencing 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) amplicons, a 
cornerstone technique in metagenomics. Through unique tagging of template molecules before 
PCR, amplicon sequences can be mapped to their original templates to correct amplification bias 
and sequencing error with software we provide. PCR clamps block amplification of 
contaminating sequences from a eukaryotic host, thereby substantially enriching microbial 
sequences without introducing bias. 
3.2 Introduction 
Microbes profoundly affect biological processes across Earth’s ecological niches and are 
frequently identified through culture-independent methods using DNA purified directly from 
environmental sample (C. A. Lozupone and Knight 2007). Common PCR-based approaches 
target highly conserved rRNA genes, such as those encoding the 16S/18S and 28S subunits or 
the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) between them. These ubiquitous genes have diverged 
enough that polymorphisms across their ‘hypervariable regions’ (Figure 3.4) allow taxonomic 
classification. Amplicon sequencing is an important and widely used tool for inferring the 
presence of taxonomic groups in microbial communities, but poor estimates result from 
                                                
2 The content of this chapter has been published before as a peer-reviewed article (Lundberg et al., 2013). Figures 
were renumbered to match the formatting of this document. Section and subsection headers have been added for 
easier navigation. Numerous supplementary files were made available online at the time of publication, and are not 
included here but can be obtained at https://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v10/n10/full/nmeth.2634.html. 
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sequencing errors and biases introduced during amplification. Inefficiencies also result from the 
amplification of nontarget DNA. Here we describe methods that make rRNA amplicon 
sequencing more accurate and cost-effective. 
3.3 Results 
Accurate base-calling on Illumina platforms requires sequence diversity at each 
nucleotide position (Krueger, Andrews, and Osborne 2011). Because amplicon libraries often 
lack diversity at specific positions owing to sequence conservation, it is common to spike 
sequencing runs with sheared genomic DNA from the virus phiX174. We created sequence 
diversity in 16S amplicons using a mix of primers that have frameshifting nucleotides (Figures 
3.5 and 3.6). Despite recent upgrades to Illumina’s base-calling procedure, this strategy remains 
useful for maximizing data yield as it devotes the entire sequencing effort to the amplicon of 
interest (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). 
PCR and sequencing introduce sequence errors and sampling bias (Patin et al. 2013). We 
adapted and validated a modified protocol that uniquely tags each template molecule with 
random nucleotides before PCR4–7 (Figures 3.5 and 3.9a,b). Provided that there are enough 
random nucleotides, amplicons sharing the same tag are overwhelmingly likely to have 
originated from the same template molecule (the ‘birthday paradox’8; Figure 3.10). Thus, by 
generating consensus sequences from each group of sequences sharing a molecule tag (MT), we 
can correct errors and infer the amplicon’s probable template sequence (Figure 3.9f–h). 
We verified that consensus sequences (ConSeqs) correct errors by amplifying a clonal 
plasmid-borne 16S template (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1). A dilution series ensured a 
variety of coverage depths for each MT (Fig. 1a). We found that a sample of 15,000 ConSeqs 
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had fivefold lower mean error than a sample of 15,000 untreated (nonconsensus) 16S sequences 
(Fig. 1b and Online Methods). 
 
 
Figure 3.1 (a) Diluting template increases the coverage within each MT. Shown are two 
replicates each (overlaid in the same color) of undiluted, 50× diluted and 100× diluted 
clonal 16S template. All six samples were rarefied to 40,000 sequences, and the number 
of sequences collapsed into each MT was graphed as a density distribution for each 
sample. We noted more singleton MTs than expected by a unimodal Poisson distribution 
for the diluted samples (arrow). (b) Per-base error rates per 1,000 sequences were 
measured in pooled data from the 50× and 100× diluted template samples. We compared 
no-MT sequences (NT); ConSeqs from two or more sequences with identical MTs 
(ConSeq); perfect ConSeqs, for which all sequences in the alignments of three or more 
sequences were identical (PConSeq); and singleton MTs (S). Mean error per thousand 
(ept) for each MT treatment is shown in the color key. (c) 30,000 ConSeqs (C) or 
untreated sequences (NT) were clustered into OTUs at both 97% and 99% identity 
thresholds. Rank-abundance curves demonstrate the number of sequences per OTU. The 
position of the colored boxes and circles below the x axis, and the numbers in each, show 
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the number of ranked OTUs necessary to represent 95% of the sequences for each 
condition. 
We observed unexpectedly high numbers of singletons in the MT depth distributions for 
samples prepared from diluted templates, suggesting that some singletons arise from MT 
mutations in lower-quality reads. Consistent with this, the error rate among 15,000 singletons 
was more than twice that for untreated sequences. We also observed a lower error rate among the 
4,777 available ‘perfect ConSeqs’ constructed from three or more reads with identical sequence 
sharing an MT, compared with all ConSeqs. Interestingly, this rate was not 0 because either all 
sequences in these perfect ConSeqs carried the same error, the template plasmid had some level 
of polymorphism that was accurately captured or a combination of these. 
Operational taxonomic unit (OTU) clustering is a common approach both to corral noisy 
16S sequence data into groups approximating microbial species and to reduce computational 
complexity (Patin et al. 2013). Using data from the clonal 16S template, we clustered either 
30,000 untreated sequences or 30,000 ConSeqs into OTUs using both 97% and 99% identity 
thresholds. ConSeqs clustered at 97% formed two OTUs, with the second OTU containing only 
six sequences (Fig. 1c). Untreated sequences at 97%, on the other hand, produced 66 OTUs, two 
of which were sufficient to capture 95% of the data. ConSeqs clustered at 99% formed 42 OTUs, 
and the first two OTUs contained 95% of the data, whereas untreated sequences produced 683 
OTUs and required 66 OTUs to capture 95% of the data. Thus, ConSeqs were more homogenous 
than untreated sequences and tolerated stricter OTU definitions, a result suggesting that ConSeqs 
can be used to provide a more accurate picture of true microbial alpha diversity (Patin et al. 
2013). 
We applied our approach to samples amplified from pooled bulk wild Mason Farm soil 
DNA (‘soil’) and pooled root endophyte compartment DNA grown in that soil (Lundberg et al. 
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2012) (‘root EC’; Online Methods). All 16S reads were processed into untreated sequences, 
ConSeqs and singletons as above, as well as a mix of ‘ConSeqs plus adjusted singletons’ 
(CASs), in which the singletons were downsampled in proportion to the ConSeqs collapse ratio 
(the ratio of the number of all ConSeqs to the number of all constituent sequences used to 
compute them). CASs thus retain the majority of singletons from template-overloaded samples, 
in which singletons contain the majority of high-quality reads; but they retain fewer singletons 
from dilute samples, in which the singletons are enriched for lower-quality outcasts. We 
generated OTUs at 97% and 99% identity thresholds and used rarefaction curves to observe the 
microbial richness (Figure 2.2A). Within both root EC and the more complex soil communities, 
ConSeqs and CASs performed similarly and gave estimates of microbial richness lower than 
those of untreated sequences. This effect was particularly apparent at 99% clustering, but it was 
also evident at 97%, again demonstrating that ConSeqs correct overestimates of microbial alpha 
diversity (Patin et al. 2013). 
MT treatments enhanced the technical reproducibility of independently amplified 
samples. Our data set comprised 12 pairs of root EC replicates and 12 pairs of soil replicates 
(Supplementary Table 2a,d and Online Methods). The OTU abundances of all samples were 
regressed against those of their replicates, and the coefficient of determination R2 was graphed 
(Figure 2.2B). Lowabundance OTUs were the least correlated9–11; as these were removed, R2 
increased quickly. Even before low-abundance OTUs were dropped, ConSeqs and CASs were 
more reproducible than untreated sequences and singletons, and their R2 plateaued more quickly. 
Singletons formed many more small OTUs than did other classes, especially at 99% clustering. 
Thus, relatively more of the irreproducible singleton data were discarded at lower OTU 
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abundance thresholds than for other MT classes, which explains the more rapid increase in 
technical reproducibility for singletons than for untreated sequences. 
We compared our method directly to that of the Earth Microbiome Project (EMP), which 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 (a) 16S sequences with no MTs (NT), ConSeqs from two or more sequences 
with identical MTs (ConSeq), singleton MTs (S) and a combination of ConSeqs and a 
downsampled fraction of the residual singletons (CAS) were rarefied before OTU 
formation and clustered independently into OTUs at 97% (left) and 99% (right) identity. 
Bacterial reads from root EC or soil samples were pooled, producing a soil pool and a 
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root EC pool per MT treatment at each identity threshold. These pools were rarefied at 
intervals of 1,000 sequences, and the number of OTUs observed at each depth were 
plotted. Beige shading connects soil samples; green shading connects EC root samples. 
(b) Progressive drop-out analysis displaying the coefficient of determination (R2) of 24 
intra-run technical replicates as OTUs with low read numbers are discarded. OTU tables 
are the same as in a, with the exception that plastid and mitochondrial OTUs were not 
removed. 
uses primers without MTs (Caporaso et al. 2012). Using both methods, we prepared libraries of 
the same sample composition, including independent soil samples from two sites, root EC 
samples from individual plants grown in one of the soils and the clonal 16S template used above 
(Supplementary Table 2b–d and Online Methods). Major beta diversity conclusions from both 
methods were the same; the sample types grouped similarly after we performed principal-
coordinates analysis based on weighted UniFrac distances (Figure 3.11). Also, the same clades 
formed on the basis of hierarchical clustering by Bray-Curtis dissimilarity. However, there were 
fewer OTUs using our method, which is consistent with our initial data (Figs. 1a and 2a). 
Evidence that the extra OTUs are noise comes from the clonal 16S template, which formed one 
OTU with our method, as opposed to several with the EMP method. 
Next we tackled a problem encountered when investigating microbial communities 
associated with a eukaryotic host, wherein 16S sequences originating from the host’s genome, 
plastid or mitochondria can account for >80% of the sequences obtained (Lundberg et al. 2012; 
Bulgarelli et al. 2012b; Sakai and Ikenaga 2013). Although modification of the bases in the 
‘universal’ amplicon primers can mitigate amplification of the contamination, this can also lead 
to bias (Sim et al. 2012). We instead developed peptide nucleic acid (PNA) PCR clamps(von 
Wintzingerode et al. 2000): synthetic oligomers that bind tightly and specifically to a unique 
signature in the contaminant sequence and physically block its amplification (Sakai and Ikenaga 
2013; Tanaka et al. 2010; Troedsson et al. 2008; Ray and Nordén 2000) (Figure 3.12 and Online 
Methods). We designed PNAs to suppress plant host plastid and mitochondrial 16S 
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contamination (Figure 3.13) and tested them using 24 samples amplified from pooled root EC 
DNA samples, in which ~85% of 16S sequences post-PCR were either plastid or mitochondria 
(Fig. 3a). Combining both PNAs in the same reaction blocked both types of contaminant and 
yielded approximately eightfold more bacterial 16S rRNA sequence as a fraction of total 
sequences. 
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Figure 3.3 (a) The stacked bar chart legend (left) schematizes the relative abundance of 
ConSeqs classified as bacteria, plastid, mitochondria (Mito.) and other. PNA was titrated 
into PCR reactions of root EC DNA. Each green or red block below the histogram 
represents 0.25 µM of pPNA or mPNA in the final reaction, respectively. The sequence 
copy number per MT, and thus the mean number of sequences (seqs.) in each alignment 
used to compute the ConSeqs (blue bars, right), is determined by the sequencing depth 
and the amplifiable template concentration. (b) Root EC samples (rows) to which varying 
titrations of PNA had been applied (colored blocks) were clustered on the basis of the 
abundance of bacterial families (columns; family IDs not shown). The relative abundance 
of each bacterial family is displayed as a heat map. (c) Clustering and abundance as 
in b but with soil samples. Note that there is no clustering by PNA treatment in b and c. 
 
Owing to an effective PNA-dependent template reduction, the mean number of sequences 
sharing an MT that were aligned and used to calculate each ConSeq was ~2.5-fold larger in the 
12 samples containing anti-plastid PNA (pPNA; P = 0.026, permutation test of the means) (Fig. 
3a). Neither the presence of pPNA or anti-mitochondrial PNA (mPNA) nor the related increase 
in the number of sequences per alignment affected clustering of root EC samples by bacterial 
families or OTUs (Fig. 3b and Figure 3.14a). There was also not a significant effect on the 
relative abundance of individual bacterial families or OTUs when the 12 samples amplified with 
each PNA were compared to the 12 samples amplified without it (Q > 0.05 for all permutation 
tests on the means with false discovery rate (FDR) correction; Figures 3.14a and 3.15a and 
Online Methods). Using the same PNA concentrations for PCR of extremely diverse bulk soil 
(Lundberg et al. 2012), we observed that PNAs had no effect on clustering of samples by 
bacterial families or OTUs (Fig. 3c and Figure 3.14b) or the abundances of families or OTUs (Q 
> 0.05 for all permutation tests on the means with FDR correction; Figures 3.14b and 3.15b), 
with one exception that was likely a false positive (Figure 3.15b–d). 
Both the pPNA and mPNA sequences are conserved among higher plants and should 
function well for most plant microbiome projects (Figure 3.16). Many studies have demonstrated 
the potential of PNAs for a variety of research questions using low-resolution molecular methods 
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(Sakai and Ikenaga 2013; von Wintzingerode et al. 2000; Troedsson et al. 2008; Ray and Nordén 
2000; Chow et al. 2011; Terahara et al. 2011), but a proof-of-concept study using deep 
sequencing has been lacking. A recent study showed the effectiveness of PNAs designed to 
block plastid and mitochondrial sequences for plant microbiome analysis using T-RFLP13. 
However, the authors considered only primer annealing-blocking regions that overlapped with 
conserved 16S primers, which limited the number of candidate PNAs and likely their target 
specificity (Figure 3.17). 
Sequence features in the molecule tagging–frameshifting (MT-FS) primers can be used as 
additional barcodes. For example, nonintersecting sets of frameshifting primers on two samples 
sharing the same PCR barcode—or better, conventional barcoding bases in the MT-FS primers—
allowed samples to be distinguished with >99.9% accuracy (Figure 3.18b). Each MT-FS 
barcode, or even unrelated template-tagging primers such as ITS region primers, can be used 
with the universal PCR barcodes, thereby enhancing the cost-effectiveness of our approach 
(Figures 3.19 and 3.20). 
We also provide our validated MTToolbox: user-friendly software to merge overlapping 
paired-end reads, recognize and trim primer sequences, and process molecular tags into 
ConSeqs. MTToolbox is compatible with data produced by the related Safe-SeqS (Kinde et al. 
2011) and LEA-Seq (Faith et al. 2013) techniques. Downloads and source code can be accessed 
through SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/projects/mttoolbox/), and user manuals and 
documentation can be found at https://sites.google.com/site/moleculetagtoolbox/). In summary, 
our methods provided higher sequencing accuracy and technical reproducibility while increasing 
flexibility and savings. In the case of a MiSeq run of 96 root EC samples in which the PNAs 
were applicable, the combination of frameshifts, combinatorial barcoding and PNA yielded 
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substantial cost reductions and provided greater flexibility to investigate new amplicons. These 
techniques can be adopted à la carte for a particular amplicon project and sequencing platform. 
The benefits of frameshifting and template tagging were independently described in a 
metagenomics context during the revision of this work (Faith et al. 2013), attesting to the need 
for improved amplicon sequencing methods. 
3.4 Methods 
3.4.1 Cloned 16S template 
We amplified a 16S gene from a Mycobacterium sp. using primers 27F and 1492R and 
25 PCR cycles, cloned the PCR product into pENTR/D-TOPO (Invitrogen) and selected a single 
transformed Escherichia coli colony. Plasmid DNA was prepped from a 3 mL culture using 
standard alkaline lysis, purified by silica column, quantified using a NanoDrop 1000 (Thermo 
Scientific) and sequenced using an ABI3130 genetic analyzer using 515F and 806R variable 
region 4 (V4) primers. The forward and reverse reads were overlapped and merged using 
Sequencher (http://genecodes.com/). Primer sequences were recognized and removed, thereby 
generating a high-quality sequence (Supplementary Note). 
3.4.2 Root EC, soil and leaf DNA extraction and quantification 
Mason Farm root endophyte compartment DNA (root EC), Mason Farm bulk soil DNA 
(soil), and Clayton bulk soil DNA (Clayton soil) were collected and extracted as previously 
described in (Lundberg et al. 2012). All Arabidopsis DNA was made from the Arabidopsis 
thaliana Col-0 reference accession. A. thaliana and Oryza sativa leaf DNA were prepared in the 
same manner as root EC DNA, except that a similar quantity of whole leaves was prepped fresh, 
without sonication, bleaching or any other treatment to remove epiphytes. DNA templates were 
quantified using PicoGreen fluorescent dye (Invitrogen) and a fluorescence plate reader exciting 
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at 475 nm and reading at 530 nm. Leaf DNA could not be reliably quantified, as it showed 
fluorescence at the limits of detection, and was therefore added without dilution in the template-
tagging reactions (described below). For the individual samples used in the comparison of our 
method (Run C) to the Earth Microbiome Project (EMP) method (Run D), approximately 50 
ng/µL was used for each sample. 
3.4.3 Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) design 
To identify candidate PNA oligo sequences, we fragmented in silico the full length A. 
thaliana plastid and mitochondrial 16S sequences into short k-mers for k of length 9, 10, 11, 12 
and 13, and we queried for exact matches against the 4 February 2011 version of the Greengenes 
16S training set comprising 35,430 unique, high-quality full-length bacterial sequences (Figure 
3.13). A. thaliana–specific k-mers falling between the 515F and 806R 16S rRNA primers (V4 
region) were considered candidates and were lengthened as necessary to increase the predicted 
melting temperatures and were screened for design characteristics(von Wintzingerode et al. 
2000; Terahara et al. 2011). A successful elongation arrest PNA clamp is generally between 13 
bp and 17 bp and has an annealing temperature above that of the PCR primer whose extension it 
blocks and a melting temperature above that used for the extension cycle (Terahara et al. 2011). 
We designed 17-mer sequences to block the plastid and mitochondria, each with a predicted 
melting temperature around 80 °C (Supplementary Table 1f). Melting temperature, problematic 
hairpins, GC content and other design considerations were calculated using the Life 
Technologies PNA designer (http://www6.appliedbiosystems. com/support/pnadesigner.cfm). 
The anti-mitochondrial PNA (mPNA) 5′-GGCAAGTGTTCTT CGGA-3′ and the anti-
plastid PNA (pPNA) 5′-GGCTCAAC CCTGGACAG-3′ (Supplementary Table 1f) were ordered 
from PNA Bio. Lyophilized PNA was resuspended in sterile water to a stock concentration of 
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100 µM. For PNA concentrations that were repeatedly tested, working stocks of 5 µM, 15 µM, 
25 µM and 40 µM were prepared in water. All stocks were stored at −20 °C and heated to 65 °C 
before use to resolubilize any precipitate. 
3.4.4 Primer design 
All primers longer than 45 bases were Ultramers from Integrated DNA Technologies, 
purified by standard desalting. Shorter primers, such as the sequencing primers, were ordered 
from Eurofins MWG Operon and purified by the QuickLC method. Forward and reverse 
molecule tagging– frameshifting (MT-FS or Bc-MT-FS for nonbarcoded and barcoded, 
respectively) V4 16S primers and universal barcoding PCR primers are diagrammed and listed in 
Figure 3.5 and Supplementary Table 1a,b. Forward and reverse moleculetagging ITS2 primers 
are diagrammed and listed in Supplementary Table 1a,b. Primers used for comparison to the 
EMP method are in Supplementary Table 3. MT-FS primers and their barcoded versions, Bc-
MT-FS primers, were designed with the frameshift and barcoding bases occurring within the 
molecular tag regions to break up the stretch of random bases and minimize unpredictable 
features related to annealing and secondary structure. We used 2-bp linkers to buffer the 
template-annealing 515F and 806R portions of the MT-FS primers from the rest of the primer. 
Ideal linkers have low homology to known microbial sequences, creating a short stretch of 
mispairing. Our linker sequences for the V4 16S region differ from those used in the EMP 
method (Caporaso et al. 2012) but are equally valid choices on the basis of the lack of matches to 
the Greengenes database (Figure 3.20). The molecule-tagging ITS2 primers are similar but are of 
an earlier design that uses nine random bases for the forward primer and four random bases for 
the reverse primer. No frameshifting variants of the ITS2 primers were used. The 9-bp barcodes 
we used for the universal barcoding PCR primers were adapted from the 12-bp Golay barcodes 
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used by Caporaso and colleagues (Caporaso et al. 2012). Of the 2,168 published Golay barcodes, 
we chose a subset of 96 that had a balanced mix of all bases at each position. We then extracted 
just the first 9 bases of these 12-bp barcodes; in our set of 96 barcodes of 9 bp, three or more 
SNPs would be needed to transform any one barcode into another. We chose to trim the Golay 
barcodes from 12 to 9 in order to shorten the primers; deeper barcoding can be accomplished by 
adding mini-barcodes in the MT-FS primers, such as the 3-bp barcodes we chose (Figure 3.5b), 
and combining each mini-barcode used during template tagging with the full suite of 96 
universal barcodes in PCR. 
3.4.5 Template tagging with molecular tagging–frameshifting primers 
Template DNA was tagged with the MT-FS primers in two reactions: one for the reverse 
MT-FS primers and a subsequent reaction for the forward MT-FS or Bc-MT-FS primers, as 
described below. The purpose of using the tagging primers in two separate reactions, one for 
each primer, was to reduce the possibility of formation of difficult-to-remove heterodimers 
between the long MT-FS primers. The shorter reverse MT-FS primers were used to tag the 
template first because removal of shorter primers during PCR cleanup is more efficient. 
Although the use of separate tagging reactions discourages heterodimers, it is not strictly 
necessary; and in practice both forward- and reverse-tagging primers can be used in a single two-
cycle template-tagging reaction with good results (not shown). For reverse V4 16S tagging in 
Run B, the primary MiSeq run we analyzed, we prepared two working stocks of reverse MT-FS 
V4 16S primer in water, where each working stock contained an equimolar mix of three of our 
six primers such that the concentration of the mixed stock was 0.5 µM. These working stocks we 
designate “V4R_2-4-6” (806R_f2, 806R_f4, and 806R_f6) and “V4R_1-3-5” (806R_f1, 
806R_f3, and 806R_f5). For Run C, which we used to compare our method directly to the EMP 
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method, we used a mix of all six reverse MT-FS primers (“V4R_mix1-6”) such that the 
concentration of the mixed stock was again 0.5 µM. We used the KAPA 2G Robust HS PCR Kit 
with dNTPs (KK5518, Kapa Biosystems) in a 25 µL including 5 µL Kapa Enhancer, 5 µL Kapa 
Buffer A, 2 µL of 0.5 µM reverse-tagging primer mix (“V4R_1-3-5” or “V4R_2-4-6” for Run B 
or “V4R_ mix1-6” for Run C), 0.5 µL Kapa dNTPs, 0.25 µL Kapa Robust Taq and 12.5 µL 
DNA template with water. To minimize pipetting variation of small volumes, we used master 
mixes to prepare reagents whenever possible. Samples were incubated in a thermocycler using a 
program of denaturing at 95 °C for 1 min, reverse–MT-FS primer annealing at 50 °C for 2 min, 
and extension at 72 °C for 2 min, followed by a cooldown to 4 °C. The newly synthesized 
reverse-tagged strands, as well as the original DNA template molecules to which they were 
annealed, were cleaned to remove primers and PCR reagents with Agencourt AMPure XP beads 
(Beckman Coulter) using the manufacturer’s protocol with the exception of an altered bead-to-
DNA ratio: we used 15 µL of beads to clean the 25 µL of tagged template because this ratio 
(0.6:1) allowed size selection that more effectively eliminated the long tagging primers (data not 
shown). The DNA was eluted in 11 µL of water. 
The cleaned, reverse-tagged DNA was next tagged with forward primers. For Run B, we 
made two forward MT-FS working stocks of three frameshift variants each (Figure 3.5b and 
3.18a), which we designate “V4F_2-4-6” (515F_f2, 515F_f4, and 515F_f6) and “V4F_1-3-5” 
(515F_f1, 515F_f3, and 515F_f5). For Run C, we made two forward Bc-MT-FS working stocks 
of six frameshift variants each, where each Bc-MT-FS mix differed by its 3-bp barcode (Figures 
3.5b and 3.18c). We designate these “V4F_TGA_mix1-6” and “V4F_ACT_mix1-6.” For 
samples to which PNA was applied (Supplementary Table 2a–d), PNA was included in reactions 
in only the forwardtagging step, as the PNA blocks the extension of the forwardtagging primers. 
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The 25-µL forward-tagging reaction included 5 µL Kapa Enhancer, 5 µL Kapa Buffer A, 2 µL of 
0.5 µM forwardtagging primer mix (“V4F_1-3-5” or “V4F_2-4-6” for Run B or 
“V4F_TGA_mix1-6” or “V4F_ACT_mix1-6” for Run C), 0.5 µL Kapa dNTPs, 0.25 µL Kapa 
Robust Taq, 2.5 µL PNA working stock (containing pPNA, mPNA, both mPNA and pPNA, or 
water) and 10 µL reverse-tagged DNA from above. Samples were incubated in a thermocycler 
using a program of denaturing at 95 °C for 1 min, PNA annealing at 78 °C for 10 s, forward 
tagging–primer annealing at 50 °C for 2 min and extension at 72 °C for 2 min, followed by a 
cooldown to 4 °C. The DNA, now tagged with both forward- and reverse-tagging primers, was 
cleaned with Agencourt beads using 17.5 µL of beads to clean the 25 µL of tagged template. A 
marginally more conservative bead-to-DNA ratio of 0.7:1 was used to clean the dual-tagged 
template as compared to single-tagged template because the overall length of dual-tagged 
template (1 kbp). The dual-tagged DNA was eluted in 16 µL of water. ITS tagging was similar to 
that for V4 16S, except that there was only one reverse primer in the 0.5 µM reverse working 
stock and only one forward primer in the 0.5 µM forward working stock (Supplementary Table 
1a,b). 
3.4.6 PCR using tagged templates (our method) 
We performed PCR in a 50-µL reaction mix, in which the reverse primer differed for 
each individually barcoded sample (Supplementary Table 2a–c). The mix included 25 µL Kapa 
HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (KK2602, Kapa Biosystems), 2.5 µL PCR_F forward primer (from 5 
µM working stock), 2.5 µL PCR_R_bc reverse primer (from 5 µM working stock), 5 µL mixed 
PNA working stock or water, and 15 µL DNA from the forward template–tagging step. The PCR 
program was denaturation at 95 °C for 45 s followed by 34 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 15 
s, PNA annealing at 78 °C for 10 s, primer annealing at 60 °C for 30 s, extension at 72 °C for 30 
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s and then a cooldown to 4 °C. All samples were cleaned with Agencourt beads using 35 µL of 
beads to clean the 50-µL PCR (0.7:1). DNA was eluted in 50 µL water. 
3.4.7 PCR using untagged templates (EMP method) 
We used the primers and protocol available at http://www.earthmicrobiome.org/, with 
some exceptions to improve direct comparability with our method. The exact EMP primers used 
are listed in Supplementary Table 3. The first exception to the published protocol is that we used 
2× Kapa HiFi Ready Mix for the PCR, which is the same polymerase we used for the PCR in our 
method. The second exception is that we altered the thermocycling conditions to be more similar 
to ours (with the exception of the primer annealing temperature) and to include a PNA annealing 
step. The altered EMP thermocycling conditions were denaturing at 95 °C for 45 s followed by 
35 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 15 s, PNA annealing at 78 °C for 10s, primer annealing at 
50 °C for 30 s, extension at 72 °C for 30 s and ending with a cooldown to 4 °C. All samples were 
cleaned with Agencourt beads using 35 µL of beads to clean the 50-µL PCR (0.7:1). DNA was 
eluted in 50 µL of water. 
3.4.8 Quantification of PCR products and library mixing 
From all cleaned PCR reactions, 1 µL was quantified in 96-well plate format using 
PicoGreen fluorescent dye (Invitrogen) and a fluorescence plate reader exciting at 475 nm and 
reading at 530 nm. The PCR reactions were mixed at equimolar ratios to make a pooled library 
for each run. For analysis purposes, in a setup run (Run A) and our primary run (Run B), we 
included from each run all potentially sequenceable material from low-yield and negativecontrol 
samples: low-quality material enriched for primer dimers and other abnormal amplicons that 
decrease the overall quality of the run. In Run C and Run D, samples with DNA below the 
detection limit were not used. 
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The mixed libraries were purified once more using Agencourt beads at a 0.7:1 bead-to-
library ratio and were eluted in half the original volume to concentrate the final libraries. Each 
final library was quantified in triplicate using PicoGreen, and the values were averaged to reach a 
library quantification. 
3.4.9 Library denaturation, dilution and sequencing 
The final library was diluted to 4 nM, assuming an average amplicon length, including 
adaptors, of 448 bp. To denature the DNA, we mixed 5 µL of the 4 nM library with 5 µL of 0.2 
N fresh NaOH and incubated 5 min at room temperature. 990 µL of chilled Illumina HT1 buffer 
was added to the denatured DNA and mixed to make a 20 pM library. Finally, 275 µL of the 20 
pM library was mixed with 725 µL of chilled HT1 buffer to make a 5.5 pM sequenceable library, 
which was kept on ice until use. We noticed that 5.5 pM gave us a cluster density of between 700 
K/mm2 and 900 K/mm2, which gave the best balance of quantity (which improves with higher 
cluster density) and quality (which improves with lower cluster density). The Illumina 
recommended range is 500 K/mm2–1,200 K/mm2. A 500-cycle v2 MiSeq reagent cartridge was 
thawed for 1 h in a water bath, inverted ten times to mix the thawed reagents, and stored at 4 °C 
a short time until use. For sequencing in Run A, Run B and Run C using our method, the custom 
Illumina Nextera P1 primer (“Read1_seq”; Supplementary Table 1e), was used as the forward 
sequencing primer for read 1 and was prepared by mixing 3 µL of 100 µM stock into 597 µL 
HT1 buffer to make a 0.5 µM solution. A MiSeq v2 flow cell was rinsed with water and ethanol 
and polished dry with lens paper. The 5.5 pM library was loaded into the “Load Sample” well, 
and the custom Nextera primer solution was loaded into port 18 of the reagent cartridge. The 
“Settings” section of the sample sheet was modified to include “C1” as the 
“CustomRead1PrimerMix” and “5′-AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTC-3′” as the adaptor. Read 2 
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was sequenced with the TruSeq read 2 sequencing primer already present in the reagent cartridge 
(“Read2_seq”; Supplementary Table 1e), and the barcode read was sequenced with the TruSeq 
Index Read Sequencing Primer (“Barcode_seq”; Supplementary Table 1e). The sample sheet 
along with sample names and the corresponding reverse complement of each nine-nucleotide 
barcode sequence was uploaded onto the MiSeq instrument before each run. The machine does 
not use the final base of the barcode read for annotation, and so each sample was associated with 
an 8-bp read sequence. The sample sheets used for Run B and Run C are available in 
Supplementary Table 4. 
For Run A and Run B, we applied a feature in Real-Time Analysis (RTA v1.17.22) that 
allowed the machine to use a hardcoded matrix and phasing calculations. This modification 
improved the performance of low diversity libraries. In order to do this we altered the 
MiSeqConfiguration.xml file (this modification required assistance from an Illumina field 
application specialist). For Run C, we upgraded our machine to the new version of Real-Time 
Analysis (RTA v1.17.28) and used the default feature of the upgrade without additional 
hardcoded matrix or phasing modifications. For sequencing in Run D (EMP method), all custom 
sequencing primers were prepared by mixing 3 µL of 100 µM primer stock into 597 µL HT1 
buffer to make a 0.5 µM solution. The custom primer “EMP_Read1_seq” (Supplementary Table 
3) was used as the forward sequencing primer for read 1 and was loaded into port 18 of the 
reagent cartridge. “EMP_Read2_seq” was used as the forward sequencing primer for read 2 and 
was loaded into port 20. “EMP_barcode_seq” was used to sequence the sample barcode and was 
loaded into port 19. The Settings section of the sample sheet was modified to include “C1” as the 
“CustomRead1PrimerMix,” “C2” as the “CustomIndexPrimerMix,” and “C3” as the 
“CustomRead2PrimerMix.” The sample sheet along with sample names and the corresponding 
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reverse complement of each 12-nucleotide barcode sequence was uploaded onto the MiSeq 
instrument before the run. The machine does not use the final base of the barcode read for 
annotation, and so each sample was associated with an 11-bp read sequence. The sample sheet 
used for Run D is available in Supplementary Table 4. As with Run C, Run D was completed 
using Real-Time Analysis (RTA v1.17.28) without additional software modifications. 
3.4.10 Demultiplexing 
Standard preprocessing and demultiplexing of PCR barcodes were performed with 
Consensus Assessment of Sequence and Variation (CASAVA) software (Illumina, v.1.8.2), 
allowing for 0 mismatches to the sample barcodes. 
3.4.11 Raw sequence processing (our method) 
Paired-end overlapping and merging, as well as recognition of pattern-matching 
sequences and MT processing, were performed using MTToolbox, a freely available software 
package hosted by SourceForge (https://sourceforge.net/projects/mttoolbox/). Documentation 
and user manuals can be accessed via the MTToolbox web page 
(https://sites.google.com/site/moleculetagtoolbox/). Paired ends were overlapped with FLASH21 
using parameters “-m 30 -M 250 -x 0.25 -p 33 -r 250 -f 310 -s 20” for all V4 16S samples and “-
m 20 -M 250 -x 0.25 -p 33 -r 250 -f 400 -s 20” for all ITS samples. In the overlapping region, the 
bases with the highest quality score were chosen for the merged reads, with bases from Read1 
preferred in the case of ties (Figure 3.9e). In Run B, merged sequences in each sample were then 
matched to expected patterns for either V4 16S amplicons or ITS amplicons using the regular 
expressions “all_HQ_V4_sequences_RunB” or “all_HQ_ITS2_sequences” (Supplementary 
Table 1g). Because the merged V4 amplicons in Run C contained barcodes on the template-
tagging Bc-MT-FS primers (Figure 3.5b), the slightly modified regular expression 
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“all_HQ_V4_sequences_ RunC” was used (Supplementary Table 1g). These expressions select 
sequences without ambiguous bases or errors in priming sequences. From the pattern-matching 
sequences, the sequence fragment 5′ to the forward linker and the fragment 3′ to the reverse 
linker were extracted and concatenated to form that sequence’s molecular tag (MT), and the 
sequence occurring between the forward and reverse template–specific primers was extracted for 
analysis (Figure 3.9f). We did not analyze sequences corresponding to the primers because we 
observed high sequence variability at the wobble bases, even when amplifying a clonal template, 
which indicated that the wobble base observed in the sequence is a poor indicator of the primed 
sequence (data not shown). Each unique MT observed in a sample was considered a unique MT 
category (Figure 3.9g). Sequences sharing the same MT were classified as belonging to the same 
category, and for each category containing two or more sequences, a multiple sequence 
alignment was built using command line ClustalW22 with parameters “-output=gde -
outorder=input -case=upper -query -quicktree” (Figure 3.9h). A consensus sequence was 
calculated from the multiple sequence alignment by choosing the most common base at each 
position. For MT categories containing only two sequences (and for all other ties), the base with 
the highest average quality score was chosen; and if a tie could still not be resolved, an IUPAC 
base was used to indicate the tie in the consensus sequence. For each sample, a FASTA file of 
consensus sequences was built, with each consensus sequence given a composite name including 
the sample of origin, or “P_number_ID” followed by the MT of that consensus. For example: 
>P0_GGCTGACTTTAC-GGCAGTCAAT [Sequence]. MT categories in each sample that 
contained only one sequence (category depth = 1) could not be represented by a consensus, and 
the sequences in these categories, or ‘singletons’, were kept in a separate FASTA file with each 
sequence given a composite name including the sample the sequences came from, the sequence 
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number within the corresponding sample, the MT sequence and the original read ID. For 
example: >P0_20176 GAGTAGGAATATCTAT UNC20:76:000000000-
A315U:1:1101:14750:1667 1:N:0: GGCGCTTA [Sequence]. 
3.4.12 Raw sequence processing (EMP method) 
Paired ends were overlapped with FLASH21 using parameters “-m 30 -M 250 -x 0.25 -p 
33 -r 250 -f 310 -s 20.” EMP sequencing primers provide data between the highly conserved 
areas bound by the 515F and 806R primers; thus, regular expressions for these primers cannot be 
used to identify patternmatching sequences. Therefore, we define high-quality sequences in the 
context of EMP data as sequence that successfully overlaps and merges and does not have 
ambiguous bases. 
3.4.13 Operational taxonomic unit (OTU) formation 
OTUs were built using OTUpipe, a collection of USearch (http://www.drive5.com/) 
commands encapsulated in a bash script that clusters sequences on the basis of their nucleotide 
identity and that removes chimeras that can form during PCR. First, FASTA files from samples 
to be clustered were concatenated into one file. OTUpipe was then run with nondefault 
parameters ABSKEW = 3 and MINSIZE = 1. For 99% OTU clustering, the following nondefault 
parameters were used: PCTID_ERR = 99, PCTID_OTU = 99, PCTID_BIN = 99. We did not 
make OTUs at higher than 99% because a single bacterial genome can harbor several copies of 
the 16S gene that differ on average by 0.55% (Pei et al. 2010), meaning that at identity 
thresholds higher than 99%, a single bacterium would form several OTUs even if error was 
eliminated. 
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3.4.14 OTU table construction 
OTUs were built into OTU tables, and their taxonomy was assigned using functions in 
QIIME 1.5.0 (Caporaso, Kuczynski, Stombaugh, Bittinger, Bushman, Costello, Fierer, Peña, 
Goodrich, Gordon, Huttley, Kelley, Knights, Koenig, Ley, Lozupone, Mcdonald, et al. 2010). 
The OTUpipe output file “readmap.uc” was transformed into a QIIME cluster file by running the 
QIIME script “readmap- 2qiime.py,” generating the text file “qiime_otu_clusters.txt.” This file 
was passed to the QIIME script “make_otu_table.py” to make a Biological Observation Matrix 
(BIOM) OTU table. Finally, the BIOM table was converted to a classic format OTU table using 
the QIIME script “convert_biom.py.” 
3.4.15 Assigning taxonomy to OTUs 
Taxonomy was assigned to bacterial OTUs using the RDP classifier trained on the most 
recent (4 February 2011) Greengenes 97% identity taxonomy representatives and was 
accomplished by running the QIIME 1.5.0 script “assign_taxonomy.py” on OTU representative 
sequences using “greengenes_tax_rdp_train.txt” as the ID to taxonomy mapping file, 
“gg_97_otus_4feb2011.fasta” as the reference sequences and the parameter “-c 0.5.” 
Helpful instructions for running the QIIME scripts can be found by searching for the 
script name on the QIIME website (http://www.qiime.org/). 
Owing to a focus on bacterial taxa, RDP trained on Greengenes did a poor job of 
recognizing plastid and mitochondrial sequences in our data. Rather than editing the training set, 
we further recognized plant contaminant OTUs by using BLAST to compare the representative 
sequences to a custom database containing the Arabidopsis 18S rRNA sequence as well as 
plastid and mitochondria 16S rRNA sequences from Arabidopsis and other plants 
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(Supplementary Table 5). We used BLAST with an E value of 0.00001 and a percent identity of 
94. 
3.4.16 Predicting pPNA and mPNA utility across diverse plant families 
The pPNA and mPNA sequences were tested for exact matches to representative 
chloroplast and mitochondrial 16S sequences from diverse plant species found in NCBI 
GenBank (Figure 3.16 and Supplementary Table 6). 
3.4.17 Subsampling 
Normalization of FASTA files and all other subsampling was performed using the 
sample() function in the “base” library of R (http://www.r-project.org/). Rarefaction of OTU 
tables was performed using the function rrarefy() the “vegan” library of R, which also makes use 
of the sample() function. 
3.4.18 Permutation tests 
All permutation tests involved 24 samples and asked whether the mean value of 12 
samples in “condition low” was lower than the mean value of 12 samples in “condition high.” 
For each permutation test, the values from the 24 samples were randomly assigned into two 
groups of 12 using the sample() function in the base library of R, and the difference in the means 
of these groups was taken. This was repeated 10,000 times per test to form the probability 
distribution for each test. The P value was the fraction of 10,000 permutations in which the 
observed difference in the means would be as large due to chance. 
A nonparametric test on the means was chosen in preference to a parametric t-test 
because of relatively low group size of 12 samples, which prevents accurate estimation of the 
underlying probability distributions and is not sufficiently large to make the assumption of 
normality under the Central Limit Theorem. 
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3.4.19 Correction for multiple testing 
Permutation tests were used to test whether the relative abundances of bacterial families 
and bacterial OTUs were lower in PNA samples than in control samples, for all families and 
OTUs above the threshold (see figure specific methods in the Supplementary Note). The green 
and red histograms of uncorrected P values display the results of these permutation tests for 
pPNA and mPNA (Figure 3.14 and 3.15). The P values within each histogram were corrected for 
multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) method as 
implemented by the p.adjust() function in the “stats” library of R, and the number of tests that 
were included in each application of the FDR method is shown beneath each P value histogram. 
3.4.20 Chi-squared tests 
The green and red histograms of uncorrected P values display the results of permutation 
tests for pPNA and mPNA, respectively (Figures 3.14 and 3.15a,b). For root EC families and 
OTUs, and for soil families, there were ~100 or fewer tests, and ten bins were used for the P 
value histogram (Figures 3.14a and 3.15a,b). For soil OTUs, there were 1,010 tests for each 
PNA, and 20 bins were used for higher resolution of the distribution histogram (Figure 3.14b). 
Each histogram was compared to the null flat distribution (equal number of P values in each bin 
of the histogram) using a Chi-squared test with 9 degrees of freedom for histograms with 10 bins 
or 19 degrees of freedom for histograms with 20 bins. Chi-squared tests were performed using 
the function chisq.test() in the stats library of R. 
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3.5 Supplemental Figures 
 
Figure 3.4 Reference map of the 16S rRNA gene. Map shows variable regions V1-V9 
(above chart) and the locations of common primers (based on conventional E. coli 
numbering, below chart). For each base present in E. coli, the Shannon Diversity of bases 
or gaps for that position is graphed in light blue histograms. The average Shannon 
Diversity based on a 50 bp sliding window is charted as a black line, displaying the 
classic 16S variable regions. The variable region V4 used in this study is boxed in red. 
Diversity was calculated by comparison to the Greengenes 97% representatives (most 
recent Feb. 4 2011 version) database of full length 16S sequences (Online Methods). 
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of molecular tagging - frameshifting template tagging primers. (a) 
MT-FS V4 16S reverse template-tagging primers. (b) Forward “MT-FS” V4 16S 
template-tagging primers (top), and forward barcoded “Bc-MT-FS” V4 16S template-
tagging primers (bottom), where “XXX” is a three base pair barcode. MT-FS = 
Molecular tag and frameshifting bases. Lnk = Linker. “N” = MT random sequence (c) 
PCR primers. All primer sequences are available in Supplementary Table 1a-c. 
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Figure 3.6 Frameshifting primers enhance library diversity. (a) Schematic showing that 
frameshifts can impose diversity on a lowdiversity library. (b) Diversity per sequenced 
base for simulated libraries made from a perfect clonal template (top) or a low-
complexity template of 1000 real V4 bacterial 16S rRNA sequences (bottom). For each 
simulated library, subsets of 1000 sequences were randomly assigned to equallysized 
groups to which six frameshifting treatments of 0-5 additional 5’ bases were applied, 
creating between 1 and 6 frames (“Frames”, below xaxis). Some libraries received 
simulated fragments of phiX174 genomic DNA in place of a fraction of the 1000 V4 16S 
sequences (“%phiX174”, below x-axis). For each library, the Shannon diversity for each 
of the first 250 sequences was graphed (light blue dots), and the distribution summarized 
with a box-and-whiskers plot showing the extremes, upper and lower quartiles, and the 
median. Six frameshifts and no phiX174 were used in the remainder of this study (red 
box). 
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Figure 3.7 MiSeq run quality for Run A (setup run) and Run B (primary run). Run A, a 
setup run, met Illumina quality specifications of sequencing pure phiX174 DNA and Run 
B, the primary run we analyze, came close. (a) Illumina MiSeq performance 
specifications for a 2 × 250 run of phiX174 is >75% of total bases above Q30 (not per 
cycle). A setup run without any phiX174 DNA, but containing a sample composition 
differing only in the initial concentration of several templates and library mixing (Online 
Methods), met the advertised specifications based on the machine’s statistics (top, purple 
box). The primary run we analyze (bottom; orange box), made up of a nearly identical 
composition of samples, was close (Supplementary Table 2a). This was despite deliberate 
includision in these runs of all potentially-sequenceable material from low-yield and 
negative control samples (b) Q Score heatmaps for setup run A (left; purple) and primary 
run B (right; orange). Both runs show sustained high quality, with diminishing quality 
towards the end of each run, and lower quality at the beginning of Read2 than of Read1 
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(circles). (c) Analysis of error rate across merged reads of a plasmid-borne clonal 16S 
rRNA template sample present in both runs reveals that the sequencing quality is similar 
in both runs. The mean error rate for pattern-matching (Online Methods) in each run is 
~2.2 errors per thousand (ept) (color key), or Q27, with the error rate increasing towards 
the 3’ end of the read representing the non-overlapping portion of read 2, as expected. 
 
Figure 3.8 MiSeq run quality for Run C (our method) and Run D (Earth Microbiome 
Project method). The runs were consecutive, on a machine that had the Illumina May 
2013 software upgrade to Real-Time Analysis v1.17.28. The recommended 5% phiX174 
spike was not used for either run. Our method (left) and the EMP method (right) were 
each used in parallel to amplify 16S rRNA from the same set of samples (Supplementary 
Table 2b,c, Online Methods). Amplicons from each method were mixed to make two 
independent libraries. (a) The EMP library was loaded at a lower cluster density than the 
library prepared by our method – although this is expected to reduce crowding and 
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improve cluster recognition, significantly fewer clusters passed the machine’s quality 
filter. Of the high quality clusters, the percent of bases above Q30 was higher for the 
library prepared by our method. Both “nano” runs had more bases above Q30 than Run B 
used for the majority of analysis, likely the combined consequence of faster cycling due 
to the “nano” reagent kit, the software upgrade, and the fact that low-quality samples 
such as blanks were not mixed into the libraries, though they were in Run B. (b) As 
predicted from simulation (Figure 3.5b), observed base diversity is much higher for our 
method, resulting in no base approaching 100% representation in each cycle. In contrast, 
the EMP method results in much lower diversity. (c) The percentage of bases above Q30 
on a per-cycle basis demonstrates a faster drop in quality for the EMP method for both 
read 1 (cycle 1-250) and read 2 (cycle 251-500). (d) Q score heatmaps demonstrating the 
full distribution of Q scores per cycle. 
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Figure 3.9 Template Tagging, PCR, sequencing, and Molecular Tag (MT) processing 
workflow. Primer components colored as in Figure 3.5. (a) Template is tagged with 
reverse MT-FS primers using one extension cycle, and residual primer is removed. (b) 
The reverse-tagged template is tagged with forward MT-FS primers using one extension 
cycle, and residual primer is removed. (c) Dual-tagged template is amplified using 
universal primers that add sample barcodes. Residual primers are removed and samples 
are quantified and mixed to a final library. (d) Amplicons are sequenced in three reads. 
First, the 9 bp sample barcodes are read following priming with “Barcode_seq”. The 250 
bp forward read is sequenced following priming with “Read1_seq”, and the 250 bp 
reverse read is sequenced following priming by “Read2_seq”. (e) All sequenced are de-
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multiplexed based on the “Barcode_seq” read which captures the sample barcode. For 
each sample, Read1 and Read2 are merged. (f) Regular expressions (Supplementary 
Table 1g) find all sequences in the set of merged sequences that match the expected 
patterns, and then extract the MT and template sequence from these pattern-matching 
sequences. (g) Sequences (colored lines) sharing the same molecular tag sequence (color) 
are grouped into the same MT category (each colored folder). (h) Sequences in the same 
MT category are aligned and a consensus sequence is built to represent that MT category. 
Singleton MT categories are kept in a separate file from consensus sequences. 
 
Figure 3.10 A MT of 13 random bases is sufficiently unique. Monte Carlo simulation at 
four sampling depths showing the percentage of non-unique oligonucleotide (A, C, T, or 
G) N-mers for N’s of 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14. The simulation was repeated 5 times 
(multiple lines within each hue). A random-mer of N = 13 (second line from bottom) has 
about 140 non-unique oligos for every 100,000 sampled (~0.1%), which group into 70 
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duplicates. In the case of a template-overloaded sample sequenced to a depth of 100,000 
reads or greater, these duplicate tags will lead to the unwanted classification of unrelated 
sequences as originating from the sample template. The consensus sequence made from 
the multiple sequence alignments will favor the overrepresented MT, often correcting the 
problem. Furthermore, each multiple sequence alignment can be assigned a quality score 
based on the average deviation of each sequence in the alignment from the consensus 
sequence for that alignment. Because multiple sequence alignments made from falsely-
grouped independent templates will in general have worse alignment scores, these can be 
removed from the dataset by thresholding the worst alignments. Choice of random-mer 
length must be a balance between uniqueness on the one hand, versus costs in terms of 
sequence length and oligo chaos caused by longer lengths of N. It is more important to 
minimize non-unique N-mers than attempt to eliminate them; samples for which deep 
sequencing is needed can be multiplexed over several barcodes to increase depth, 
allowing unique molecular tagging without increasing random-mer length. 
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Figure 3.11 Beta diversity conclusions from our method vs. the Earth Microbiome 
Project (EMP) method. Four independent Mason Farm soil samples (back squares), four 
indepdent Clayton soil samples (brown squares), seven Mason Form root endopyte 
compartment samples from separate plants (puple circles) and 3 technical PCR replicates 
of a cloned 16S template were each phylotyped using the EMP method (top) or our 
method (bottom) (Supplementary Table 2b-d, Online Methods). OTUs were formed at 
97% identity and all samples were rarefed to 1,200 sequences or 1,200 ConSeqs. 
Principal coordinates analysis based on weighted unifrac distances (left) demonstrates 
that for both methods, the first two principal coordinates capture a similar separation of 
sample types. For heatmap visualization, the OTUs were thresholded such that only those 
OTUs contaning at least 5 sequences or ConSeqs in at least one sample are displayed. 
Heatmap rows and columns are ordered based on unsupervised clustering by Bray-Curtis 
dissimilarity. The heirarchical clustering results in the same separation of sample types as 
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the Unifrac ordination for both methods, demonstrating that the same major beta-
diversity conclusions can be reached with both methods. However, the ConSeqs from our 
method represent less noise, clearly evident from the single OTU formed for the clonal 
16S template. In contrast, the EMP method produed produce several low-abundance 
OTUs from the clonal template, and 31 more OTUs overall using the same thresholding 
parameters (x-axis of heatmap, Online Methods). 
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Figure 3.12 PNA schematic. PNA functions as an additive in the PCR reaction mix (top). 
After denaturation, PNA anneals specifically to templates via base pairing. As long as the 
PNA has a higher melting temperature than the primers, it anneals to template prior to the 
primers (middle). Depending on design, PNA either directly blocks primer annealing or 
blocks extension of the nascent strand. 
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Figure 3.13 Exhaustive search for PNA oligo candidates. (a) The full length chloroplast 
16S rRNA sequence was split in silico into all possible 9-mers, 10-mers, 11-mers, 12-
mers, and 13-mers. Each fragment was searched against the full length sequence for all 
sequences in the Greengenes 97% representatives microbial database, and the number of 
matches was graphed (black; log scale). Fragments of each length matching no sequences 
are marked with a red vertical line; these represent the best candidates for PCR clamping. 
The location of common 16S primers is shown beneath each histogram, and the location 
of the “pPNA” used in this study is shown with a green arrow. (b) As above, but for the 
mitochondrial 16S sequence. The location of the “mPNA” used in this study is shown 
with the red arrow. 
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Figure 3.14 No bacterial OTU abundances are affected by pPNA or mPNA. (a) Root EC 
samples were clustered by the abundance of the 75 bacterial OTUs with ≥5 ConSeqs in at 
least one of the 24 samples. The heatmap shows the relative abundance of each OTU 
(columns) for each of the samples (rows) with the PNA doses shown (colored blocks). 
For each OTU, the 12 samples containing pPNA were tested for lower abundance than 
the 12 samples containing no PNA or only mPNA (left; green). Similarly, the 12 samples 
containing mPNA were tested for lower abundance than the 12 samples containing no 
PNA or only pPNA (right; red). P-values were obtained with a permutation test on the 
means using 10,000 permutations, and the P-value distribution was plotted across 10 bins 
(histograms). P-values were corrected for multiple testing with the FDR method; no 
OTUs were found significant. Each P-value distribution was shown not to deviate from 
the null flat distribution with a Chi-squared test (P-values for Chi-squared below 
histograms). (b) Same as in a, but for the 1,010 OTUs in soil samples with ≥5 ConSeqs in 
at least one of the 24 samples. Owing to the much greater number of OTUs the P-value 
distributions were plotted across 20 bins (histograms). The Chi-squared Pvalues, both for 
pPNA and mPNA comparisons, supported the null hypothesis of a flat distribution. P-
values were corrected for multiple testing with the FDR method; limited OTUs in soil 
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samples had significant Q-values (bold, red). Consistent with these statistics, there is no 
clustering (based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity and group average linkage) by PNA 
treatment. 
 
Figure 3.15 No bacterial family abundances are affected by pPNA or mPNA. (a) The 
abundance of each bacterial family with ≥5 ConSeqs in at least one of the 24 samples in 
different PNA treatments (Fig. 3b) was compared for root EC. For each bacterial family, 
the 12 samples containing pPNA were tested for lower abundance than the 12 samples 
containing no PNA or only mPNA (left; green). Similarly, the 12 samples containing 
mPNA were tested for lower abundance than the 12 samples containing no PNA or only 
pPNA (right; red). P-values were obtained with a permutation test on the means using 
10,000 permutations, and the P-value distribution was plotted across 10 bins 
(histograms). The P-values were corrected for multiple testing with the FDR method; 
none of the resulting corrected Q-values were significant. Each P-value distribution was 
shown not to deviate from the null flat distribution with a Chi-squared test (P-values for 
Chi-squared below histograms). (b) Same as a, but analyzing bacterial families in soil 
(Fig. 3c). One Q-value for the mPNA test, corresponding to the family 
Bdellovibrionaceae, was significant. (c) The actual ConSeqs per soil sample are shown 
for family Bdellovibrionaceae in b, split by samples containing mPNA (left, hues of red) 
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and control samples (right, white). Mean abundance in each sample group is shown with 
a horizontal black line. The mean abundance in the mPNA group is lower, but further 
addition of mPNA has no effect on the abundance (dark red, red, and light red, color 
legend). Rather, the sample in the mPNA group that is most similar to the mean of the 
control group has the highest mPNA dose (dark red), while the sample furthers from the 
mean of the control group has the lowest mPNA dose (light red), consistent with 
Bdellovibrionaceae being a false positive. (d) For each of 118 OTU representative 
sequences classified as family Bdellovibrionaceae in Run B, the 17 bp mPNA was 
aligned step-wise to every base position in the sequence, using forward, reverse, 
complemented, and reverse complemented orientations of the mPNA. The best identity 
score (maximum number of identical bases the OTU shared with the mPNA, x-axis) was 
recorded, and the number of Bdellovibrionaceae sequences at each identity score (y-axis) 
was plotted (red line). This was repeated for 118 independent OTU representative 
sequences from a mix of different families in the same phylogenetic class 
(Deltaproteobacteria, gray line), and a random sample of 118 sequences from bacteria 
from varied families (black line). The Bdellovibrionaceae do not show any higher 
identity to the mPNA than other bacterial groups, in contrast to what would be expected 
if their lower abundance were due to mPNA. 
 
Figure 3.16 Diverse plant species for which the PNAs in this study should block 
organelle V4 16S amplification. (a) Diverse plant species for which the PNAs in this 
study should block organelle 16S amplification based on an exact sequence match. 
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Phylogenetic tree and choice of plant taxa adapted from Phytozome v9.1 
(http://www.phytozome.net/). Branch lengths are not meaningful. Plastid and 
mitochondrial organelle sequences for each plant in the phylogeny, or a relative in the 
same genus if the Phytozome species was not available, were collected from NCBI 
GenBank (Supplementary Table 6). The pPNA and mPNA sequences were queried 
against all collected plastid and mitochondrial sequences, respectively. Green squares 
represent exact matches of the pPNA to the plastid sequence; red squares represent exact 
matches of the mPNA to the mitochondrial sequence; grey squares represent a mismatch; 
white squares filled with “?” mean that the organelle sequence is not publicly available. 
(b) Leaf samples from A.thaliana (left) and O.sativa (right) (Supplementary Table 2a,d) 
were amplified with or without a mix of both pPNA and mPNA. Despite the extreme host 
contamination present in DNA from ground leaves (98.3% and 99;8% for A.thaliana and 
O.sativa respectively), addition of PNA increased the relative abundance of bacterial 
reads (top). Although the effect appears modest for O.sativa, the use of 1.25µM of both 
PNAs (arrow) represents a more than 20-fold increase in detectable templates. As with 
A.thaliana leaves, PNAs blocked the amplification of the majority of contaminant, and 
hence, template molecules of O.sativa, resulting in less sequenceable material (dark blue 
bars). However, more total bacterial sequences were nonetheless recovered (brown bars). 
These results are consistent with the PNAs functioning to block chloroplast and 
mitochondria, but not bacteria, in O.sativa. 
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Figure 3.17 Predicted specificity of PNAs used in Sakai et al. vs. those used in this study. 
(a) Summaries of searches to the Greengenes 97% database (most recent Feb. 4 2011 
version) for anti-plastid PNAs (top) and anti-mitochondria PNAs (bottom), considering 
29,556 non-chloroplast sequences. Sakai et al. PNAs2 are shown in dotted boxes (left), 
while PNAs used in this study are shown in solid boxes (right). (b) Edited screenshots 
from RDP probe match (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/probematch/search.jsp) showing all 
perfect matches to 2,500,284 “good quality” sequences for anti-plastid PNAs (top) and 
anti-mitochondria PNAs (bottom), in Sakai et al. (left) and this study (right). Phyla not 
matched are not displayed. 
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Figure 3.18 Template tagging primer variants were evenly mixed and properly 
recovered. (a) The full set of six forward and six reverse non-barcoded MT-FS V4 16S 
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primers from Fig. 1a,b was subdivided into two groups called MT-FS group 1 (red) and 
MT-FS group 2 (gray). (b) Each independently-barcoded V4 16S sample in the run was 
tagged with a equimolar mix of primers from either MT-FS group 1 or MTFS group 2 
(Supplementary Table 2a, Online Methods); each MT-FS group can form 9 possible 
pairings of forward and reverse primers on the same molecule, for a total of 18 possible 
pairings. These 18 pairings can be recognized with regular expressions (x-axis, 
Supplementary Table 1g). For all samples containing 5000 or more pattern-matching 
sequences (Supplementary Table 2g), the number of sequences matching each regular 
expression is shown (y-axis) for MT-FS group 1 (red) and MT-FS group 2 (gray). 
Sequences from the same sample are connected with dotted lines; the flatness of the lines 
demonstrates even amplification and sequencing of each pairwise combination. As 
expected, sequences matching regular expressions for MT-FS group 1 came from 
samples originally amplified with primers from MT-FS group 1; the same is true for 
MTFS group 2, demonstrating that groups of frameshifting primers are sufficient to 
distinguish samples and could serve as additional barcodes. (c) A mix of six forward Bc-
MT-FS V4 16S primers with barcode “TGA” (dark blue) or a mix of six forward primers 
with barcode “ACT” (light green) was paired with the six reverse MT-FS V4 16S primers 
to make two barcoded groups. (d) Same as b, except that samples containing 1000 or 
more pattern-matching sequences (Supplementary Table 2g) were included, and regular 
expressions were used to match barcode groups rather than frameshift groups. For each 
pairing of six mixed forward with six mixed reverse primers, 36 pairings are possible. 
Although the frameshift groups in b performed similarly to barcode groups in d in terms 
of percent of reads correctly matched, barcodes are more robust because single base 
deletions are common primer synthesis errors. 
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Figure 3.19 Universal PCR primers can be used to amplify and barcode other tagged 
templates. (a) Root EC DNA was tagged with either V4 16S MT-FS primers or ITS2 MT 
primers (Supplementary Table 1a,b). Tagged template was amplified with universal PCR 
primers, sequenced, and MTs were used to form ConSeqs. For 16S (top, black) and ITS 
(bottom, green), the OTUs present among 14,112 ConSeqs were classified by their 
sequence length (x-axis), and the number of OTUs present at each length was plotted (y-
axis). The total number of OTUs for each amplicon is inlaid in each plot. Although there 
were more V4 16S OTUs, the distribution of amplicon lengths is much narrower than for 
ITS. (b) The OTUs of 16S ConSeqs (black) and ITS ConSeqs (green) were ranked by 
their relative abundance and the number of sequences (log yaxis) is shown for the 10 
most-abundant OTUs (x-axis). (c) The ITS OTUs shown in b were queried against the 
NCBI database using BLAST and the OTU length in base pairs and the best-scoring hit is 
shown. Several Arabidopsis OTUs demonstrate host contamination, but other eukaryotic 
and fungal OTUs are clearly present.  
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Figure 3.20 Primer linkers. Our linkers differ from those used by the Earth Microbiome 
Project1. Ideal linkers should lack identity to the majority of microbial sequences in order 
to buffer the other elements of the template-tagging primer from the template. Our 
choices are equally or more divergent from sequences in the Greengenes database than 
are the EMP primers. 
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CHAPTER 4: MT-TOOLBOX: IMPROVED AMPLICON SEQUENCING USING 
MOLECULE TAGS3 
4.1 Overview 
Short oligonucleotides can be used as markers to tag and track DNA sequences. For 
example, barcoding techniques (i.e. Multiplex Identifiers or Indexing) use short oligonucleotides 
to distinguish between reads from different DNA samples pooled for high-throughput 
sequencing. A similar technique called molecule tagging uses the same principles but is applied 
to individual DNA template molecules. Each template molecule is tagged with a unique 
oligonucleotide prior to polymerase chain reaction. The resulting amplicon sequences can be 
traced back to their original templates by their oligonucleotide tag. Consensus building from 
sequences sharing the same tag enables inference of original template molecules thereby 
reducing effects of sequencing error and polymerase chain reaction bias. Several independent 
groups have developed similar protocols for molecule tagging; however, user-friendly software 
for build consensus sequences from molecule tagged reads is not readily available or is highly 
specific for a particular protocol. 
MT-Toolbox recognizes oligonucleotide tags in amplicons and infers the correct template 
sequence. On a set of molecule tagged test reads, MT-Toolbox generates sequences having on 
                                                
3 The content of this chapter has been published before as a peer-reviewed article (Yourstone et al., 2014). Figures 
were renumbered to match the formatting of this document. Section and subsection headers have been added for 
easier navigation. Numerous supplementary files were made available online at the time of publication, and are not 
included here but can be obtained at https://bmcbioinformatics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1471-2105-15-
284. 
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average 0.00047 errors per base. MT-Toolbox includes a graphical user interface, command line 
interface, and options for speed and accuracy maximization. It can be run in serial on a standard 
personal computer or in parallel on a Load Sharing Facility based cluster system. An optional 
plugin provides features for common 16S metagenome profiling analysis such as chimera 
filtering, building operational taxonomic units, contaminant removal, and taxonomy 
assignments. 
MT-Toolbox provides an accessible, user-friendly environment for analysis of molecule 
tagged reads thereby reducing technical errors and polymerase chain reaction bias. These 
improvements reduce noise and allow for greater precision in single amplicon sequencing 
experiments. 
4.2 Background 
High-throughput sequencing has revolutionized biological science and biomedical 
research. However, erroneous base calls reduce the information value of each sequence, and 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) bias leads to inaccurate quantification of sequences. To address 
these limitations several methods have been developed where randomly generated 
oligonucleotides are used as a molecule tag (MT). Molecule tagging should not be confused with 
barcoding (i.e. Multiplex Identifiers or Indexing) where short oligonucleotides are used to tag 
individual samples, which are then pooled and simultaneously sequenced. The resulting reads are 
then informatically sorted by the sample barcode. Molecule tagging is a similar idea where 
unique tags are attached to individual DNA template molecules within a sample prior to 
exponential PCR amplification (Additional file 1: Figure 4.5A). After PCR and sequencing, 
reads sharing the same MT likely originated from the same template molecule, meaning that 
discrepancies among these reads can be attributed to technical error. Forming consensus 
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sequences (ConSeqs) from reads with the same MT corrects these errors. Additionally, any 
preferential PCR amplification biases are mitigated because ConSeqs represent the original 
population of templates (Kivioja et al. 2012; Fu et al. 2011; Casbon et al. 2011). 
Molecule tagging is useful for a variety of applications. For instance, Kinde et al. (Kinde 
et al. 2011) used molecule tagging to test polymerase fidelity, accuracy of in vitro synthesized 
oligonucleotides, and prevalence of mutations in nuclear and mitochondrial genomes of normal 
cells. Jabara et al. (Jabara et al. 2011a) used molecule tagging to detect and quantify single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the HIV—1 protease gene in complex viral populations. 
Kivioja et al. (Kivioja et al. 2012) showed how molecule tagging improves quantification of 
mRNA sequencing experiments. Faith et al. (Faith et al. 2013) used a molecule tagging method 
called Low-Error Amplicon Sequencing (LEA-Seq) for metagenomic 16S gut profiling and 
observed a substantial reduction in the observed microbial community complexity due to the 
elimination of spurious sequences. Lundberg et al. (Lundberg et al. 2013) saw a similar reduction 
in 16S microbial complexity when profiling microbially diverse bulk soil samples. In each of 
these studies, molecule tagging allowed greater confidence in the amplicon sequences and their 
quantification. 
Despite extensive efforts developing and using these error-reducing protocols, software 
for building ConSeqs in the previously cited projects (Kinde et al. 2011; Jabara et al. 2011b; 
Faith et al. 2013) is not readily available or is highly specific for a particular application (e.g. 
(Jabara et al. 2011a)). For example, LEA-Seq scripts can only be run on a small number of 16S 
amplicons sequenced using paired-end 108 bp Illumina reads with a single 12-20 bp molecule 
tag. This specificity makes LEA-Seq scripts less practical for most amplicon experiments that 
could benefit from molecule tagging. Consequently, we developed MT-Toolbox (Molecule Tag 
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Toolbox), a flexible and user-friendly software package to generate ConSeqs from molecule 
tagged reads produced from several different MT protocols. 
4.3 Implementation 
The primary purpose of MT-Toolbox is to categorize reads by MT and build ConSeqs 
(Figure 1). MT-Toolbox can categorize and correct single-end (SE), overlapping paired-end 
(PE), and non-overlapping PE reads. With overlapping PE reads, a preprocessing step runs 
FLASH (Magoc and Salzberg 2011) to merge corresponding PE reads into a single sequence. 
Regular expressions, a common pattern matching technique, are used to identify the expected 
regions (e.g. MT, primer, amplicon) of each read (Additional file 1: Figure 4.5B-D). Reads 
matching the regular expression are then categorized by their MT. 
The first step in identifying and correcting errors among reads having the same MT is 
building a square alignment matrix, M (Additional file 1: Note S.1). This matrix is described as 
each row, r, representing a read and each column, c, containing a single base from read r at 
position c. The number of rows (i.e. number of reads) in M is referred to as the MT depth and is 
an important parameter in evaluating the accuracy of final ConSeqs. Multiple sequence 
alignment (MSA) programs such as ClustalW (Larkin et al. 2007) or MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) can 
be used to generate such a matrix. However, computational overhead from operations like file 
input/output associated with these programs requires a substantial amount of time (Additional 
file 1: Figure 4.6). Alternatively, M can be created without using an MSA program by simply 
stacking reads. Because reads in an MT category are likely to originate from the same template 
molecule, they are likely to have uniform lengths (Additional file 1: Figure 4.7). Furthermore, 
Illumina sequences rarely incorporate insertions or deletions into sequenced reads (Additional 
file 1:  
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Figure 4.1 MT-Toolbox overview. Single-end or paired-end (overlapping or non-
overlapping) reads can be input into MT-Toolbox. Overlapping paired-end reads are 
merged after which all reads, regardless of their type, are categorized by their MT. Next a 
square alignment matrix is created for each MT category using either an MSA algorithm 
(e.g. ClustalW, MUSCLE) or by read stacking. From these matrices, ConSeqs are built 
and quality control measures remove low-quality ConSeqs. When using the MT-MT-
Toolbox plugin, ConSeqs are subjected to traditional 16S profiling analyses including 
OTU clustering, chimera filtering, contaminant filtering, and assigning taxonomy. 
 
Figure 4.8). In the rare case where reads in a single MT category differ in lengths, reads are 
clustered by length and only reads from the largest cluster are used to build the ConSeq. If 
multiple clusters are equally represented as the largest cluster, one of them is arbitrarily chosen 
to build the ConSeq. Comparisons of ConSeqs generated by ClustalW, MUSCLE, and the read 
stacking method show that ConSeqs derived from stacked reads are only slightly less accurate 
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(Additional file 1: Figure 4.9), and reduce runtime by ~54%. While options for using either 
ClustalW or MUSCLE are available in MT-Toolbox, the default is to stack reads. 
From M a consensus sequence can be built by choosing the mode base in each column 
(Additional file 1: Figure 4.10). The quality score of the consensus base is set to be the mean of 
the original quality values of the mode base. Ties are resolved by choosing the base with the 
highest average quality score. If a tie cannot be resolved using quality scores, an IUPAC 
encoding is used as the consensus base. Using quality score information provides a major 
advantage because ConSeqs can be generated from MTs represented by only two reads thereby 
keeping a larger proportion of reads. This is especially important for samples with high amplicon 
population diversity because it captures a larger fraction of the population. This is an 
improvement over LEA-Seq, which cannot build ConSeqs from MTs having a depth of two 
where the reads are not identical. Furthermore, other ConSeq building software (e.g (Jabara et al. 
2011a)) use only sequence information to build consensus sequence and thus are only able to 
generate ConSeqs from MTs having a depth greater than two reads. 
The primary output file contains ConSeqs and corresponding quality scores in FASTQ 
format. A second FASTQ file contains single read categories (SRCs; MTs with only one raw 
read) that can optionally be included in downstream analysis (Additional file 1: Note S.2). 
However, SRCs retain all technical errors associated with sequencing and PCR because no 
consensus sequence can be generated from a single read. Quality control parameters (Additional 
file 1: Note S.3) allow filtering of low quality ConSeqs and SRCs, ConSeqs with low depth, and 
ConSeqs where a single MT tags two different templates by chance (i.e. the ‘birthday paradox’) 
(Liang et al. 2014; Sheward, Murrell, and Williamson 2012) (Additional file 1: Note S.4, Figures 
4.11 and 4.12). 
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MT-Toolbox also includes the following features: 1) jobs can be started via a graphical 
user interface (GUI) or command line interface (Additional file 1: Figure 4.13), 2) an additional 
plugin provides features for 16S microbial profiling, namely—building operational taxonomic 
units (OTUs), assigning OTU taxonomy, and removing contaminant OTUs (Figure 1, Additional 
file 1: Note S.5) using the MeTagenomics plugin (MT-MT-Toolbox, Additional file 2), 3) the 
BioUtils library (Additional file 1: Note S.6, Figure 4.14; Additional file 3), digital normalization 
(Brown et al. 2012) parameters (Additional file 1: Note S.7), and optional Load Sharing Facility 
(LSF) based cluster parallelization (Additional file 1: Note S.8) reduce runtime and memory 
requirements, and 4) an MT-Toolbox website provides descriptions, tutorials, installation 
instructions, updates, and other important documentation (“MT-Toolbox,” n.d.). 
MT-Toolbox is implemented as a suite of object-oriented Perl modules and scripts 
(Additional file 4). It has been successfully tested on Perl versions 5.8.8, 5.8.9, and 5.12.3. 
Several external Perl modules are required, and can be easily downloaded and installed via a 
simple build command before building and installing MT-Toolbox. The GUI was built using the 
Perl/Tk library and requires an X Window System. MT-Toolbox also uses gnuplot 4.4 for 
generating simple summary graphs. The optional MT-MT-Toolbox plugin allows for standard 
16S microbial profiling analysis. MT-MT-Toolbox requires USEARCH v7.0.1090 (Edgar 2010) 
or greater for OTU clustering and chimera filtering, the RDP Classifier (Wang et al. 2007) as 
implemented in QIIME (Caporaso, Kuczynski, Stombaugh, Bittinger, Bushman, Costello, Fierer, 
Peña, Goodrich, Gordon, Huttley, Kelley, Knights, Koenig, Ley, Lozupone, Mcdonald, et al. 
2010) for OTU taxonomy classification, and BLAST + 2.2.25 (Camacho et al. 2009) for 
contaminant sequence removal. 
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4.4 Results 
To show the utility of ConSeqs generated by MT-Toolbox, we used data from (Lundberg 
et al. 2013) which consists of a clonal plasmid containing a known 16S gene. From this single 
clonal plasmid, separate DNA samples were created by performing two replicate dilutions of 1x, 
50x, or 100x, for a total of six samples. Each sample was molecule tagged and PCR amplified. It 
is important to note that each sample should contain just one “real” amplicon matching the 
original 16S amplicon in the clonal plasmid. Samples were barcoded, pooled, and sequenced on 
an Illumina MiSeq platform using standard 2 × 250 bp protocols. After demultiplexing samples, 
ConSeqs were generated using MT-Toolbox (Figure 2). Diluted samples result in a greater 
number of MTs having high depth (Figure 3); the diversity of the original amplicon population, 
however, is reduced. In theory, molecule tags having high depth should generate the most 
accurate ConSeqs by overcoming the effects of sequencing error. This creates a trade-off 
between creating highly accurate ConSeqs and capturing the diversity of the amplicon 
population. Low-complexity samples benefit from dilution because a large number of accurate 
ConSeqs can be created without sacrificing information about the diversity of the amplicon 
population. Alternatively, for high complexity samples like soil microbial communities it may be 
better to sacrifice ConSeq accuracy to observe a larger portion of the amplicon population. 
The most accurate ConSeqs were generated from merged PE reads. Average errors per 
base (EPB) for ConSeqs built from ClustalW or Muscle alignments of merged PE reads was 
measured at ~0.00047. Without using an MSA (i.e. the read stacking method), ConSeqs had 
~0.00112 EPB. Removing ConSeqs with a c-score ≤35 reduced the EPB to ~0.00089 (Additional 
file 1: Note S.4, Figures 4.11 and 4.12). In general, ConSeqs derived from any type of molecule 
tagged read were more accurate than any type of raw read (Figure 4; Additional file 1: Note S.9). 
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Also, as depth of coverage for each MT increased, consensus sequence EPB decreased. 
However, for depths >15, EPB increases slightly. This trend is primarily driven by a single 
sample (Additional file 1: Figure 4.15). Why this particular sample has higher mean EPB is 
 
Figure 4.2 Read and MT counts per sample. Here reads are defined as the number of raw 
reads that can be categorized (“categorizable”). In other words, the read matches the 
expected regular expression pattern for merged reads (Additional file 1: Figure 4.5C). 
MT-Toolbox assigns each categorizable read to an MT category. MT counts are the 
number of MT categories (i.e. number of originally tagged DNA templates). The sum 
total of reads in each MT category equals the number of categorizable reads. 
 
unclear, however it is unlikely to be caused by sample contamination or sequencing error 
(Additional file 1: Figure 4.16). In general, this outlying sample appears more error prone even at 
depths where other samples have very few errors (Additional file 1: Figure 4.15). Two examples 
of errors in high depth ConSeqs from this sample suggest that nucleotide misincorporation 
during early PCR cycles contributes to increased EPB (Additional file 1: Figure 4.16). 
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Additionally, this sample has relatively fewer ConSeqs at these high depths (Figure 3) indicating 
that outlier ConSeqs may be inflating the mean EPB. In any case, nearly all ConSeqs in this 
sample still have fewer EPB than raw reads. In general, MT-Toolbox outperforms LEA-Seq in  
  
Figure 4.3 MT depth histograms for each sample. The number of reads in each MT 
category influences the accuracy of the resulting ConSeqs. MTs with higher depth are 
likely to generate more accurate ConSeqs. Diluting samples helps generate more MTs 
with higher depth at the cost of reducing the amplicon diversity. 
 
terms of accuracy (Figure 4) and data retention. For MT depths of 2 (21% of the data), LEA-Seq 
failed to generate ConSeqs because it is unable resolve difference between only two reads. 
Alternatively, MT-Toolbox uses read quality scores to resolve such difference thereby retaining 
MTs of depth 2. For MT depths between 3 and 10 (67% of the data), mean EPB of MT-Toolbox 
ConSeqs generated from merged PE reads is lower than LEA-Seq ConSeqs. For the remaining 
MT depths (12% of the data) MT-Toolbox ConSeqs were either on par or slightly less accurate 
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than LEA-Seq ConSeqs. Furthermore, because LEA-Seq was implemented to recognize only 
specific amplicons, a substantial number of changes to the source code were required to run 
LEA-Seq on these reads. This highlights the utility of MT-Toolbox where users can easily adjust 
parameters to build ConSeqs from virtually any amplicon or sequencing technology. 
 
Figure 4.4 ConSeqs error profile. MT-Toolbox derived ConSeqs have fewer EPB than 
raw reads, and errors within ConSeqs are reduced as MT depth increases. MT-Toolbox 
ConSeqs generated from overlapping PE reads are the most accurate even at low MT 
depths. ConSeqs built from forward and reverse reads are slightly less accurate then 
overlapping PE ConSeqs. Raw reads of any type are the least accurate. MT-Toolbox 
ConSeqs generated from PE reads at depths ≤10 (88% of the data) are more accurate than 
those generated by LEA-Seq. EPB were calculated by averaging individual EPB of 
ConSeqs having the same depth. Error bars represent standard error and grow in length as 
depth increases due to fewer MTs having high depths (Figure 4.3). 
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4.5 Conclusions 
Molecule tagging is a practical technique applicable to a variety of amplicon sequencing 
experiments, however generalizable and easily accessible software for processing custom MT 
data is not readily available. MT-Toolbox fills this niche by enabling efficient processing of MT 
data generated from a variety of protocols (Additional file 1: Note S.10). By forming ConSeqs, 
MT-Toolbox reduces technical errors and biases associated with PCR and sequencing thereby 
enabling precise measurements of DNA template abundance in mixed amplicon samples. 
4.6 Supplemental Information 
4.6.1 Building the Alignment Matrix 
MTs and primer sequences are removed and only amplicon sequences are used in 
building MSAs.  We remove primer sequences because primers can bind template despite one or 
more mismatches and may not be representative of the template sequence.  Using the following 
parameters the command line version of ClustalW (Larkin et al., 2007) can be used to build the 
MSA:  -output=gde,  
-outorder=input, -case=upper, -quiet, and –quicktree.  The MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) 
parameters for building an MSA are:  -diags, -quiet. 
4.6.2 Single Read Categories 
In order to avoid confusion with the traditional definition of singletons in metagenomics 
(i.e. OTU clusters containing a single sequence), MTs containing a single raw read have been 
termed single read categories (SRCs) in this manuscript.  This is an important distinction because 
it is possible to have a singleton OTU containing only one ConSeq.  If this ConSeq was 
generated by several reads (i.e. has a high MT depth), it is more likely to be a low abundance 
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microbe than an artifact of technical error.  Notably, previous manuscripts may refer to SRCs as 
singletons (Lundberg et al. 2013).   
4.6.3 Optimizing ConSeqs Accuracy 
MT-Toolbox includes parameters for optimizing consensus sequence accuracy.  Each 
consensus sequence has an attribute called MT depth—the number of raw reads used to generate 
that consensus.  As MT depth increases consensus sequence accuracy also increases (Figure 4).  
MT-Toolbox users can adjust the ‘Min ConSeqs Depth’ parameter to report only ConSeqs 
having a MT depth greater than ‘Min ConSeqs Depth’.  However, there is a trade-off between 
ConSeqs accuracy and the number of ConSeqs reported.  For example, in template overloaded 
samples (in which the mean MT depth is low; i.e. 1x A and 1x B) if ‘Min ConSeqs Depth’ is set 
to 30 then few or no ConSeqs will be reported.  While these ConSeqs will be accurate, they 
represent only a small sample of the original population of templates.  Alternatively, if ‘Min 
ConSeqs Depth’ is set to two then all ConSeqs are included in the output files.  To capture all 
possible diversity represented in the sequences, SRCs may also be included in downstream 
analysis with the caveat that all technical errors in SRCs necessarily remain uncorrected.  
ConSeqs accuracy can also be adjusted using quality control (QC) parameters.  ConSeqs 
and SRCs can be removed from the final FASTQ output based on minimum length, minimum 
average quality, and the presence of ambiguous IUPAC bases.  At some small frequency, a 
single MT sequence will tag two different DNA templates often causing the MSA for that MT to 
be littered with gaps.  During the consensus building step, columns having a majority of gaps are 
removed often resulting in a shorter than expected ConSeqs.  The minimum length parameter 
allows the user to filter out false ConSeqs.  Of course, this gap enrichment-based filtering will 
only work when using ConSeqs generated from an MSA and not those generated using the read 
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stacking approach.  Additionally, each consensus base is assigned a quality measure by 
averaging across all quality scores of the chosen base.  From these values, each ConSeq is 
assigned an average quality score.  ConSeqs with low average quality can be filtered using the 
minimum average quality parameter.  Finally, in the event of a tie when choosing a consensus 
base, an IUPAC coded residue is inserted representing all the equally represented bases.  Any 
ConSeqs having ambiguous bases can be excluded in this QC process.    
4.6.4 Filtering ‘birthday paradox’ ConSeqs Using the c-score 
Due to the random nature of molecule tagging, it is predicted at some small frequency 
that two different templates will be tagged with the same random oligonucleotide.  In probability 
theory this principle is commonly known as the ‘birthday paradox’ which states that in a set of 
randomly chosen people, some pair of them will have the same birthday simply by chance 
(Sheward, Murrell, and Williamson 2012).  In molecule tagging, simulations of 100,000 reads 
show that when MT lengths are 13 bases, only ~0.1% of ConSeqs are impacted by the ‘birthday 
paradox’ (Lundberg et al. 2013).  In theory, accurate consensus sequences can still be built for 
one of the templates in the affected MTs provided there is a much larger number of reads 
representing one of the two templates.  To specifically address problematic ‘birthday paradox’ 
MTs we implemented a simple algorithm to score each consensus sequence based on how 
closely related the reads that make up that consensus sequence are to each other.  We call this 
metric a consensus score or c-score.  Each column in the MSA is first assigned a score by 
multiplying the mode base percentage (i.e. mode base count / total base count) by the mode base 
average quality score.  Subsequently, these column scores are averaged across all columns to 
generate the c-score.  A user-defined parameter sets the minimum c-score threshold.  ConSeqs 
below this threshold are designated as low quality during the QC process.  More sophisticated 
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approaches for identifying ‘birthday paradox’ MTs such as sequence clustering can be 
implemented in the future as needed.  
4.6.5 MT-MT-Toolbox (MeTagenomics Edition) 
For users interested in 16S metagenome profiling, we provide a plugin for streamlining 
relevant 16S analysis operations.  A common analysis technique in 16S profiling is to build 
OTUs from raw sequence data.  The MT-MT-Toolbox builds OTUs from ConSeqs and, if 
specified, can include SRCs.  OTUs are built using UPARSE, a pipeline of bash commands 
based on the USEARCH algorithm (Edgar 2010).  OTU representative sequences are assigned a 
taxonomy using the RDP Classifier (Wang et al. 2007) implemented in QIIME (Caporaso, 
Kuczynski, Stombaugh, Bittinger, Bushman, Costello, Fierer, Peña, Goodrich, Gordon, Huttley, 
Kelley, Knights, Koenig, Ley, Lozupone, Mcdonald, et al. 2010).  When potential contaminant 
sequences (e.g. chloroplast, plastid, etc.) are provided, BLAST+ (Camacho et al. 2009) is used to 
identify and removed OTUs that match any of the given contaminants.  Along with output files 
provided by the basic edition, MT-MT-Toolbox also contains an OTU table where host 
contaminants have been removed, a corresponding FASTA file of representative sequences, and 
a text file with taxonomy assignments for each OTU.     
4.6.6. BioUtils 
To reduce speed and memory requirements, we developed BioUtils, an object-oriented 
Perl API for sequence analysis.  BioUtils includes features for FASTA/Q file IO, storing 
FASTA/Q sequences, sequence QC, summarizing a set of sequences, and a simple algorithm for 
building a consensus sequence from an MSA.  While BioUtils lacks many of the complex 
features of BioPerl (a common FASTA/Q processing alternative), BioUtils is significantly faster 
than BioPerl at basic sequence operations such as FASTA/Q file IO (Figure 4.8).  Moreover, the 
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simplicity of BioUtils makes it significantly more memory efficient than BioPerl.  While 
BioUtils memory improvements were not rigorously compared to BioPerl, they can easily be 
observed via common Unix tools such as top or by simply looking at the source code.  BioUtils 
source code is released under the BSD license and available for download at  
https://sourceforge.net/projects/bioutilsperllib/?source=directory. 
4.6.7 Digital Normalization 
In general, digital normalization is a technique used to reduce a dataset such that only the 
necessary pieces remain for building high quality results (Brown et al., 2013).  In molecule 
tagging, digital normalization can be used to reduce runtime especially for MTs having high 
depth.  Building MSAs for high depth MTs can be particularly time consuming (Figure 4.6).  
However, when there are many fewer MTs with depths >20, as in the example dataset, global 
speed improvements from digital normalization can be minimal (~5 minutes faster on the 
example dataset).  The ‘digital norm max’ parameter allows the user to specify the maximum 
number of raw reads to consider when building a ConSeqs for each MT.  Based on the data in 
Figure 1, ‘digital norm max’ could be set as low as 4 and still achieve nearly maximum accuracy 
for overlapping PE sequences.    
4.6.8 Cluster Parallelization 
MT-Toolbox can be run both in serial on a single processor or in parallel on a LSF 
cluster.  The parallelization algorithm implemented in MT-Toolbox works by processing 
barcoded samples independently.  For example, a sequencing run containing 96 samples is 
parallelized across 97 nodes—one node for each sample and one node for the parent process.  
Currently, MT-Toolbox parallelization can only be used on an LSF based cluster, however, by 
modifying a single line of code, parallelization can easily be extended to other cluster systems.  
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Using an example dataset (Lundberg et al. 2013), parallelization reduced run time from ~24.9 
hours to ~52 minutes when using Clustalw to build the alignment matrix.   
4.6.9 Clonal Plasmid Accuracy 
To test the accuracy of ConSeqs generate by MT-Toolbox, we used six clonal plasmid 
samples from the Lundberg et al. 2013 dataset (ERS342061, ERS342062, ERS342063, 
ERS342109, ERS342110, ERS342111).  These samples were sequenced at the University of 
North Carolina on the Illumina MiSeq platform using v2 chemistry.  DNA was prepared using a 
standard Illumina Nextera P1 primer (Lundberg et al. 2013).  Of the six samples, two were 
diluted 100x, two were diluted 50x, and two were not diluted.  Diluting samples reduces the 
number of original template molecules causing more MTs to have a higher depth.  Including 
samples with higher depths was necessary to investigate the depth required to build accurate 
ConSeqs.  Figure 4 shows that overlapping PE reads can build accurate ConSeqs even for low 
depth MTs. 
The overlapping PE reads used in this analysis have an expected overlap of 184 bases.  
Longer overlaps will generate more accurate ConSeqs by correcting more bases in the 
overlapping step, and shorter overlaps will be less accurate by the reciprocal reasoning. 
4.6.10 Protocols Compatible with MT-Toolbox 
In principle, MT-Toolbox is compatible with molecule tagged reads having strictly 
defined MT, primer, and amplicon sequence regions with corresponding Illumina 1.8 quality 
scores.  Future releases may include support for other quality score formats.  We tested 
compatibility of LEA-Seq reads by downloading a small number of LEA-Seq V4 reads from the 
LEA-Seq website.  The available LEA-Seq reads had no quality values, so for testing purposes 
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all bases were assigned quality values of 40.  MT-Toolbox successfully built ConSeqs from this 
subset of LEA-Seq reads. 
4.7 Supplemental Figures 
 
Figure 4.5 The implementation of molecular tags used in Lundberg et al.  2013.  A) 
Schematic of how the first rounds of PCR are set up.  B-D) Resulting sequence patterns 
we expect to see in sequence output for SE, overlapping PE and non-overlapping PE 
reads, respectively.   
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Figure 4.6 Runtime in CPU seconds of ClustalW and MUSCLE for MT categories of 
different depths.  MUSCLE is slightly faster.  Digital normalization can be used to 
normalize all MTs to a user-defined depth.  However, digital normalization saves only ~5 
minutes when using the ClustalW algorithm on the example dataset.  This suggests that 
the file input/output is the most time consuming step and is required a for each MT 
category regardless of its depth.   
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Figure 4.7 The length distribution of reads is very narrow.  Of the 449,676 clonal 
plasmid reads, 447,175 (99.45%) are 253bp.  This suggests that the read stacking 
approach for building an alignment matrix is feasible. 
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Figure 4.8 The number and types of errors seen in ConSeqs generated without using an 
MSA algorithm (i.e. using stacked reads) for all clonal plasmid samples.  Mismatches are 
much more common than deletions or insertion.  Because these number were generated 
using BLAST output files, missing reads are most likely mismatches that were not 
aligned by BLAST because they fell at the beginning or end of reads.  The large number 
of extra bases is caused by a small number of sequences where only a small portion of the 
ConSeq aligns to the known reference. 
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Figure 4.9 Accuracy of ConSeqs generated from ClustalW, MUSCLE, or stacked reads 
(i.e. no msa) alignments.  Except when MT depth is 2, stacked read ConSeqs (top-right) 
are equally as accurate as ClustalW (top-left) or MUSCLE (top-middle) ConSeqs.  
Furthermore, the errors driving the decrease accuracy of ConSeqs is likely caused by the 
few ConSeqs that have a large number of errors. 
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A  
Figure 4.10 A general schematic of how five overlapping PE molecule tagged reads are 
used to generate highly accurate consensus sequences.  First, a preprocessing step merges 
overlapping PE reads using FLASH.  FLASH uses read quality scores to resolve 
discrepancies in the overlapped portion of paired reads consequently correcting many of 
the sequencing errors.  Second, regions (in this case only MT and amplicon) are 
identified using a regular expression.  Third, reads are categorized by their MT.  Lastly, 
ConSeqs are generated by building an alignment matrix and picking the most represented 
base at each position.  
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Figure 4.11 C-score distributions for ConSeqs generated using different methods.  The 
consensus score (c-score) can be used to remove “messy” ConSeqs potentially affected 
by the ‘birthday paradox’ (Note S.4) by filtering out ConSeqs with a c-score below a 
given threshold.   
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Figure 4.12 The correlation between c-score and read errors.  ConSeqs with more errors 
tend to have a lower c-score making a reasonable metric for removing low quality 
ConSeqs. 
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Figure 4.13 A screen shot of the GUI for the basic version of MT-Toolbox. 
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Figure 4.14 For FASTQ file IO, BioUtils is significantly faster and scales better than 
BioPerl. 
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Figure 4.15 Errors per base profile for individual samples for merged PE reads where 
ConSeqs are built without using a MSA.  In general, diluted samples contain more MT 
categories with greater depths.  Sample 100x B drives the high errors per base pattern 
seen in Figure 4 for depths >15. 
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Figure 4.16 Higher errors per base (EPB) in sample 100x B are unlikely to be cause by 
contamination or sequencing errors.  A) All ConSeqs from sample 100x B were clustered 
at 100% sequence identity.  Over 80% of the ConSeqs are contained in a single cluster.  
The next three clusters contain sequences that are exactly the same as the dominant 
cluster except for a single base represented as an N.  Because there is a single dominant 
cluster and the remaining clusters contain very few sequences (>7), it is unlikely that 
alternative 16S contamination is the driving factor in sample 100x B’s high ERB.  B) 
Two errors from ConSeqs having an MT depth of 38 were manually annotated.  Each bar 
represents the number of each nucleotide base observed in each read at a given position.  
In example 1 the miscalled base occurs at position 94 and all 38 reads contain an 
incorrect base call.  In example 2 the miscalled base occurs at position 210 where reads 
are split between the correct base, G (13 reads), and a single incorrect base, A (25 reads).  
Due to the consistency of incorrect base calls at these positions, sequencing errors are 
unlikely to be contributing to more EPB in high depth ConSeqs from sample 100x B.  
However, it is possible that mistakes in the early cycles of PCR amplification could lead 
to error patterns seen in both examples 1 and 2. 
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CHAPTER 5: RHIZOSPHERE ENRICHED FUNCTIONS IN ARABIDOPSIS 
THALIANA MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES4 
5.1 Overview 
Bacterial communities living in close association with eukaryotes contribute to 
maintaining the overall well-being of their host by providing resistance to biotic and abiotic 
stress along with a variety of other beneficial phenotypes. However, connecting the functional 
characteristics of metagenomes to these beneficial phenotypes is a challenge. For example, we 
know that the microbial community associated with the plant root is critical for plant growth and 
productivity, but we have a limited mechanistic understanding of how this occurs in most cases. 
De novo assembly of DNA from complex microbial communities has been marginally useful, as 
only a small fraction of reads typically assemble into contigs and assembled contigs tend to be 
short. We propose an alternative approach—DAFE (Differentially Abundant Functional 
Elements)—based on mapping reads to a set of reference genome sequences. We show that 
mapping metagenomic reads to a diverse database of thousands of isolated strain genomes using 
low specificity mapping parameters allows inference about functional characteristics likely to be 
relevant for association with a plant host. While our method can be applied to any comparative 
metagenomic dataset, we illustrate this algorithm on data generated from wild soil and plant-
associated rhizosphere samples. We find that many functional elements are differentially 
abundant between rhizosphere and bulk soil metagenomes. We analyze these functional 
                                                
4 The contents of this chapter have not yet been published, but will be in the near future. The manuscript is a 
currently being drafted. 
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enrichments at three levels of functional specificity: COG categories, COGs, and OthroGroups. 
DAFE provides a unique opportunity to observe functional enrichments in a phylogenetic 
context. Some differentially abundant functions are only enriched in a subset of closely related 
taxa suggesting that these functions are important for colonization of the rhizosphere by these 
taxa. Alternatively, other differentially abundant functions are enriched in only a single genome. 
Rare genes are more often identified as differentially abundant than conserved genes, suggesting 
that the accessory genomes of rhizosphere bacteria provide colonization functions. Not only do 
these results provide insight into potential biological mechanisms of rhizosphere colonization, 
they also provide a platform for targeted hypothesis testing using the cultured isolated used to 
build the reference genome database. 
5.2 Introduction 
The complex bacterial communities that live in close association with eukaryotes often 
affect the productivity of their host. In plants, microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, 
oomycetes, archaea, protozoa, algae, viruses, archaea, arthropods, and nematodes can colonize 
inner tissues (endosphere), surface layers (rhizoplane), and soil attached to and immediately 
surrounding the roots (rhizosphere) (Cardon and Whitbeck 2007; Bonkowski, Villenave, and 
Griffiths 2009; Wünche 1996; Raaijmakers et al. 2009). Members of these microbial 
communities are known to have both positive and negative effects on the plant (Termorshuizen 
2014; Lugtenberg and Kamilova 2009). For example, Pseudomonas fluorescens isolates can 
protect roots from fungal infection by producing the metabolite 2,4-Diacetylphloroglucinol (Keel 
and Defago 1997). Accumulating evidence of rhizosphere microbiota impacts on plant growth 
and productivity has made understanding the rules governing colonization and community 
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assembly a priority, and this knowledge is an important precursor for leveraging plant-associated 
microbial communities agriculturally (Ahkami et al. 2017). 
Theory and data from functional ecology suggest that the functions of the community 
members should drive microbiome assembly (Green et al 2008, science; Burke et al PNAS 
2011). Microbes colonizing the rhizosphere are primarily derived from the surrounding soil 
(Zarraonaindia et al. 2015; Lundberg et al. 2012), and share the same general functional elements 
(Ofek-Lalzar et al. 2014). However, despite originating from the surrounding soils, relative 
abundances of functional elements can vary dramatically between rhizosphere and soil 
microbiota (Ofek-Lalzar et al. 2014; L. W. Mendes et al. 2014; Bulgarelli et al. 2015). This 
suggests niche-based selection for functions is important for rhizosphere colonization. 
Differentially abundant functional elements have been identified in grapevine (Zarraonaindia et 
al. 2015), soybean (L. W. Mendes et al. 2014), gray mangroves (Andreote et al. 2012), wheat 
(Ofek-Lalzar et al. 2014), cucumber (Ofek-Lalzar et al. 2014), and barley (Bulgarelli et al. 2015) 
rhizosphere metagenomes when compared against matching surrounding soil samples. 
Two primary methods used to understand the dynamics of colonization are 16S RNA 
gene profiling and whole metagenome sequencing. 16S profiling involves sequencing the 16S 
ribosomal gene found ubiquitously across all bacteria. This gene contains regions that are highly 
conserved, and other regions that vary sequentially (Woese, Fox, and Zablen 1975; Woese and 
Fox 1977). Therefore, it is possible to design PCR primers that can amplify DNA segments from 
a wide variety of bacteria yet contain sequence polymorphisms that differentiate bacterial taxa. 
After sequencing, 16S reads are clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) and the 
number of reads contained in each OTU is recorded. The resulting list of OTUs and their 
abundances constitutes a 16S profile of a microbiome. These 16S profiles are used to measuring 
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taxonomic and differences between microbiota, and can also be used to infer the functional 
elements of a microbiota with tools like PICRUSt (Langille et al. 2013). However, these 
inferences are limited by the resolution of OTU clusters and the content of the reference 
genomes databased used for the functional inference. The gene content of genomes assigned to 
the same OTU can contain be highly variable making it difficult to accurately infer functions 
from OTUs (Lukjancenko, Wassenaar, and Ussery 2010; Bergthorsson and Ochman 1995). 
Whole metagenome sequencing (WMS) avoids the biases of limited taxonomic resolution 
of 16S profiling by directly sequencing all DNA in a sample. For simple microbial communities, 
the DNA fragments produced by WMS can be de novo assembled into genomes, and the 
functional content of those genomes directly estimated (Albertsen et al. 2013). However, de novo 
assembly of complex microbial communities like those found in soil and rhizosphere samples 
has been less productive because only a small fraction of reads assemble. Even when the 
majority of reads can be assembled, they are primarily contained in contigs less than 500 base 
pairs long (Bulgarelli et al. 2015). These fractured and incomplete assemblies have nevertheless 
been instrumental in discovering novel and differentially abundant genes across plant-associated 
niches (Sessitsch et al. 2012; Bulgarelli et al. 2015; Ofek-Lalzar et al. 2014; Zarraonaindia et al. 
2015; Unno and Shinano 2013; L. W. Mendes et al. 2014).  
As an alternative to de novo assembly, metagenome reads can be mapped to sequence 
databases such as COG, KO, and other gene sequence catalogs (Tatusov et al. 2000; M. 
Kanehisa 2000; Minoru Kanehisa et al. 2016; Nelson et al. 2010). The number of reads from 
each metagenome sample that map to each functional element in the database is recorded in a 
count matrix. Functional elements that are differentially abundant between metagenome sample 
groups can then be identified statistically. However, this approach also has major limitations. 
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Similarly to fractured WMS assemblies, it is difficult to design targeted experiments because 
functional elements such as COGs and KOs are not linked to a specific isolate genome. For 
example, a single COG can contain thousands of related genes derived from thousands of 
different genomes, and it is impossible to identity which of those genes in which specific bacteria 
in the community under study contributes most to the functional phenotype. Furthermore, a large 
fraction of genes in bacterial genomes cannot be assigned to a known function and are thus not 
present in databases that rely on functional inference based on homology. Consequently they are 
typically ignored in these analyses.  
To address these limitations, we present an algorithm we call DAFE (Differentially 
Abundant Functional Elements), that maps metagenome sequence reads directly to a database of 
well curated and provenanced bacterial genomes and identifies functional elements that are 
differentially abundant. This algorithm provides multiple advantages over the traditional method 
described above. First, because our algorithm maps reads to a database of diverse bacterial 
isolate genomes, DAFE eliminates the need for a de novo assembly. Second, because our 
algorithm maps reads to all open read frames contained in the genomes of our database, DAFE 
can identify genes that are functionally relevant even if they are functionally unannotated. And 
third, because differentially abundant functions defined by DAFE are linked to specific isolate 
genomes, targeted experiments using these isolates can be designed to fully explore the 
contributions of differentially abundant functions.  
We demonstrate the DAFE algorithm and its advantages using metagenome samples 
taken from the soil and rhizosphere of Arabidopsis thaliana plant roots. We identify functions 
enriched in the rhizosphere and unplanted (i.e. bulk) soil at three different levels of specificity: 
COG category, COG, and OrthoGroup. Using a phylogenetic tree constructed from the isolate 
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genomes in the reference database, we described the functional enrichments in a phylogenetic 
context. Some functions are enriched across a wide range of genomes while other are only 
enriched in certain clades or even single genomes. We find that rare functions, many of which 
are unannotated, are more frequently called as enriched in the rhizosphere, while conserved 
functions are more frequently called as enriched in soil.  
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 DAFE Uses Metagenomic Sequence Data More Efficiently Than Common Approaches 
Typically analyzing metagenome data involves four primary steps: 1) a de novo assembly 
is created from raw reads, 2) the assembled contigs are annotated to identify genes, 3) reads are 
mapped back to the assembled contigs using strict mapping parameters (i.e. 99% identity) and 4) 
mapping profiles for each gene are tested for differential abundance between different sample 
types. The logic of this pipeline was adapted from RNA-seq studies and has been successfully 
applied in low-complexity comparative metagenomics (Albertsen et al. 2013). However, in 
complex microbial communities like those derived from soil and plant-associated niches, it can 
be difficult to build de novo assemblies, thereby limiting the efficacy of the subsequent steps 
(Howe et al. 2014). The DAFE algorithm eliminates the need to build a de novo assembly by 
utilizing two novel ideas: 1) reads are mapped to an extensive isolate genome database instead of 
a de novo assembly, and 2) reads are mapped with relaxed parameters (i.e. 60% identity) 
allowing each genome in the database to capture distantly related reads. These ideas attempt to 
maximize the number of reads that can be utilized to identify differentially abundant functional 
elements.  
The number of reads that map to the database depends primarily on two factors: how 
comprehensively the database genomes reflect the taxa in the metagenome samples and the 
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percent identity mapping parameter. To maximize database comprehensiveness we included 
3,984 high quality genomes cultured using a variety of methods (see Methods) and sampled from 
a variety of environments (Figure 5.1a). Because our metagenome samples (Figure 5.1b) were 
taken from Arabidopsis rhizospheres and matching bulk soils (i.e. potted-unplanted soil), we 
specifically included 302 genomes of microbes isolated from Arabidopsis roots grown under the 
same conditions (Bai et al. 2015). We found that more metagenome reads map to genomes 
isolated from plant and soil environments than to genomes from non-plant environments (Figure 
5.1c: Reference Mapping Summary). Excluding environments with few genomes, the genomes 
sampled from all Arabidopsis-associated environments (n = 618) map more reads on average 
than any other environment (Figure 5.1d, Figure 5.13). Therefore, for future comparative 
metagenomics studies, investing resources into sequencing isolate genomes derived from the 
same environment as the shotgun metagenome samples is recommended because it enhances the 
power of the DAFE algorithm. However, a substantial number of reads from our Arabidopsis-
associated metagenome samples map to genomes isolated from poplar tree associated 
environments (n = 156) suggesting that future experiments can also utilize genomes isolated 
from related environments.  Despite the recruitment of many fewer reads map (13,980,460; 
1.4%), the same general patterns hold when reads are mapped more stringently using a 95% 
identity cutoff (Figure 5.14). However, some genomes still absorb a substantial number of reads 
(max: 673,616; Dyella japonica UNC79MFTsu3.2) indicating that these genomes are likely 
derived from closely related strains in the metagenome samples. Alternatively, genomes with a 
large reduction in mapped reads at the 95% mapping threshold compared to the 60% threshold 
represent taxa that are related but contain some functional similarities with strains present in the 
metagenome samples. Therefore, mapping reads at high percent identity such as 95% can be 
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used to identify isolates that are highly likely to be found in metagenome samples. Alternatively 
mapping reads at low percent identity such as 60% increases the diversity of measurable 
functions. 
 
Figure 5.1: Genome database and metagenome summary. The database of 3,984 
genomes cover 4 major phyla and come from a variety of environments each classified as 
either plant-, non-plant-, or soil-associated (a). We sequenced 44 metagenome sample 
(b). Arabidopsis plants comprised of three genotypes (Col-0, Cvi-0, and Oy-0) were 
harvested at two developmental stages and matching soils were also harvested at those 
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times (Young, Old). When reads from these metagenome samples were mapped to the 
database of genomes with at least 60% identity more reads mapped to plant-associated 
(PA) and soil genomes than from non-plant-associated genomes (NPA) (c) (pairwise t-
test: PA/Soil p=1; PA/NPA p<2e-16; NPA/Soil p<2e-16). Furthermore, more reads 
mapped to genomes isolated from Arabidopsis than many of the environments (Tukey 
test; Animal p=0; Env_Other p=0; Human p=0; Water p=0) (d). However, there is still a 
large fraction of reads that map to isolates cultured from other environments, especially 
plant-associated environments (see Env Tukey Test supp table for p-values). This 
suggests that mapping to genomes cultured from environments that do not match the 
sequenced metagenome reads can still be useful. Using a 60% identity mapping threshold 
more reads map to our database of genomes than to the assembled contigs indicating that 
in some cases mapping metagenome reads to a database of isolate genomes will use a 
larger fraction of the data than the de novo assembly (e). 
To compare the utility of the standard de novo assembly method (D. Li et al. 2015) to our 
DAFE reference mapping approach, we measured the percentage of reads utilized by each 
method. We found that 22.3% (227,365,483) of our metagenome reads mapped to our reference 
database while only 17.4% mapped to the de novo assembly (Figure 5.1e), indicating that a 
larger fraction of the dataset can be analyzed using reference mapping. There may be cases 
where de novo assembly is still preferable, but the DAFE pipeline is an appropriate alternative.  
5.3.2 DAFE Identifies Rhizosphere Enriched Functions 
We tested for differentially abundant functions between rhizosphere and bulk soil 
fractions using 44 metagenome samples derived from the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana 
grown in wild soil sampled from North Carolina (Figure 5.1b; Methods). Functional enrichments 
in the rhizosphere were defined at three levels of specificity: COG categories, COGs, and 
OrthoGroups (which are clusters of genes with similar sequences; abbreviated OG; see 
Methods). This allows for enrichment predictions from general functions to specific genes. The 
25 COG categories define functions in the most general sense (e.g. RNA processing and 
modification, Chromatin Structure and dynamics, etc.). Importantly, the DAFE algorithm 
performs statistical tests for each functional element across each genome individually (see 
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Methods). Therefore, a total of 72,350 possible statistical tests (3,984 genomes X 25 COG 
categories) exist in the COG category analysis; however only 48,482 instances exceeded our 
thresholds for sufficient reads mapped (Methods). The results show that 2,319 COG category 
instances are enriched in the rhizosphere and 1,794 are enriched in bulk soil (Figure 5.2a). We 
found that transcription, COG category “K”, is the most frequently enriched COG category in the 
rhizosphere (555/3,984 genomes; 13.9%; Figure 5.2b). Moreover, there is only a single COG 
category “K” that is enriched in bulk soil across the entire dataset which highlights the 
importance of specific transcription-related functions (i.e. transcription factors) in the 
rhizosphere microbiota. There are several other COG categories with a large number of 
rhizosphere enrichments including categories M, N, S, and X (Cell wall/membrane/envelop 
biogenesis, Cell motility, Function Unknown, phage-derived proteins, transposases and other 
mobilome components, respectively) suggesting that these are important for rhizosphere 
colonization (Figure 3b). Alternatively, there are also COG categories such as C and O that are 
primarily enriched in the bulk soil, but not in the rhizosphere, implying that these COGs are 
important for survival in soil (Figure 5.2b).  
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Figure 5.2: Enrichments between rhizosphere and bulk soil using COG categories 
COG categories (columns) in each genome (row) were tested for rhizosphere (red) or 
bulk soil enrichment (blue). This analysis at the COG category level provides a high-level 
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view of functions that are important for colonizing these fractions (a). Some COG 
categories are enriched more frequently (i.e. in more genomes) than others (b).    
 
COG Categories are useful for observing general trends, but lack functional specificity. 
To observe functional enrichments on a finer scale, we tested for differentially abundant COGs 
between the rhizosphere and bulk soil samples. Of the 341,665 testable COGs across all 
genomes, 7,236 COGs were enriched in the rhizosphere and 5,867 were enriched in the bulk soil 
(Figure 5.15; Table: COG Results Summary). The rhizosphere-enriched COGs represent a 
diverse array of functions, none of which are universally enriched across taxa. Of the 4,631 
defined COGs in the COG database, 1,123 (24.2%) are rhizosphere enriched in at least one 
genome, and 559 (12.1%) are bulk soil enriched in at least one genome. This illustrates that a 
broad diversity of functions contribute to rhizosphere enrichment across the taxonomic diversity 
of microbes. Furthermore, many enrichments are not consistent across all taxa suggesting that 
individual taxa harbor independent mechanisms for rhizosphere colonization. The top five most 
frequently rhizosphere-enriched COGs are enriched in a small fraction of genomes across 
multiple phyla; yet these COGs are present in nearly all the genomes in our database (Figure 
5.3a,b). For example, COG0642, annotated as a signal transduction histidine kinase, is one of the 
most frequently enriched COGs in both the rhizosphere and bulk soil. It is called as rhizosphere 
enriched in 22 out of 24 Variovorax isolates (Figure 5.3c) and is called as bulk soil enriched in 
22 out of 44 Bradyrhizobium isolate genomes (Figure 5.3d). Therefore, these two taxa have 
opposite enrichment patterns for COG0642. Additionally, COG0642 is rhizosphere enriched in 
13 Rhizobium genomes but bulk soil enriched in 12 Rhizobium genomes (Figure 5.3e). These 
clade-specific patterns are only detectable when analyzing metagenome data in a phylogenetic 
context and would typically be missed by many of the standard metagenome analysis pipelines.  
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Figure 5.3: Five most frequently enriched COGs. The top 5 (a,b) most frequently 
rhizosphere-enriched COGs (i.e. the columns that have the most red cells from Figure 
5.15).  The fourth ring (starting from the inner most ring) is an example of COG that is 
rhizosphere-enriched Variovorax isolates (c) but soil-enriched in Bradyrhizobium isolates 
(d). Furthermore, it has both rhizosphere and bulk soil enrichments in Rhizobium isolates 
(e). These patterns would likely be missed by tradition metagenome methods that do not 
analyze enrichments in a phylogenetic context. 
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The COG0642 data suggests that genes in COG0642 impact the ability of microbes to 
exploit their niche. These results may seem counterintuitive because they imply that a highly 
conserved COG, and presumably a highly conserved function, is important for both rhizosphere 
and bulk soil enrichments in specific genomes. We interpret this to mean that taxon specific 
alleles are functionally differentiated, even if their mode of action—phosphorylation of 
histidines for signal transduction—is conserved. Further, we observed globally that the COGs 
most frequently called as rhizosphere-enriched, including the top five shown in figure 5.3a, also 
tend to harbor the most sequence, and presumably functional, diversity (Figure 5.4a). The fact 
that individual COGs can encompass a diversity of functions and likely multiple paralogous 
genes highlights a serious limitation of using COGs for functional annotation. This limitation 
applies to other high-level annotations that aggregate multiple paralogous genes into a single 
group (e.g. Pfam, KEGG). 
Another major limitation with analyzing enriched COGs is that on average only 65% of 
genes in a bacterial genome are assigned to a COG (Figure 5.4c). Therefore, a large fraction of 
genes potentially involved in host association is missing from any analysis done using COGs. 
The dilemma also applies to Pfam and KEGG annotations (Figure 5.16). We clustered all 
19,144,824 annotated and unannotated gene sequences from our 3,894 target genomes into 
2,131,477 OrthoGroups (OGs) to get a more detailed and cleaner view of differentially abundant 
gene functions enriched in the rhizosphere (Methods). In our isolate database, the median 
number of OGs represented in each COG is 56. One COG (COG1309; see Figure 5.3a ring 2) 
encompassed 12,362 OGs (Figure 5.4b), which highlights how functionally and genetically 
diverse a single COG can be.  
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Figure 5.4: Limitations of COGs in metagenome analyses. COGs that are most 
frequently enriched (i.e. enriched in the most genomes) also contain the most OGs 
indicating that they are the most functional diverse (a). For example, COG0583 (DNA-
binding transcriptional regulator, LysR family [Transcription]) is enriched in 281 
genomes. However, this COG has 12,362 OGs within it. Therefore, it is possible that 
mutliple unique functions are contributing to its enrichment across the 281 genomes. 
Functional enrichments using COGs do not provide adequate resolution for discovering 
specific functions linked to rhizosphere colonization. Furthermore, the distribution of 
OGs contained in each COG is highly variable (b). Because COGs that lump many 
functions(i.e. OGs) are more likely to be rhizosphere enriched it is difficult to conclude 
that their enrichment is driven by function or simply by the number and diversity of 
functions contained in a COG or simply a single function within the COG driving 
enrichment. COG annotations across genomes are often incomplete (c). A large fraction 
of genes contained in our genome database do not have COG annotations and would be 
excluded from any COG-based analyses. These limitations make using COGs or other 
high level functional aggregations (i.e. KEGG, Pfam; Figure 5.16) problematic for 
discovering specific functions linked to rhizosphere colonization. 
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We therefore applied DAFE to test each OG in each genome for differential abundance 
between the rhizosphere and bulk soil samples. A total of 72,472 OGs were enriched in the 
rhizosphere and 6,089 were enriched in the bulk soil. As these data cannot be succinctly 
summarized, we have focused on four examples that highlight the utility of OG enrichments in 
the phylogenetic context provided by DAFE. First, a Gammaproteobacteria isolate, Dyella 
japonica UNC79MFTsu3.2 (i.e MF79) encodes 4,270 OGs, 87 of which are rhizosphere enriched 
and 72 are bulk soil enriched. Consequently, MF79 has the third most rhizosphere enriched OGs 
and the seventh most bulk soil enriched OGs of all the genomes in the database. The fact that it 
harbors both rhizosphere- and soil-enriched OGs suggests that this isolate is capturing reads from 
closely related populations specialized to survive in either rhizosphere or bulk soil, but not in 
both. When considering the COG categories linked to the 87 rhizosphere-enriched OGs, the 
largest fraction (20/87) is “unassigned” indicating that novel functions are likely to play an 
important role in rhizosphere colonization of Dyella strains. The second largest fraction is 
associated with amino acid metabolism and transport suggesting that these functions are 
important for rhizosphere colonization of Dyella strains, perhaps representing adaptation to the 
specific micronutrients and energy sources abundant in the rhizosphere. 
Intriguingly, the closest relative to MF79 in our genomes database, Dyella sp. OK004, 
isolated from poplar tree roots, has only three rhizosphere-enriched OGs and one bulk soil 
enriched OGs. The v3-v4 region of the 16S gene of these two isolates is 97.01% similar (455/469 
bases) indicating that these two genomes would fall in the same OTU when at using a 97% 
similarity cutoff. Therefore, their functional differences would be indistinguishable using tools 
that infer function from OTUs. Despite being members of the same OTU, these two Dyella 
strains are fundamentally genomically different. To measure the sequence similarity between 
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these two genomes we calculated the gANI and AF metrics that measure the genomic average 
nucleotide identity and alignment fraction of two genomes (Varghese et al. 2015). They share 
only 70% of their genomic sequence (gANI) over 82% of their genomes (AF). We measured the 
functional overlap between these two strains by looking at their OG content. While they share 
2,686 OGs, MF79 has 1,584 unique OGs and OK004 has 1,465. Among the 87 rhizosphere-
enriched OGs in MF79, 74 are shared with OK004 but none are called as rhizosphere enriched in 
MF79. Similarly, among the 72 bulk soil enriched OGs in MF79, 55 are shared with OK004 but 
none are called as bulk soil enriched in MF79. This suggests that sequence differences in 
species-specific Dyella alleles could be under selection in the rhizosphere. This result shows both 
the limitations of traditional OTU based analysis and the value of analyzing metagenomes using 
specific annotations such as OGs among closely related isolates. 
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Figure 5.5: Example OGs with rhizosphere and bulk soil enriched functions. 
Cluster_888 and Cluster_873 are both contained in COG3459 and contain 90 genes 
where the majority are annotated as cyclic beta-1,2-glucan synthetase (a). Despite having 
similar functions, taxa within these two OGs have opposite enrichment patterns. 
Cluster_888 appears to have been derived from Cluster_873 and has since implicated as 
important for rhizosphere colonization. Cluster_3218 is present in 758 bacteria making it 
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one of the most highly conserved OGs. Only in a small subset of taxa is this OG 
important for rhizosphere colonization. Cluster_323025 is only present in 22 genomes 
and is annotated as a hypothetical protein in each of these cases. Among these genomes it 
is called as rhizosphere enriched in 4 cases, 3 of which cluster in a single clade. 
 
Our second example focuses on two OGs linked to the synthesis of cyclic beta-1,2-
glucans. The first OG, Cluster_888, is primarily represented by genes annotated as cyclic beta-
1,2-glucan synthase or synthetase. Cyclic beta-1,2-glucans have been identified as important for 
nodulation in nitrogen-fixing rhizobacteria and mutations in this gene have been linked to 
reduced motility, impaired root attachment, and empty nodules (D’Antuono et al. 2005). 
Furthermore, the β(1–2) cyclic glucan synthase gene, cgs, in Mesorhizobium loti actively reduces 
immune responses during colonization of Lotus japonicas root nodules by suppressing high-level 
production of antimicrobial phytoalexins (D’Antuono et al. 2008). Consistent with their known 
role in root colonization, Cluster_888 is rhizosphere enriched in 7 of the 16 genomes in which it 
is present (Figure 5.5a). In contrast, the related OG, Cluster_873 is also primarily comprised of 
sequences with the same annotation, but it is bulk soil enriched in 11 out of 67 instances and is 
never called as rhizosphere enriched (Figure 5.5a). Interestingly, the gene tree comprised of all 
the genes in Cluster_888 and Cluster_873 is not consistent with the species tree. Specifically, 
Cluster_873 is nested within Cluster_888.  This suggests that Cluster_873 arose from a 
Cluster_888 like ancestor, then specialized and diverged. Notably, both of these OGs are part of 
a single COG (COG3459) therefore, the differing enrichment patterns exhibited in each OG 
would be indistinguishable in a COG-level analysis.  
The third example, Cluster_3218, is an OG present in 757 genomes making it relatively 
conserved primarily across proteobacteria. It encodes the glutamate synthase (NADH) large 
subunit which is known to have multiple functions, one of which is nitrogen fixation in root 
nodulating bacteria. It is called as rhizosphere enriched in 11 genomes, 9 of which are in the 
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Commomadaceae family (Figure 5.5b). This illustrates at a finer scale a pattern hinted at in the 
COG and COG group analysis—that the functional paths to becoming a rhizosphere associated 
microbe are not necessarily conserved broadly. 
The final example, Cluster_323025, is an OG present in only 22 genomes and is called as 
rhizosphere enriched in four of those cases. It is not assigned to a COG and is annotated as a 
hypothetical protein with unknown function. As a result the enrichments observed in this OG 
would not be captured in COG analyses. Three of these cases are found in closely related 
genomes, but their amino acid sequences are quite different implying that genes among the 
rhizosphere-enriched OGs are rapidly evolving in this OG (Figure 5.5c; Supp File – MSA text 
file). This example illustrates how rare, under-characterized, and unannotated genes likely have a 
substantial impact on rhizosphere colonization.  
These four examples illustrate several general patterns about colonization of the 
rhizosphere as revealed by DAFE.  First, COG based and OTU based analyses may miss many of 
the important functional changes.  Second, there is no single functional path to becoming a 
rhizosphere associated microbe.  Third, allelic diversity within a gene or OG may be critical to 
niche differentiation. Finally, rare or poorly characterized genes appear to have a large role in 
rhizosphere colonization. 
5.3.3 Impact of Host Age on the Rhizosphere Community 
There are well-described physiological changes across plant developmental stages, 
especially in the earlier stages, that can impact microbial associations (Wagner et al. 2016; 
Chaparro, Badri, and Vivanco 2014). For example, exudate profiles change as plants develop, 
thereby potentially changing the environmental conditions of the rhizosphere and consequently 
the microbes inhabiting it (Chaparro et al. 2013). Of our 30 rhizosphere metagenome samples, 14 
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were harvested at the time of appearance of an inflorescence meristem and are referenced as 
young (yng) plants in this analysis. The remaining 16 were harvested when fruiting plants had 
greater than 50% senescent leaves and are referenced as old. Additionally, the 14 bulk soil 
samples were also sampled at each corresponding time point (n=9 yng and n=5 old). Relatively 
few taxonomic differences were observed in these samples between the two developmental 
stages at the OTU level (Lundberg et al. 2012). Because these are both relatively late stages of 
plant development, this suggests that as the plant ages the root microbiota stabilizes. Similarly, 
when considering functional differences, we find only a small number of enrichments between 
yng and old rhizosphere samples (Figure 5.6a). Only 514 COG categories were called as 
enriched in the yng stage and 585 in the old stage (Figure 5.6b). When differences are measured 
between yng and old bulk soil samples, there are even fewer functional differences (Figure 5.17; 
64 yng enriched; 94 old enriched). This suggests that the rhizosphere differences between plant 
developmental stages are primarily driven by the plant as opposed to simply a stable microbiota 
persisting in the soil longer.  
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Figure 5.6: Age Effects. COG categories (columns) in each genome (row) were tested 
for enrichment in yng (blue) or old rhizospheres (red) (a). As expected, there are many 
fewer enrichments then when comparing between the rhizosphere and bulk soil. 
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However, some COG categories are enriched more frequently (i.e. in more genomes) 
than others (b).   
 
The most striking enrichments linked to plant developmental stage are those annotated as 
COG category X (mobilome: prophages, transposons). Notably, this difference was not observed 
in the different bulk soil aged samples suggesting that this functional enrichment is mediated by 
the plant (Figure 5.17). The second most frequently enriched COG in the yng rhizosphere 
samples (n=17), COG3547, is annotated as a transposase. Over half of the strains with this 
enrichment (n=9) are found in Bradyrhizobium species. There are a total of 44 Bradyrhizobium 
strains in our database of genomes indicating that the enrichment of this transposase is not 
ubiquitous among this species. Additionally, the strains with yng-enriched COG3547 are 
distributed across the spectrum of Bradyrhizobium species (Figure 5.18). Because transposase is 
frequently associated with mobile elements, we looked for a connection between copy number 
and enrichment, but found none (Figure 5.18). We next explored the possibility that a single OG 
within COG3547 was driving this pattern. We found that among the Bradyrhizobium strains 
there are 81 OGs that are aggregated into this COG. The conservation patterns among these OGs 
are not strongly correlated with the species tree indicating that these transposase genes could be 
evolving very quickly (Figure 5.18). 
5.3.4 Genotype Effects on Rhizosphere Colonization and Function 
Only a small number of functions were called as differentially abundant between the 
rhizosphere samples of the three plant genotypes (Figure 5.19). The only notable trend is that 
mobiliome functions are slightly more abundant in Cvi-0 rhizospheres than either Col-0 or Oy-0 
(Figure 5.19). The small number of differences between genotypes is consistent with previous 
studies that measured taxonomic differences between these samples (Lundberg et al. 2012). 
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5.3.5 Rare Genes Appear to be Critical for Rhizosphere Enrichment 
While there may be some functional elements (i.e COGs, OGs) that are enriched across a 
wide range of taxa, there is not a single functional element that is consistently rhizosphere 
enriched (Figure 5.15). Therefore, multiple colonization strategies, potentially encoded in each 
genome’s accessory genome repertoire, are likely to exist that utilize a wide range of rare 
functional elements. To further investigate this idea, we tested the null hypothesis that rare genes 
are less likely to be called as differentially abundant than more common genes. We assigned 
each OG a metric indicating how conserved it is among the diverse set of genomes in our 
reference database. This conservation metric measures the average phylogenetic distance (i.e. 
branch length) of all the genes in the OG to the most distant genome that still contains a gene in 
that OG (see methods; Figure 5.12). Therefore, OGs with a high conservation score are common 
genes because they cover a larger fraction of the tree. Alternatively, OGs with a low 
conservation score are rare because they are found in only a localized portion of the tree. 
Because calculating conservation scores for all 2 million OGs was computationally impossible, 
we selected a subset of rhizosphere enriched, bulk soil enriched and non-enriched OGs and 
plotted their conservation scores (Figure 5.7). Rare OGs (i.e. lower conservation scores) are 
more frequently called as rhizosphere enriched, indicating that a microbe’s ability to colonize the 
rhizosphere resides primarily in its accessory genome.  
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Figure 5.7: Rhizosphere-enriched genes are more frequently rare genes. Rare genes 
are more frequently called as enriched in the rhizosphere while common genes are 
frequently call as enriched in the bulk soil.  Each point represents a gene sequence in a 
single genome and has been classified in the DAFE pipeline as either enriched in the 
rhizosphere, enriched in the soil, or not enriched in either.  Each gene is also assigned to 
an OG.  Genes that are rhizosphere enriched are more likely to be rare OGs and genes 
that are bulk soil enriched are more likely to be common OGs. (RZ vs BK –t = 11.977, df 
= 2882.5, p-value < 2.2e-16; RZ vs EQ --  t = 37.031, df = 1479.4, p-value < 2.2e-16; BK 
vs EQ --t = 17.781, df = 1547.6, p-value < 2.2e-16) 
 
5.4 Methodological Insights 
There are five distinct advantages to reference-based read mapping compared to de novo 
assembly for analyzing metagenome data. First, the phylogenetic-centered approach 
implemented in DAFE in conjunction with sequence-specific aggregations like OGs more easily 
translates to targeted hypothesis testing using the cultured isolates represented in the isolate 
genome database. Key pieces of information provided by DAFE can be utilized for choosing 
isolates for future experimentation—the number and type of enriched functions, the isolate’s 
relative abundance, and how closely the isolate represents the microbes found in the microbiota. 
For example, an isolate like MF79, which has several rhizosphere and bulk soil enriched 
functions, could be chosen to further investigate how those functions contribute to colonization 
of each of these two niches. Furthermore, MF79 recruits more reads than another other genomes 
when mapping at 95% identity suggesting that it is closely related to a microbe that colonizes the 
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rhizosphere (Figure 5.14). The second advantage to reference-based mapping is that it provides 
an opportunity to observe enriched functions in a phylogenetic context (Figures 2a, 3a, 6a). 
Traditional comparative metagenomic studies using de novo assemblies generate lists of enriched 
functions, but distinguishing how those enrichments are distributed across the phylogeny is 
rarely possible or even attempted. Third, reference mapping makes it possible to compare and 
correlate rhizosphere-enriched genes within a strain (Figures 2a, 6a). Using de novo assemblies, 
this is nearly impossible because the assembled contigs are so short. Fourth, read mapping 
requires substantially less coverage than de novo assembly allowing for observation of microbes 
that do not have sufficient coverage to assemble (Sims et al. 2014). And fifth, read mapping is 
much less computationally expensive. Building de novo assemblies with millions of reads can 
take weeks of compute time even on the most advanced compute clusters. Alternatively, the 
DAFE pipeline takes only a matter of days. 
There are, however, some drawbacks of mapping metagenome reads to a database of 
isolate genomes. First, one must carefully construct a database of isolate genomes. Microbes 
with no close relatives in the database will not have their reads map, and will therefore not be 
measured. In this study nearly 76.8% of reads were unmapped at 60% sequence identity (Figure 
5.1e). This suggests that a large number of bacteria in our metagenome samples are not 
represented in the database. However, bacterial genomes are being sequenced at an inspiring 
rate, and as the number and diversity of genomes continues to increase, mapping methods will 
become more accurate. An additional drawback to mapping metagenome reads to a database of 
isolate genomes is the lack of accurate and complete gene annotations. This is especially 
important considering that rare genes were more likely to be called as differentially abundant in 
the rhizosphere.  
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5.5 Biological Insights 
Understanding the mechanisms of rhizosphere colonization is an important precursor to 
leveraging microbial functions for improving plant fitness. Currently, most plant-associated 
metagenome analyses only describe functional attributes of microbiomes on a global level. For 
example, several general functions have previously been implicated in rhizosphere colonization 
including motility, chemotaxis, lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis, polysaccharide-degrading 
enzymes, stress response, secretion systems, iron mobilization, and sugar transport (Ofek-Lalzar 
et al. 2014; Bulgarelli et al. 2015). Some of these functions match the rhizosphere enrichments 
we describe in Arabidopsis including motility (Figure 2b) and iron mobilization (COG1629, 
Figure 3b). In rice associated microbiomes, a large fraction of functions were annotated as 
“function unknown” (Sessitsch et al. 2012), which is also consistent with the observation that 
these genes of “unknown” function contribute to rhizosphere colonization in Arabidopsis (Figure 
2b). 
Among these general patterns of functional enrichment, the most striking functional 
group enriched in the Arabidopsis rhizosphere, transcription related functions, has not been 
previously described in other microbiomes. Transcription related functions are also enriched 
across a broad diversity of taxa (Figure 2). This suggests that modulating gene expression via 
transcription factors is important for rhizosphere colonization.  In short, the key to being a 
successful colonizer is effectively activating a plastic response to the new environment 
(O’Keeffe et al. 2017). This idea is consistent with the notion that infection by plant pathogens is 
frequently modulated by transcription factors such as hrpL (Rahme, Mindrinos, and Panopoulos 
n.d.). It also is consistent with the observation that, in some microbiomes, metatranscriptomic 
signatures are much stronger than those from the metagenome (Ofek-Lalzar et al. 2014). This 
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implies that for some microbes the ability to colonize may be more strongly linked to its ability 
to modify the expression of the genes it has rather than having the ideal genomic repertoire for 
being a colonizer.  
Describing the general functionality of a microbial community is important to gain a 
broad understanding of how microbes colonize and respond to their environment. However, 
higher-level functional annotations can encompass a wide range of functions and often fail to 
include large fractions a genome’s ORFs (Figure 4). Therefore, a more complete and finer scaled 
understanding of these functional traits is required for identifying specific mechanisms of 
colonization. 
Our detailed investigation of the functions associated with the Arabidopsis rhizospheres 
the mechanistic complexity associated with rhizosphere colonization. It is clear that multiple 
genes contribute to a microbe’s ability to colonize. For example, in MF79 there are 87 
rhizosphere enriched and 72 are bulk soil enriched OGs. Thus, Cluster_888/873 and MF79 
exemplify the intra- and inter-genomic complexity within the microbiome, respectively. Further, 
even when the “same” genes are involved allelic differences can strongly affect which niche is 
preferred.  For example, Cluster_888 and Cluster_873 contain sequences that are functionally 
related but have opposite contributions to rhizosphere colonization across taxa. Cluster_888 is 
contained within Cluster_873 indicating that Cluster_888 was derived from a Cluster_873 like 
ancestor. This divergence correlates with rhizosphere enrichment suggesting perhaps that this 
genetic change contributed to the ecological divergence of these taxa. These two OGs exemplify 
how individual taxa can harbor unique mechanisms for rhizosphere colonization.  
Our data also show convincingly that “rare” functions play an important role in 
rhizosphere colonization. These rare genes are those found only in the pan genomes of a few, 
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often widely taxonomically dispersed taxa. One possible explanation for this pattern is that these 
genes are indeed common in bacteria, but not in the taxa that are known to science.  
Alternatively, these data may suggest that microbes are constantly evolving new genes and new 
mechanisms by which to colonize the rhizosphere (Figure 7). This result parallels observations 
from plant-pathogen interactions where type III effectors in many Gram-negative bacteria are 
required for pathogenicity, but vary widely between strains (Baltrus et al. 2011). These effectors 
are also quickly evolving to evade recognition by the plant immune system. Perhaps similar 
patterns of evolution exist among genes involved in rhizosphere colonization have evolved to 
help these colonizers outcompete other microbes or respond to the dynamic conditions of the 
rhizosphere environment. 
5.6 Conclusions 
The rhizosphere is a complex microbiome and its functional potential remains largely 
unexplored. Our DAFE algorithm is able to identify general or specific functions implicated in 
rhizosphere colonization. We demonstrate this using rhizosphere samples from the model plant 
Arabidopsis thaliana and matching bulk soil samples. Some rhizosphere enriched functions 
overlap with rhizosphere enriched functions in other plants. Alternatively, the most drastic 
rhizosphere enrichment, transcription-related functions, has not been implicated in other 
rhizospheres. Thus, transcription factors that modulate gene expression and the plastic response 
of bacteria to their environment are clearly important mechanisms for rhizosphere colonization. 
Beyond the general functional enrichments, DAFE can identify specific functions implicated in 
rhizosphere colonization among individual taxa. For example, synthesis of cyclic beta-1,2-
glucans, which has previously been described as important for root association, was called as 
rhizosphere enriched among a specific group of betaproteobacteria. Collectively, these results 
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highlight the complexity of rhizosphere microbiomes and the mechanisms by which they are 
colonized but also provide specific and testable hypotheses for expanding our understanding of 
such mechanisms. 
5.7 Methods 
5.7.1 DAFE Algorithm  
The DAFE algorithm finds functional elements (i.e. genes, COGs, KOs, etc) that are 
differentially abundant between different types of metagenome samples (Figure 5.8). First, reads 
are mapped to the reference database using BBMap (Bushnell n.d.) with a minimum percent 
identity threshold of 60%. This database, described below, consists of genomes of bacteria 
isolated from a wide variety of sources including humans, animals, soils, oceans, and plants. 
Reads mapping equally well to multiple locations are randomly assigned so that each read is only 
counted once. The resulting BAM files can be filtered to include different percent identity 
stringencies using the BamTools filter command (Barnett et al. 2011). Count tables for the genes 
in each genome are generated from the BAM files using htseq-count (Anders, Pyl, and Huber 
2015) and the GFF files. Each genome count table is submitted to a custom R script for 
determining functional elements that are differentially abundant between the designated samples. 
This custom R script optionally aggregates gene counts into higher-level functional elements 
such as COGs, COG categories, KEGGs, PFAMs, or TIGRFAMs . It utilizes the EdgeR 
statistical package to determine differentially abundant functional elements (Robinson, 
McCarthy, and Smyth 2010). EdgeR implements a negative binomial model that has previously 
been used in other metagenomics studies (Jonsson et al. 2016). 
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5.7.2 Reference Genome Database 
The BBMap reference database is comprised of 3,834 public genomes along with 150 
inferred genomes assembled from en masse culturing (see below). The public genomes were 
isolated from a wide variety of sources including humans, animals, soils, oceans, and plants (see 
metadata table) and collectively represent a phylogenetic diversity of bacteria. Annotation 
information (i.e. COGs, KEGGs, PFAMs and TIGRFAMs) for each annotated gene was 
downloaded from the JGI Genome Portal. Each genome was also annotated as being plant or 
non-plant associated as per [Asaf’s study]. GFF files containing genomic coordinates for each 
gene were also downloaded from the JGI Genome Portal. 
As a supplement to the 3,834 public genomes, 150 genomes were assembled from whole 
metagenome sequences generated from en masse culturing. De novo assemblies were generated 
from the combined set of all en masse cultured reads using the standard JGI metagenome 
assembly pipeline. Contigs from the resulting assemblies were binned into putative genomes 
using the following steps. Reads were mapped to their corresponding assembly using BBMap 
and the default parameters. The resulting SAM files were sorted and passed to MetaBat (Kang et 
al. 2015) for contig binning. Each bin was evaluated using CheckM (Parks et al. 2015) and bins 
with at least 60% completeness were flagged for reassembly. Reads mapping to any contig for 
each flagged bin were reassembled using the SPAdes (Anton Bankevich et al. 2012) assembler. 
CheckM was used again to evaluate the assembled bins, and bins with less than 70% 
completeness were removed. For the remaining bins, those which were greater than 10% 
contaminated were manually curated using contig GC content and read depth to remove obvious 
contaminants. The resulting bins were once again evaluated using CheckM and all bins with 
greater than 70% completeness and less than 10% contamination were de-replicated into the 150 
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final genomes by comparing alignment fraction and average nucleotide identity using a custom 
algorithm. These genomes correspond to near or substantially complete genomes with low or 
medium contamination according to the controlled vocabulary published in CheckM. 
5.7.3 Metagenome Assembly 
Sample were individually assembled at the DOE-Joint Genome Institute using their 
standard metagenome assembly protocols that is primarily based on MegaHit (D. Li et al. 2015). 
5.7.4 Samples and Sequencing 
Samples from Lundberg et al 2012 were thawed and prepared for whole metagenome 
sequencing. Samples were selected based on their fraction (rhizosphere, bulk soil), age (yng, 
old), genotype (Col-0, Cvi-0, Oy-0), and soil type (Mason Farm). A total of 44 samples were 
sent for metagenome sequencing at the JGI: 30 from rhizosphere samples and 14 from bulk soil 
controls (Supp. Table: Metagenome Metadata). Bulk soil samples are defined as unplanted pots 
of wild soil differentiating them from surrounding soil directly harvest from the field. Sequences 
were generated using the Illumina HiSeq 1x150bp standard JGI metagenome sequencing 
protocols. Reads that mapped to the Arabidopsis thaliana genome using BBMap (minid=.60) 
were removed. Trimmomatic (Bolger, Lohse, and Usadel 2014) was used to remove and trim 
low quality reads (LEADING:5 TRAILING:5 SLIDINGWINDOW:5:20 MINLEN:75). After 
trimming and filtering 979,528,795 reads remained constituting over 144GB of sequence 
(Figures 5.9, 5.10). 
5.7.5 En Masse Culturing and Sequencing 
Two Arabidopsis thaliana plant genotypes (Col-0, Cvi-0) were grown in two distinct 
soils—Mason Farm (MF) and Clayton (CL). Roots were harvested and washed liberally first 
with tap water and then with sterile water to fully remove all adherent soil. Remaining biotic 
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debris was removed manually with tweezers. The cleaned roots were surfaced sterilized by 
submerging them with gentle manual swirling in a mixture of 10% household bleach in water 
plus 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100 for 10 minutes. A pre-autoclaved screw-cap glass laboratory bottle 
was used for the sterilization. The bleach was decanted and the roots were immediately 
submerged in 2.5% (w/v) sodium thiosulfate for two minutes to neutralize the bleach. Finally, 
two more washes with sterile distilled water completed the procedure. The sterilized roots were 
removed from the bottle and set into a sterile (baked) mortar in a laminar floor hood, and ground 
with a pestle to release endophytic bacteria. Sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was added 
as need to maintain a liquid consistency. Finally, the mixture was transferred by pipette to screw 
cap cryovials and mixed in a 1:1 ratio with 80% glycerol for a final glycerol concentration of 
40%. Cryovials were later thawed and plated on 15 mm diameter petri plates containing 4 growth 
media (1/10 LB, 1/4 MS, 1/50 TSA, and corresponding bulk soil). After 21 days of growth, 
microbes were harvested en masse from each plate by 'shaving' the plate with a sterile (flamed) 
razor blade (Figure 5.11). Dislodged microbes were re-suspended in PBS so they could be 
pipetted of the plates. Microbes were pooled in centrifuge tubes from each of four replicate 
plates per media type, and the microbes were pelleted by centrifugation at 20,000 x g. 
Supernatant was decanted, and the pellet was used as input into the MoBio PowerSoil DNA 
extraction kit following the manufacturer's instructions. Biological replicates of each 
combination of conditions were prepared totaling 32 samples (2 soils x 2 genotypes x 4 media x 
2 biological replicates). Aliquots of each sample were prepared for and whole metagenome 
sequencing and taxonomic profiling. Whole metagenome sequences (2 x 150bp) were generated 
on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 at the DOE-Joint Genome Institute.  
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5.7.6 Defining OrthoGroups 
Genes from all 3,984 genome (n = 19,186,168) were clustered using the 
usearch7.0.1090_i86linux64 algorithm (Edgar 2010) into 21,31,477 clusters using the following 
parameters: -id 0.5 -threads 12 -maxaccepts 0 –maxrejects 0 -target_cov 0.5. 
5.7.7 Tree Generation 
To generate a bacterial phylogenetic tree of the 3,984 high-quality and 
non-redundant genomes, we retrieved 31 universal single copy genes from each genome using 
AMPHORA2 (M. Wu and Scott 2012). For each individual marker gene we constructed an 
alignment using Muscle (Edgar 2004) with default parameters. We masked the 31 alignments 
using Zorro (M. Wu, Chatterji, and Eisen 2012) and filtered the low quality columns of the 
alignment. Finally, we concatenated the 31 alignments into an overall merged alignment from 
which we built an approximately maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree using the WAG model 
implemented in FastTree 2.1 (Price, Dehal, and Arkin 2009).  
To generate the species tree with specific genomes the QIIME (Caporaso, Kuczynski, 
Stombaugh, Bittinger, Bushman, Costello, Fierer, Peña, Goodrich, Gordon, Huttley, Kelley, 
Knights, Koenig, Ley, Lozupone, McDonald, et al. 2010) command filter_tree.py was used to 
extract the subtree of leaves corresponding to the specified genomes. Gene trees for specific OGs 
were created by first building a multiple sequence alignment of amino acids from all protein 
coding sequences in the OG. Trees were then built using the FastTree algorithm with default 
parameters (Price, Dehal, and Arkin 2009). The resulting tree was rooted manually using iTOL 
based on the same root as the species tree (Letunic and Bork 2016). Trees were loaded into 
Geneious7.1.9 and exported as a Newick file to resolve a formatting issue (Kearse et al. 2012). 
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Graphical representations were created in R using the dendextend and phytools packages (Galili 
2015; Revell 2012). 
5.7.8 Rare Gene Analysis 
Each gene in the database is annotated with three pieces of information: 1) its 
OrthoGroup, 2) its OrthoGroup conservation score, and 3) a differential abundance call from the 
DAFE pipeline. The conservation score for an OrthoGroup is the average distance traveled on 
the phylogenetic tree until the furthest genome containing a gene in the given OrthoGroup is 
reached (Figure 5.12). A Student’s t-test was used to compare the conservation scores of among 
rhizosphere, bulk soil, and non-enriched.  
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5.8 Supplemental Figures 
 
Figure 5.8: DAFE Algorithm. A database of isolate genomes is prepared and formatted 
for use with BBMap and HTSeq software.  For each metagenome sample, reads are 
mapped to the database with a minimum threshold of 60% identity using BBMap.  
SAMTools is used to filter the resulting BAM files to different levels of percent identity 
depending on the target stringency.  HTSeq-count is used to count the number of reads 
mapping to each gene in each genome.  These counts can be aggregated by functional 
annotations (ie COGs, KEGGs, etc) using custom Perl scripts.  Then edgeR is used for 
finding function elements that are differentially abundant between treatments. 
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Figure 5.9: Reads per metagenome sample. Read counts for each sample separated by 
genotype and colored by age. 
 
Figure 5.10: Bases per metagenome sample. Base counts for each sample separated by 
genotype and colored by age. 
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Figure 5.11: Example Pictures of En Masse Culturing. These plates can harbor a large 
diversity of colonies. 
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Figure 5.12: Conservation Score Example. The furthest neighbor conservation score 
calculates how far on average must be traveled to get to a genome that still has the given 
OG. For example, starting at leaf A the furthest neighbor is either C or D both of which 
are distance of 4. The furthest neighbor for both C and D is leaf A and is also a distance 
of 4. Therefore the average nearest neighbor distance for the blue OG is 12 / 3 = 4.  
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Figure 5.13: Reads mapped to genomes from different environments. The same data 
plotted in Figure 1d but split by fraction. Reads from rhizosphere samples tend to map 
better to genomes from most environments 
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Figure 5.14: 95% identity mapping. DAFE results when reads are mapped at 95% 
identity.  Many fewer reads map and there are nearly no enrichments. However, some 
individual genomes still recruit a substantial number of reads indicating that a close 
relative of these genomes is present in the microbiome. Therefore mapping at 95% 
identity can be used to identify isolate genomes that are likely to be members of the 
community. 
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Figure 5.15: Differentially Abundant COGs at 60% mapping identity. To get a more 
detailed view of enriched functions each COG (column) in each genome (row) was test 
for enrichment in the rhizosphere (red) and bulk soil (blue). There are no COGs that are 
universally enriched suggesting that each microbe (or closely related microbes) have a 
unique mechanism for rhizosphere and bulk soil colonization.  Zoomed section of 
differential abundance matrix showing specific COGs that are enriched in the rhizosphere 
or soil 
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Figure 5.16: Pfam and KO annotations per genome. The average number of OFRs 
annotated with a Pfam (a) and KOs (b) across all genomes.  The genomes that have very 
few Pfam and KO annotations are primarily from the en masse culture-derived genomes. 
These genomes were not annotated as rigorously as the other genomes. Despite Pfams 
having more annotated ORFs per genome, we decided to use COGs for the final analysis 
because there are many genomes annotated with multiple Pfams, and in these cases it 
would be impossible with our current database to determine which Pfam(s) are enriched. 
Furthermore, we chose to analyze COGs over KOs because there were more COG 
annotations per genome. 
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Figure 5.17: Old soil vs Yng soil COG Categories. COG categories that are enriched 
when testing for differences between young and old soil samples. There are many fewer 
enrichments compared to Figure 6 indicating that age differences cannot be attributed to 
the aging soil alone. 
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Figure 5.18: Bradyrhizobium species tree. This is the species tree for 44 
Bradyrhizobium species.  The blue squares indicate that those species were enriched in 
yng plants for COG3547 (treansposase).  The grey bars are a measure of copy number of 
COG3547.  So there is no clear correlation between copy number and enrichment. There 
is also not a strong correlation between COGs that are called as enriched and the cluster 
profile (ie. COGs that are enriched don’t always have clusters that are enriched). 
Interestingly, the cluster profile is not strongly correlated with the species tree suggesting 
that these transposase genes are evolving quickly. 
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Figure 5.19: Genotype Enrichment Table. Number of enriched COGs when comparing 
between the three plant genotypes. For example, there are 60 COGs enriched in Col-0 
when compared against Cvi-0. As expected there are very few functional differences 
between the rhizospheres of different plant genotypes. 
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Figure 5.20: Cog Category genotype tests. COG categories that are enriched when 
comparing across the three plant genotypes. As expected there are relatively few 
enrichments. The most striking difference is the enrichment of mobilome functions in 
Cvi-0. 
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